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PC900 NEW MULLARD
R.F. TRIODE
PC900

R

C
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NEW

MULLARD
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I

IllUUfc

for Simpler V.H.F.
V.H.F.
elevisio n Tuners
Television
Tuners
-T

for Simpler

MANY TELEVISION
IN
In many
television RECEIVERS,
receivers,

the
the circuitry
circuitry of
of the
the v.h.f.
v.h.f.
tuner
is now
now simplified
simplified by
by
tuner is
use of
the use
the
of a
a new
new r.f.
r.f. valve
valve -—
the Mullard
the
Mullard frame-grid
frame-grid
triode,
type PC9oo.
PC900.
triode, type

1

'"" ''" ·--- ---- -~----.:1

PC900, which is
The
Tha PC900,
is an
an imimproved version of the
the PC97,
PC97, has
has
designed for
been designed
been
for use
use as
as aa singlesingle.f. amplifier.
triode rr.f.
amplifier. In
In such
such aa
stage, it gives aa noise
noise factor
factor
order
which is of the same
same order as
as
that of double-triode
double-trio de cascade
cascode
stages.
The new valve
The
valve possesses
possesses aa
very low value of anode-to-grid
capacitance (350pF).
(350pF). ConseConsequently neutralisation is
is easier
easier
than with earlier r.f.
r.f. valves.
valves.
values of mutual
The values
mutual conducconductance (14·5mA/V)
tance
(14-5mA/V) and
and input
input
impedance of the valve
valve are
are
high, and the input
high,
input capacitance
capacitance
(80mpF) is very low.
(SOmpF)
low As
As aa
result, the gain of
of aa singlesingletriode stage using
triode
using the
the PC900
PC900 is
is
about twice that
that to
to be
be obtained
obtained
with previously recommended
recommended
r.f. triodes. Use of the
the PC900
PC900 in
in
television v.h.f.
v.h.f. tuners
tuners thus
thus
offers greater simplicity
simplicity in
in the
the
circuitry and aa higher
higher level
level of
of
than hitherto
performance
hitherto
attainable.

LCR2
LCR2 Mullard
Mullard
LCR2 Milliard
'ansistor Package
Package
Transistor
Transistor
Package
for
Car Radios
Radios
for Car

Now appearing in the latest
latest car
car
radios is the Mullard
Mullard LCR2
LCI12
This package
package
audio package. This
comprises the OC82M miniature
miniature
driver transistor and
and the
the AD140
AD140
transistor. The
The output
output
output transistor.

WHAT'S NEW IN
THE NEW SETS

WHAT'S

NEW

IN

THE
NEW
SETS
These articles describe
describe the
the
developments
latest Mullard developments
for entertainment equipment
equipment
type has a
a high current
current gain,
gain,
good linearity
linearity
and possesses good
.
frequency characteristics
characteristics.
and frequency
The package forms
forms aa twotwoaudio amplifier
amplifier
stage class A audio
capable of delivering
delivering an
an output
output
of
3W when driven directly
directly from
from
of3W
the detector of an all-transistor
all-transistor
receiver. The sensitivity
sensitivity of
of the
the
amplifier with respect
respect to
to aa lkO
Ikil._
typically 25mV
25mV for
for
source is typically
full output. The LCR2
LCR2 is
is thus
thus
meeting the need for
for high
high audio
audio
gain in car radios,
radios, ensuring
ensuring an
an
of performperformexcellent standard of
ance while offering an
an economic
economic
design.

n
entode for
PCF801
PCF801 Triode-P
Triode-Pentode
for Televisio
Television
s
Tuners ·and
Tuners
and I.F.
I.E. Amplifier
Amplifiers
tilThe performance and
and versa
versatility of the recently
ity
recently introduced
introduced
make it
it
triode-pentode PCF801 make
an ideal choice for
for television
television
receivers . designed for
for both
both
u.h.f. reception.
reception. The
The
v.h.f. and u.h.f.
as
PCF801 can function
function as an
an
oscillator-mixer
v.h.f. tuners
tuners
oscillator-mixe r in v.h.f.
.f. amplifier following
an i.f.
following
· and as ani
frame-grids
Two
tuner.
a u.h.f.
frame-grids
are incorporated in
in the
the valve:
valve:
triode grid and the
the triode
the pentode
pentode
has
which
grid,
control
which has also
also
been designed with
been
with aa variablevariable-

mu characteristic. Outstanding
mu
Outstand: ig
properties of the
the PCF801
PCF801 are
are
small inter-electrode
inter-electrode capacicapacitances, aa high conversion
tances,
conversion conconductance and a
a remote
remote cut-off
cut-off
characteristic.
r, the
As an oscillator-mixe
oscillator-mixer,
the
triode oscillator performance
performance
is largely independent
independent of
ofsupply
supply
voltage variations,
voltage
variations, and
and the
the
frequency shift when
frequency
when bias
bias is
is
control
applied to the mixer
mixer control
grid, is kept to aa minimum.
minimum. In
In
pentode ·mixer,
the pentode
the
mixer, aa converconver-

sion cond.uctance
conductance of
of 5mA/V
5mA/V is
is
achieved with an r.m.s.
r.m.s. oscillaoscillator signal amplitude
amplitude of
of only
only
1·6V.
1-6V.
As a controlled i.f. amplifier,
amplifier,
large i.f. signals from
from aa u.h.f.
u.h.f.
tuner can
car be handled
handled without
without
on or
cross-modulati
risk of cross-modulation
or
n occurring.
over-modulation
occurring. In
In
over-modulatio
feedback of
of the
the i.f.
i.f.
addition, feedback
signal to the r.f:
r.f; bandpass
bandpass filter
filter
is eliminated, so that
that difficuldifficulin the adjustment
ties in
adjustment of
of this
this
avoided.
are
filter
avoided,
MVE 1909
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FROM time to time the mirage of colour television
system's susceptibility
susceptibility as would an extended field
in Europe as a regular service takes on aa nearer
trial under conditions in which real interference
and clearer aspect, only to recede once again into
might involve
"nvolve two or more dissimilar sources
It ^
"nee the
the distant future.
future.
is eight years :since
the operating simultaneously.
Second, that the
American N.T.S.C. system was devised and shown
N.T.S.C. system
system has
has already
already had
had that
that kind
kind of
of field
field
N.T.S.C.
to be capable of giving technically an acceptable
trial in the Americas and ini Japan, and therein
public service,
service, and
arid since
since then
then in
in this
this country
country we
we lies the advantage of its " antiqr
public
ty".
antiquity
". Its faults
have given demonstrations to prove our capacity to
to as well as its merits are completely known.
transmit and
and receive
receive colour
colour pictures
pictures of
of excellent'
excellent . · Since
transmit
Since "field
" field testing"
testing " means,
means, for
for us,
us, the
the widewidequality by
by this
this and
and other
other systems.
systems. Many
Many firms
firms
spread use
use of
of commerc
commercially
produced sets
sets in
in the
the
illy produced
have put
put their
their experiments
experiments into
into cold
cold storage,
storage, hands of non-technical viewers there can be no
iito
having satisfied themselves that they could go
go into
final judgment
judgment on
on alternative
alternative systems
systems unt„
until they
they
production at the drop of aa hat (i£
have been
been adopted.
adopted. We
We must
must take
take aa chance,
chance, as
as
(if the P.M.G. does
R.C.A. and
and others
others did
did with
with N.T.S.C.
N.T.S.C. The
not wear one, no doubt aa member of 1hiss Advisory
The public's
public's
will lend
lend one
one when
when the
the occasion
occasion ultiultithe ·opportunity,
opportunity, ir
might
Committee will
choice, if
if they
they were
were given
given the
^ht
mately arises),
arises), but
but last
last month
month the
the covers
covers were
were off
off well be governed by such peripheral consideral
mis
considerations
again—this time for the benefit of a d^li.iguished
again-this
distinguished as
as the
the possib:
possibility
of being
being able
able to
to adjust
adjust hue
hue and
and
"ty of
saturation to
to their
their own
own liking
liking or
or being
being debarred
debarred
son
delegation from the European Broadcasting Un
Union
doing so,
so, i.e.,
i.e., whether
whether they
they like
like or
or detest
detest
and observers
observers from
from the
the U.S.S.R.
U.S.S.R. and
and other
other east
east from doing
and
European countries.
"knob twiddling."
twiddling."
countries. The honour conferred on the
B.B.C., who
who were
were entrusted
entrusted by
by E.B.U.
E.B.U. with
with the
the task
task
Because the
the difference
difference of
of line
line standards
standards locks
locks out
out
of mounting
mounting the
the demonstrations,
demonstrations, is
the expensively
expensively produced
produced American
American colour
colour proprois fitting
fitting recognirecognito which
which others
otherwise
tion of
of the
the quality
quality and
and persistence
persistence of
of the
their: research
research grammes to
we might
might have
have had
had
se we
through the
the medium
medium of
of tape
tape recording
recording
efforts in
in advancing
advancing the
the art
art of
of colour
colour television
television access through
efforts
conversion in colour is
is at
at present
present impracimpracbroadcasting; and the radio industry who have
have (standards conversion
supplied the
the B.B.C.
B.B.C. with
with receivers
receivers can
can justly
claim ticable),
we must
must make
make sure
sure that
that there
there is
is complete
complete
ticable), we
astly claim
in Europe,
Europe, otherw
otherwise
the cost
cost of
of
>e the
a share
share of
of the
the credit.
credit. The
Independent Television
Television standardization in
The independent
filling programme
programme time
time by
by independent
ivdepend~nt effort
effort in
in
companies have also made substantial contributions,
filling
each
country
is
going
to
be
prohibitive.
It
seems
par.cularly
in
studio
techniques
for
handling
particularly
prohibit /e.
certain
that colour
colour is gc
going
to make
make us
us even
even more
more
programme material.
material.
cert; n that
'ng to
programme
It now
now looks
looks as
as though
though the
the long
long wait
wait for
for somesome- international
international in
in our
our outlook
outlook than
than monochrome,
monochrome, and
and
thing radically new to turn up in the way of a . experience to date through Eurovision is going to
better display
display device
device than
than the
the shadow
shadow mask
mask tube
tube proi
provide
invaluable pointers.
pointers.
better
de invaluable
We look
look forward
forward vwith
interest to
to hearing
hearing the
the
or aa fundamentally
fundamentally different
different encoding
encoding system
system is
is at
at
th interest
E.B.U.'s official
official verd
verdict
in the
the course
course of
of the
the next
next
:t in
an end,
end, and
and we
we may
may decide
decide to
to make
make aa start
start on
on this
this
an
few months,
months, and
and the
the considerations
considerations wh;
which
have
few
h have
side of
of the
the Atlantic
Atlantic w"th
with what
what we
we already
already have.
have.
theirr final
final chc-ce.
choice.
Under favourable
favourable
Everyone who
who saw
saw the
the B.B.C.
B.B.C. demonstrations,
demonstrations, influenced
tifluenced tli<
Under
conditions the
the picture
picture quality
quality of
of all
all three
three contendcontendand that
that includes
includes representatives
representatives of
of the
the Press
Press as
as well
well conditions
ing system^
systems is
is so
so good
good that
that the
the choice
choice may
may rest
rest
as the
the members
members of
of the
the E.B.U.
E.B.U. delegat_on,
delegation, has
has by
by this
this
on why
why we
we should
should have
have any one
one in
in particular,
particular,
time
made up
up his
his mind
mind as
as to
to which
which system
system not on
lime eeither
:her made
but why
why we
we should
should not
not have
have the
the others.
others.
should be
be adopted,
adopted, or
or has
has deeded,
decided, and
and this
this can
can but
One
final
point.
It
has
been
said
that to choose
still be
be done
done without
without disgrace,
disgrace, to
to remi
remain
n aa 1:little
:tle
any system
system other
other than
than N.T.S.C.
N.T.S.C. is
is going
going to
to involve
involve
longer with
with the
the "" don't
don't knows
knows ".
". Elsewhere
Elsewhere in
in this
this
any
further considerable
considerable delay
delay before
before aa service
service can
can start.
start.
issue
the technical
technical meriis
merits and
and I'm'rations
limitations of
of the
the further
ssue the
T he fact
fact that
that within
wirhin six
six months
months of
of its
its announceannouncethree systems chosen for appraisal are reviewed The
the B.B.C,
B.B.C. has
has been
been transmitting
transmitting on
on the
the PAL
PAL
and 0]
opinions
expressed. On
On this
this page
page we
we w
will.1 add
add ment the
and
nions expressed.
and manufacturers
manufacturers have
have already
already produced
produced
only two
two points.
points. First,
First, that
that laboratory
laboratory tests
tests with
with system, and
and demonstrated
demonstrated receivers,
receivers, seems
seems to
to give
give the
lie
artificially produced
produced interference
interference applied
applied one
one type
type and
:he lie
this contention.
contention.
at a time mav
may not be as conclusive a test of
of a to this
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Colour TeleviSi on Systems
Colour

Television

Systems

A

STANDARD
EUROPEAN STANDARD
FOR A EUROPEAN
SEARCH FOR
THE SEARCH
THE

T
w.
and w.
b. and
If aa b.
ones. If
white ones.
as it does to black and white
currently
is currently
Union is
Broadcasting Union
J. HE European Broadcasting
in
response
high-frequency response in aa
scene is fuzzy (bad ' high-frequency
sceneis
colour
of colour
systems of
selected systems
investigating the three selected
objectionable.
is objectionable.
the result is
receiver, for instance) the
the
PAL-with the
television—N.T.S.C.,
television-N.T.S.C., SECAM and PAL—with
by
illustrated by
be
can
as
colour,
This is not so ·with·
with
be illustrated
of aa
choice of
its choice
on its
C.C.I.R. · on
the C.C.I.R.
object of advising the
not
are
Children
the "
colouring-book" analogy. Children are not
"colouring-book"
avoiding
thereby avoiding
and thereby
Europe, and
_system _for use in . Europe,
the
within the
paint within
crayon or paint
very skilful
ski~ful at keeping crayon
the very
be the
to be
seems to
that seems
of types that
jumble of
haphazard jumble
the haphazard
have
to
tend
areas
printed line, and the coloured areas tend to have
valve
to valve
railways to
from railways
result · ·of
of every · invention from
hownoticeable, howragged edges. These ·are not very noticeable,
assoand assosystems and
three systems
Demonstrations of three
bases. Demonstrations
television
to
corresponding to television
the printed line, corresponding
as the
ever, .as
committee
hoc committee
ad hoc
the ad
ciated equipment were given to the
the
defines .the
information, defines
luminance or brightness information,
which
Q.I.R.T., which
the O.I.R.T.,
of the E.B.U. during July, and the
are
edges
ragged
the
coloured areas precisely, and the ragged edges are
E.B.U.
the E.B.U.
of. the
equivalent of
European equivalent
is the Eastern European
bandwidth
the bandwidth
enables the
the . not noticed. This effect enables
that . the
possible that
seems possible
sent observers, so that it seems
reduced
considerably
be
to
of .colour
colour information
considerably reduced
single .of
by aa . single
covered by
be covered
whole of Europe may be
occupies
signal
bandwidth
·
.··
·
wider
standard.
bandwidth signal occupies
and in .fact, the
standard.
used
actually used
components actually
only 1.5Mc/s.
l.SMc/ s. The vector components
in
aired in
was aired
subject was
It is some time since the subject
are
but
blue,
and
red
to
do
not
correspond
exactly
to
red
and
blue,
but
are
date .
to date
up to
readers .up
our readers
keep our
to keep
and to
Wireless World, and
the
in
axis
narrow-band
the
place
axis in the
offset slightly to
description
short description
giving aa short
with developments, we are giving
changes
distinguish
to
region
where
the
eye
is
unable
to
distinguish
changes
performance
of performance
comparisons of
of each system, with comparisons
consequently
is consequently
axis is
This axis
in small areas
area·s of colour. This
in several aspects.
is
and is
spectrum
the
part
in
the
green/magenta
part
of
the
spectrum
and
.
signal
bandwidth
wider
The
axis.
bandwidth signal
called the " Q "
N.T.S.C.
called
is called
and is
sector and
orange/ cyan sector
is then in the orange/cyan
the
"
I
"
axis.
"I"
regular
in regular
one in
earliest one
The American system was the earliest
information isis
blue information
mechanical · · At the receiver, the .red and blue
earlier mechanical
even earlier
an even
from an
apart from
use, apart
public use,
by
detectors, fed by
phase detectors,
co- derived by two synchronous phase
in codeveloped in
was developed
and ·was
American, and
also American,
type, also
The
sine
waves
at
subcarrier
frequency
90°
apart.
The
apart.
90°
ComSystem ComTelevision System
National Television
the National
operation with the
correct
kept correct
are kept
phases of these reference signals
signals are
the
two, the
other two,
the other
Like the
name). Like
mittee (hence the name).
freby
the
transmission
of
a
burst
of
subcarrier
of subcarrier frepictures .
that pictures
means that
which means
system is compatible, which
quency
on
the
back
porch
of
the
video
signal.
The
The
signal.
video
the
black
on aa black
received on
be received
can be
.::olour can
. transmitted in colour
oscillator
the reference
reference oscillator
burst and 'the
in phases of the colour burst
deterioration in
small deterioration
only aa small
with only
set with
white set
and . white
correction
exists,
are
compared
and,
if
any
difference
exists,
correction
difference
quality.
comby commade. The green information
obtained by
is obtained
information is
develcamera develrecent camera
Ignoring, for the moment, aa recent
bining
the
red
and
blue
information
with
luminance
luminance
with
information
three ·
from three
obtained from
is obtained
signal is
opment, the video signal
receiver.
providing -· in a resistive matrix at the receiver.
filter, providing
colour filter,
its colour
with its
each with
tubes, each
camera tubes,
the
The
three
colour
signals
are now
to the
applied to
now applied
primary
additive primary
three additive
the three
to the
corresponding to
a signal corresponding
to
or
three
grids
of
an
R.C.A.
shadow-mask
tube,
or
to
tube,
shadow-mask
subis aa sub(Yellow is
green. (Yellow
and green.
blue and
colours, red, blue
an
three
tubes
with
colour
filters
projecting
through
an
through
projecting
yellow
by yellow
instance, by
for instance,
provided, for
tractive primary, provided,
optical system on to a screen.
screen.
white
from white
subtra~ts from
and subtracts
absorbs and
paint, which absorbs
the
Mter the
yellow.) After
but yellow.)
ambient light all colours but
cancel
to cancel
upon to
operated upon
camera outputs have been operated
SECAM
voltage
output/ grid voltage
non-linear light output/grid
the effect of the non-linear
France
in France
developed in
was developed
The next system to appear was
correction), aa
(gamma correction),
tube (gamma
law of a cathode-ray tube
was
and was
Television, and
de Television,
Fran~aise de
resistive
to aa resistive
by the Compagnie Frangaise
applied to
proportion of all three is applied
system,
France system,
de France
the Henri de
proto prooriginally known · as the
combined to
adding matrix in which they are combined
respects
major respects
two major
which
after its inventor. · It differs in two
information, which
vide brightness, or ""luminance"
luminance " information,
information
blue information
and blue
red and
N.T,S.C. in that the red
from N.T.S.C.
monochrome
ordinary monochrome
can be displayed on an ordinary
fact
the fact
in the
and in
lines, and
the
is transmitted on alternate lines,
rather the
or rather
signals, or
blue signals,
receiver. The red and blue
modulated.
that the subcarrier is frequency modulated.
now
are now
luminance, are
between these and luminance,
differences between
of
bandwidth of
that the bandwidth
625It has been mentioned that
on aa 625which, on
subcarrier which,
used to modulate a subcarrier
that
means that
which means
reduced, which
are
colour information can be reduced,
signals are
two signals
The two
4.43Mc/ s. The
line system, is 4.43Mc/s.
be
will .be
picture will
colour picture
the horizontal definition of aa colour
subcarrier
the subcarrier
as the
and as
90°, and
separated in phase by 90°,
are
colour are
of colour
lines of
of lines
as aa
limited. If the normal number of
regarded as
be regarded
can be
is amplitude modulated, they can
greater
be greater
will be
definition will
transmitted, the vertical definition
red
of red
amount of
the amount
determines the
vector, whose length determines
satismake for aa satisnot make
than the horizontal, which does not
phase
whose phase
and whose
or blue, or the ""saturation,"
saturation," and
the
that
found that the
is found
it is
Moreover, it
signal
factory balance. Moreover,
reference signal
transmitted reference
angle with respect to a transmitted
differ
often
not
does
line
one
in
does not often differ
blue, colour information
red, blue,
is red,
picture is
the picture
denotes hue, i.e., whether the
In
line. In
preceding line.
appreciably from that in the preceding
or a mixture of both.
transto
facts
these
of
facts to transtaken
SECAM, advantage is taken
not
does not
eye does
the eye
that the
It is conveniently found that
lines.
alternate lines.
on alternate
blue, on
way
mit each colour, red and blue,
same way
the same
quite the
in quite
pictures in
respond to colour pictures
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being set
Colour monitors being
set up
up
engineer of
by an engineer
of ABC
ABC
prior to
to aa demonTelevision, prior
demonfor E.B.U.
E.B.U. delegates.
stration for
delegates.

A delay line stores
stores each
each line
line of
of colour
colour information
information
for. one line period
for
period and
and itit is
is then
then displayed,
displayed, along
along
w
h the new
with
new information
information of
of the
the other
other colour,
colour, in
in
line. An
the next line.
An electronic
electronic .switch
switch routes
routes each
each line
line
Into the delay line
n turn,
into
line in
turn, so
so that
that two
two sets
sets of
of colour
colour
information are always
always displayed,
displayed, even
even though
though one
one
belongs to
to the
the preceding
preceding line.
line. The
really belongs
The result
result
is about , half the
the vertical
vertical colour
colour definition
definition obtained
obtained
in an N.T.S.C.
N. T.S.C . rece
ver.
receiver.
set of
of colour
colour information
information isis • ·transAs only one set
transone line,
line, frequency-modulation
frequency-modulation of
mitted on any one
of the
the
subcarrier is
is possible.
possible. This
This has
has the
the advantage
advantage that
that
and phasf
phase errors
errors which
which occur
differential fading and
occur in
in
the transmission path
path and
and in
in the
the input
input circuits
circuits of
of
the
itself have
have virtually
virtually no
no effect
effect on
;he receiver itself
on the
the
colour rendering. A
;r is
A frequency-modulated
frequency-modulated carr'
carrier
is
by these
these factors
factors as
as long
long as
not affected by
as there
there isis
to cross
cross the
the threshold
threshold of
sufficient signal to
of the
the limiter
limiter
· in the frequency-discriminator
frequency-discriminator which
which isis used
used as
as aa
subcarrier
detector. To
To make
make the
the channel
channel switch
subcar er detector.
switch
phase w;
operate in
a phase
ih the
with
the switch
switch at
at the
the transmitter,
transmitter,
transmitted during
during the
the vertical
vertical flyback
flyback have
have
lines transmitted
porches aa burst
burst of
of subcarrier,
subcarrier, which
on their back porches
which
positively or
or negatively
negatively frequency
frequency
is alternately positively
corresponding to
to blue
blue or
or red
red respectively.
modulated, corresponding
respectively.
derived
from this
this modulation
modulation trigger
trigger the.
the
Pulses dei
:ed from
correct phase.
phase.
switch in the correct

PAL
PAL
T he third system
system to
to be
be considered
considered isis the
the West
West
The
G
erman PAL (Phase Alternation
Alternation ILine)
which was
was
German
ne) which
developed by Walter Bruch
Bruch at
at Telefunken.
Telefunken. It
It comcombines the advantages
advantages of
of SEC
SECAM
with aa oasic
basic
AM with
similarity to N.T.S.C.,
N .T.S.C., and
and relies
relies to
to aa larger
larger extent
extent
than other systems on
on the
the eye's
eye's insensitivity
insensitivity to
to
small areas of
of colour.
colour.
As the name implies,
implies, the
the phase
phase of
of one
one of
of the
the
Ar
vectors, I as it
it happens,.
happens, _is
reversed
on alternate
alternate
is reversed on
lines in both transmitter
transmitter and
and receiver.
receiver. If,
If, therefore,
therefore,
of the
the subcarrier
subcarrier isi changed
changed by
the phase of
by aa few
few
degrees during transmission,
transmission, and
and in
in the
the input
input circuits
circuits
of the receiver, this.
this error
error will
will appear
appear to
to be
be of
of
sign ,on
the succeeding
succeeding line..
line .. If
opposite -.ign
on the
If the
the error
error
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is less than
than about
about ±7°,
± 7 o, the
the eye
eye sees
sees the
the average,
average,
or correct, colour
colour rather
rather than
than two
two slightly
slightly incorrect
incorrect
lines. This
"
This is
is the
the system
system known
known as
as "" Yolks
Volks PAL
PAL"
shown to
to the
the E.B.U.
and is the one shown
E.B.U.
·
A slightly more
more expensive
expensive variety,
variety, known
known as
as "de
"de
luxe PAL," uses
uses aa delay
delay line
line to
to help
help the
the eye
eye to
to
ave1:age out
average
out colour
colour errors.
errors. The
The delay
delay line
line isis used
used
in the same way as
AM, so
as in
in SEC
SECAM,
so that
that four
four colour
colour
signals are
are available
available on
on each
each line,
line, II and
and Q
Q from
from
one li
ie, delayed
line,
delayed by
by one
one hiie
line interval,
interval, and
and II and
and Q"
Q
of the succeeding
succeeding line,
lme, the
the two
two sets
sets having
having phase
phase
opposite tsign,
which are
errors of opposite
gn, which
are thus
thus cancelled.
cancelled.
Rather better vertical
vertical definition
definition than
than in
in SECAM
SECAM
· is claimed, and
and it is pointed
pointed out
out that
that N.T.S.C.,
N.T.S.C., Yolks
Volks
PAL and de luxe
luxe PAL
PAL receivers
receivers are
are so
so similar
similar that
that
modifi
cations to
to ·receivers
receivers and
and transcoding
transcoding between
between ·
mod
fications
systems are quite
quite simple.
simple. An
An incidental
incide.ntal point
point in
in
PAL's favour iis the
the fact
fa.ct that
that although
although the
the colour
colour
subcarrier iss aa vestigial
vestigial : sideband
deband transrr
jsion, the
transmission,
the
reversal of phase
phase effectively
effectively re-establishes
re-establishes the
the missmissing sideband, vwith
th aa corresponding
corresponding improvement
improvement in
in
when d:
differential
performance when
ferential fading
fading isis aa problem.
problem.
means that
that the
the change
change in
characteristics of
o(
It also means
in characteristics
i.f.
.f. valves and drift
i tuners
drift in
tuners is
is not
not quite
quite so
so serious.
serious.
It is extremely difficult,
difficult, and
and probably
probably unfair,
unfair, to
to
make a judgment
judgment on the
the three
three systems
systems in
in the
the absence
absence
of about 90%
dence considered
90 % of
of the
the e\
evidence
considered by
by the
the
E.B.U.
We
will
try,
however,
E.B.U.
try, however, to
to put
put together
together the
the
_ facts we have, and make
make some
some guesses
guesses at
at the
the rest.
rest.
Cost

^

first question
question that
that springs
Probably 'the
the first
springs to
to mind
mind isis
"How much?" It is
is justifiable
justifiable to
to neglect
neglect the
the cost
cost
and studio
studio operations,
operations, and
and confine
confine
of transmitters ana
· ourselves to home
home receivers.
receivers. Most
Most manufacturers
manufacturers
in the
the extreme
extreme about
about prices,
are reticent in
prices, but
but the
the
often mentioned
mentioned is
is 2,5—3
figure most often
mes the
2,5-3 ttimes
the cost
cost
monochrome set.
set. N.T.S.C.
N.T.S .C. is3 the
of a monochrome
the cheapest,
cheapest,
no delay
delay line)
line) and
and SECAM
PAL next ((if; no
rd. The
SECAM th
third.
The
delay line
line determines
determines the
cost of the delay
the difference
difference
three, as
as otherwise
otherwise they
they are
are all
all virtually
virtually
between the three,
identical in complication.
complication. · Lines
Lines made
made by
by Corning
Corning
International sell
sell for
for 50
50 dollars
dollars at
International
at present,
present, with
with the
the
.. 423,
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prospect of a substantial decrease for quantity use.
use.
The cost of the shadow-mask tube and its associated
associated
components, together with a stabilized power
power and
the delay
e.h.t. supply is such that the cost of the
delay line
line
is insignificant.

Operation
the
Recovering from the shock of the probable cost, the
be concerned with
next question is likely to be
with the
the
We have
have all
all heard
heard
"usability" of the receiver. We
about resident
resident service
grim stories from the U.S.A. about
service
" in every
~very home"
home " and wonder
wonder if
technicians "in
if things
things
or nine years. It
It seems
seems to
to
have improved in eight or
t.he N.T.S.C.
N.T.S.C. system is still
still subject
subject
be a fact that the
to phase distortions and differential fading affecting
affecting
invariably provided for correct
the hue, and a knob is invariably
correct
setting. One can imagine the havoc
havoc that could
could be
be
created by compulsive knob-twiddlers with aa conconvariation in
in colour.
colour. · The
The
trol which allows much variation
Radio Show were
were all
all
receivers shown at last year's Radio
the variations
variations
N.T.S.C. types, and as we said then, the
of flesh colour ranged from a sickly pallor
pallor to
to rude,
rude,
SECAM
almost indecent, health. SEC
AM and PAL receivers
receivers
SECAM has
has its
its f.m.
f.m.
have no colour controls at all; SECAM
subcarrier, and PAL cancels phase distortions, giving
giving
that as the transmitter.
transmitter.
the same colour signal as that
From the studio point of view, N.T.S.C. has
has had
had
out.
the longest run, and techniques are well worked out.
SECAM signal
It was originally difficult to handle aa SECAM
signal
fading and other
in such operations as ""wiping",
wipingfading
other
that an f.m.
f.m . subcarrier
effects due to the fact that
subcarrier is
is
have now
hard to fade. ABC Television have
now evolved
evolved
this, so that SECAM
SECAM compares
a method of doing this,
compares
with N.T.S.C. in this respect. PAL is
is similar
similar to
to
N.T.S.C.
N.T.S.C.

Compatibility
The high cost of colour receivers makes
makes it fairly
fairly
symbols"
certain that they will be ""status
status symbols
" for some
some
years. For the man whose contempt for
for the Jones'
Jones'
his overdraft,
overdraft, black
black and
is exceeded only by his
and white
white
not want
want too
receivers will suffice, and he will not
too much
much
patterning on his screen from colour transmissions.
transmissions.
For reasons of economy in .bandwidth, the
the colour
colour
subcarrier in all three systems is inside the
the vision
vision
energy of
frequency band. It is found that the energy
of the
the
multiples
luminance signal is mainly grouped about multiples
of the line frequency, and if
if the
the subcarrier
subcarrier is
is
fixed at odd multiples of half this
this frequency,
frequency, interinterference will be a minimum. In practice,
practice, the
the subsubcarrier is a fairly high frequency, and the
the subcarrier
subcarrier
breakthrough is not usually objectionable. It
It takes
takes
of the
the picture
the form of brightness modulation of
picture and
and
porridge." In
has been described as " boiling porridge."
In
N.T.S.C. and PAL, when the colours are
are not
not satusaturated, which is most of the time, the subcarrier
subcarrier is
is
small and interference negligible.
negligible. Worst patterns
patterns
occur in heavily-saturated areas of
of the
the picture.
picture. It
It
is possible to arrange a notch filter in
in the
the luminance
luminance
channel with its trough on the
the chrominance
chrominance subsubcarrier, which leaves the high end of
of the
the luminance
luminance
response untouched. Rapid transitions of
of colour,
colour,
however, produce sidebands outside the
the range
range of
of the
notch filter and patterning is again
again seen.
seen: In
In SECAM
SECAM
the f.m. subcarrier is of small but
but constant
constant amplitude,
amplitude,
and although this gives less breakthrough
breakthrough than
than the
the
other two on an average picture, two ·further
further operaoperations can be performed.
performed. The phase of the
the subcarrier
subcarrier
424

is controlled at the start of each line,
line, so that
that the
the
dot structure is stable. A shift of half
half aa cycle
cycle of
of the
the
subcarrier is then introduced between frames, which
which
tends to interlace the pattern, and further phasephaseshifts at intervals of a few lines to break
break up
up the
the ververtical pattern to reduce the effect of
of breakthrough
breakthrough still
still
further.

Colour Rendering
Colour
Rendering
In demonstrations we have seen recently, no
no differdifference could be detected between receivers that
that could
could
be put down to differences in transmission systems.
systems.
Whether this would be true under any
any but
but laboratory
laboratory
conditions is open to question.
'

Definition
Definition
The bandwidth of the colour information
information is
Is
limited, as has been seen.
In SECAM,
SECAM, the
the ·
vertical definition is also reduced.
reduced. Due to
to the
the fact
fact
consecutive lines carry the
the same
that two consecutive
same information
information
almost-horizontal edges in the picture
picture tend
tend to
to jitter
jitter
somewhat. The effect is not bad
bad ·and only
only occurs
occurs
rarely. · PAL and N.T.S.C. have better
rarely.
better vertical
vertical
resolution than that in the horizontal
horizontal direction.
direction.
Definition on colour generally is noticeably
noticeably poorer
poorer
than on monochrome, as the
the lack
lack of colour
colour bandbandwidth does have some effect.

Recording
Recording
It is necessary, in order
order to
to maintain
maintain correct
correct
hue, to keep the phase of the
the N.T.S.C. carcarrier within ±5°,
±5o, and it can be
be shown
shown that
that the
the
operations of recording and playback must
must be
be carried
carried
out at a tape speed which does not vary
vary by
by more
more
than +0.015%,
±0.015 %, or about ten times the constancy
constancy of
of
speed needed for monochrome signals. SECAM,
SECAM,
on the other hand, is less affected
affected by
by phase
phase errors,
errors,
and as long as the tape speed,
speed, and therefore subsubis held within +0.4%,
carrier frequency, is
± 0.4 %, the
the colour
colour
rendering is correct.

Noise
Noise
No difference could be detected on the
the receivers
receivers
we have seen when various types
types of
of noise
noise
were superimposed on the signal. No
No effect
effect on
on
colour rendering was observed, and the only
only remark
remark
we have to offer is that ignition
ign'i tion noise on
on the
the 625-line,
625-line,
much less
less obtrusive
obtrusive
negatively-modulated signal was much
than on 405-line positive modulation.
modulation.
·

Conclusions
Conclusions
N .T.S.C. has been in regular use for
N.T.S.C.
for about
about
eight years.
It is often said
said that
that this,
this, in
in
some indeterminate way, confers an advantage
advantage
on it. It is difficult to see
see why age is any qualificaqualifica. tion for supremacy, especially
especially as little development
development
has taken place as a result of experience over
over this
this
period. Phase errors, differential fading
fading and
and diffidifficulty with magnetic recording, are not
not negligible
negligible
factors, and seem to us to put
put the
the system
system at
at aa
disadvantage.
SECAM is a simple system with much to
to recomrecommend it, but also with its own peculiar disadvantages.
disadvantages.
· Although free from colour errors due to
to a long
long and
and
tortuous transmission path, the system
system would
would
respond badly to a signal below
below limiter threshold
threshold
level, which would also be the probable
probable result
result of
of
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such a transmission path. If an N.T.S.C. or PAL
to be honest, the difference between the correct and
colour signal is reduced to zero, the receiver repro- · incorrect greens is very little and seems hardly worth
worrying about.
duces black level. In SECAM, black level is
dependent on the discriminator characteristic, which
A separate-luminance camera is very much more
sensitive than an ordinary RGB type, and it is found
may drift.
drift. The SECAM method of colour coding
found
that pictures can be produced with an illumination
gives only one colour per line from the transmitter.
This rather rules out any possible future developof 100 foot-candles at an aperture of f/8
f/8.. The
ments which could make it possible to increase
registration of the colour camera tubes is no longer
important, as they are low-definition types, and
colour definition, as the vertical resolution is fixed
fixed
" lag"
lag " experienced in vidicon cameras, is·
at the width of two lines.
is not
On the available evidence, PAL appears to be the
troublesome. With saturated colours, the correct
most attractive system. It is sufficiently close to
luminance signal is presented to the'
the receiver c.r.t
The separate
N .T.S.C. to satisfy that system's enthusiasts. It and better definition is g1ven.
given.
N.T.S.C.
transmits all colours all the time. It is less sensitive
luminance principle Is
is applicable to all three
phase and fading
fading errors. It compares favourably
P.R.
to phase
proposed systems.
P. R. D.
in cost with SECAM. Operation by the
the viewer is
simple. · Small saturations produce less patterning,
while SECAM has a constant amplitude subcarrier
LONDON RADIO
RADIO SHOWS
SHOWS
LONDON
giving a constant pattern. PAL has better resolution
AS there will not be a national radio exhibition in this
than SECAM. PAL, like SECAM, is less affected
country this year, many of the manufacturers and some
than N
.T.S.C. by phase distortion in magnetic
N.T.S.C.
agents for overseas manufacturers are organizing inderecording, and has the further advantage of better
pendent
trade shows during the normal show period.
vertical resolution.

Separate Luminance
In all three systems proposed, the luminance signal,
which provides brightness or monochrome informa. tion, is formed by adding proportions of the red,
green and blue camera outputs according to the
O-SE^ +
+ 0.59Eu
O.SQE,. +
+ 00.11E
equation Ey == 0.3Ert
.11En,
where
B,
ER,
EGg and · E
EnB are the signals corresponding to
Eji, E
the colour . channels and Ey is luminance. The
receriver
receiver cathode-ray tube does not brighten in
proportion to the voltage on its grid, and the luminance signal must therefore be " gamma-corrected ""
to take account of the (roughly) square law of the
c.r.t. This entails raising the luminance
luminance signal to
the power of 1/v,
l/y, or 1/2.2, which gives
11
(Ey
Y) =
(E^'v)
= (0.3ER
(O.SE* +
+ 0.59Eg
+ O.llEn)
0.1.1Eb) 11
^Y
.. (1)
0 +
T
he N.T.S.C. luminance signal, however, is given
The
as
Eyl/y
Eyi/v =
= 0.3ER
0.3Ee l/Y
w +
+ 0.59Eg
W +
+ 0.11En
0.11EB l/y
^ .... (2)
0 l/y
which is not the same as (I).
(1). The result is that the
luminance is not properly reproduced, as on
saturated colours it only reaches a fraction
fraction of its
correct value. To make up the balance, some
luminance is transmitted with the chrominance
signals which are band-limited, and a loss in resolution is incurred. Furthermore, three wide-band
camera tubes are ne·
e ded.
·
needed.
E.M.I. and Marconi have produced cameras
Both E.M.I,
in which the luminance signal is kept completely
separate from the chrominance information. In the
E.M.I.
E.M.I, camera, a 4tin
4^m image orthicon provides the
luminance signal, three vidicons being used for the
colour signals. Marconi's three vidicons are complemented by a new monochrome tube, the
"Plumbicon,"
" Plumbicon," recently produced by Philips.
The only wide-band signal is now the 5Mc/s
luminance channel, the three vidicons providing lowdefinition colour signals.
One small disadvantage is that, at the receiver,
green is obtained by combination of luminance and
red and blue signals. On a separate-luminance
signal, a standard N.T.S.C. decoder would produce
a slightly erroneous green signal. This could be
avoided by a little extra circuitry in the receiver, but
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We list these below but stress that admission is limited
to the trade and that some are not open at weekends.
Several companies are also holding public shows in
provincial towns.
In our next issue we shall be surveying some of the
salient features of the new season's domestic television,
radio and audio equipment
equipment..

Aerialite
...
Alba ...
...
Antiference ...
Be
lli ng-Lee ...
Belling-Lee
Nev is ...
Ben Nevis
Blue Spot & Uher

...
...
...
...
...
...

Cafe Royal, Regent St
.l
St.,., W
W.I
Aug. 27-30
27—30
Aug.
Cafe Royal, Regent St., W
.l
W.I
Aug. 28-30
28—30
Aug.
Cafe Royal, Regent St
.l
St.,., W
W.I
Aug. 29
29 && Sept.4
Sept.4
Aug.
Cafe Royal
.l
Royal,, Regent St
St.,., W
W.I
Aug. 26-30
26—30
Aug.
2 King St., St
.l
St.. James, W
W.I
Aug. 26-30
26—30
Aug.
Bosch Ltd 205 Gt. Portland
St., W.I
W.l
Aug. 26-30
26—30
Aug.
Brown Brothers
... Gt. Eastern St., E.C.2
28—Sept. 55
Aug. 28-Sept.
... Savoy Hotel, Strand, W.C.2
Bush & Murphy
26—30
Aug. 26-30
Clairtone & Braun ... 2 Ridgmount Place, W.C.
W.C.II
2—5
Sept. 2-5
Dansette
... Honeypot Lane, Stanmo.re
...
Stanmore
26—Sept. 66
Aug. 26-Sept.
Decca
..
...
.... Cafe Royal, Regent .St.,
St., W.l
W.I
Aug. 26-Sept.
26—Sept. 66
Aug.
Defiant
... C.
W.S., Leman St., E.
...
C.W.S.,
E.Il
Aug. 26-30
26—30
Aug.
Dynatron
... Hilton
...
Hilton Hotel, Park Lane, W.l
W.I Aug. 26-30
26—30
E.M.I. Sound Products 100 Wigmore St., W
W.I. l
26—Sept. 77
Aug. 26-Sept.
... 41/47 Old Street, E.C.I
Ekco & Ferranti
Aug. 26-30
26—30
Aug.
Elizabethan ...
... May Fair, Berkeley St., W.l
W.I
Aug. 27-Sept.
27—Sept. 3
Elpico
... Hotel Russell, Russell Sq.,
...
Sq.,
W
.C.I
W.C.I
26—30
Aug. 26-30
... Blazy & Clement, 26 St. Cross
Eumig
...
26—Sept. 6
St., E.C.I
E.C. I
Aug. 26-Sept.
...Cafe
Cafe Royal
Aug. 26-30
Falcon .. .
Royal,, Regent St., W.l
W.I
26—30
... Thorn House, Upper St. Martin's
Ferguson
...
26—30
Lane, W.C.2
Aug. 26-30
Fidelity
....
.. Hilton Hotel, Park Lane, W.l
...
W.I '1 Aug. 27-Sept.
27—Sept. 3
Carlton Tower, Cadogan Place,
G.E.C., Masteradio,
Aug.
McMichael
McMichae! & Sobel!
Sobell W.l
W.I
Aug. 27-Sept.
27—Sept. 55
Grundig
...... Hilton Hotel, Park Lane, W.l
...
W.I Aug.
Aug. 27-29
27—29
H.M.V.
... Cadogan Pier, Chelsea, S.W.3
Aug. 27-29
...
27—29
K.B., R.G.D., Regen- Kensington Palace Hotel,
tone, Ace & Argosy
De Vere Gdns., W.8
Aug. 26-30
26—30
Loewe-Opta, Ingelen
lngelen Highgate Acoustics, 71/3 Gt.
& Perpetuum Ebner
Portland St
Sept.
St.,., W.l
W.I
Sept. 9-13
9—13
Lugton
... Cafe Royal, Re.gent
Aug. 27-Sept.
...
Regent St., W.l
W.I
27—Sept. 5
Marconiphone
... Cafe Royal, Regent St., VV.I
Aug. 27-29
W.I
27—29
Mullard
...... Mullard House, Torrington
...
Aug. 26-Sept.
Place, W.C.I
26—Sept. 6
Aug.
' Pam ....
..
... 295 Regent St., W
.l
...
W.I
Aug. i6-Sept.
26—Sept. 66
Aug.
Perdio...
....
.. Savoy Hotel, Strand, W.C.2
Perdio
Aug. 29
29
Philips, Stella, Cesser
Cossor
& Peto
Pete Scott . ..
Aug. 26-Sept.
.... Fairfield Halls, Croydon
26^—Sept. 4
Retra
... R.T.R.A., 19 Conway St., W.l
...
W.I Aug. 27-29
27—29
Revelation
W. Wood & Son.
Son, 24 Princes St.,
Silvertone
Aug.
... W.l
W.I
Aug. 28-30
28—30
Schaub-Lorenz, Trio
broke
Winter Trading, 95/9 Lad
Ladbroke
& National
. llI
Aug.
... Grove, W
W.I
Aug. 24--31
24—31
Telerection .'..
... Carlton Tower, Cadogan Place
...
Place,,
W
Aug. 27-Sept.
W.I.l ·
27—Sept. 5
Oct.
... DeVere
Tellux & Sony
De Vere Hotel, W.8
Oct. 9-10
9—10
... Hilton Hotel, Park Lane, W.l
Ultra ...
...
W.I Aug.
Aug. 26-30
26—30
Aug.
... May Fair, Berkeley St., W.l
Unitra
...
W. I
Aug. 27-Sept.
27—Sept. 33
Wolsey
...
... Mount Royal Hotel, Marble
Marble
Sept. 2-5
Arch, W.I
W.l
2—5
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LASERS
LASERS

2.-GASEOUS, LIQUID
LIQUID AND
AND SEMICONDUCTOR
SEMICONDUCTOR
2.—GASEOUS,

By
AUBREY HARRIS,
HARRIS,
By AUBREY

JUNCT10N
TYPES
IUNCT1CN TYPES

A.M.I.E.E., a
A .M.Brit.I.R.E.
a.m.i.e.e.,
M.Brit.i.r.e.

physically
J. HE gas discharge laser although physically
quite different from the crystal laser operates
operates accordaccording to the same broad basic
basic principles.
principles. The
The active
active
1
mixture
the cavity
cavity is
is
medium is a m
:ture of gases, and the
formed by a glass or
or quartz tube w
with
polished
h polished
reflectors at each end.
end. Fig. 11
11 shows
shows diagramdiagramQuite
often the
the gases
gases used
used
matically such a device. Qr
:e often
are helium and neon in the proport
proportion
90% to
to 10%
10%
»n 90%
at a pressure of 11 to 2 m
millimetres
of mercury.
mercury.
limetres of
and about
about
The glass or quartz tube is 11 metre long and
15 mm. in diameter. The end sections are flared
flared out
out
to accommodate the reflectors conveniently
conveniently and
and for
for
the mounting of suitable ac.
adjusting
devices to
to permit
permit
usting devices
The reflectors
reflectors
their accurate parallel aalignment.
gnment.
The
are carefully polished to be
be flat within l/20th
1/20th of
of the
the
output wavelength and then coated
coated vwith
twelve or
or
th twelve
thirteen layers of dielectric mateiial.
material. Th
This; inl effect
effect
causes the
the' mirrors to have about 98.9%
98.9% reflectance
reflectance
at the output wavelength. Alternate
Alternate coatings
coatings of
of
high and low-refractive index
material,
deposited
ndex mater"
A, depos
ed
at a thickness of one-quarter wavelength
wavelength at
at the
the
desired frequency, serve to produce
produce very
very high
high
reflectivity. Part of
of the light in the
't he tube
tube (about
(about
0.3%)
useful output.
output.
0,3%) passes through the reflector as useful
The energy level diagram relating
relating to the
the heliumheliumneon laser is shown in Fi
Fig.
12 indicating two
two sepsep&. 12
arate possible energy states for the helium
helium atoms
atoms and
and
four distinct bands (including
the ground
ground state)
state)
including the
for neon atoms.
Helium atoms are excited to
to states
states E22 and
and E3
E3
power source.
source. At
At these
these
by an external r.f. or d.c. power
levels, of the order of 20 electron volts,
volts, they
they collide
collide
with neon atoms raising these to excited
excited states
states E
E44
losing
theirr own energy.
energy. The
The states
states
and E55 whilst lo
ng the
stimulation
E44 and E55 are metastable and on further sti
nulation
the neon atoms radiate in falling
falling from
from level
level E
E44
to Efi6 and from Eg
E 5 to Eg.
E 6 • The Er6 level is
is aa terminal
terminal

level for laser action in neon. The
The energy
energy levels
levels
number of
of very
very
E44, E55 and E66 in fact consist of aa number
closely spaced discrete levels and emission
emission due
due to
to
EcE
and E55-E
-E66 could
could be,
be,
loss of energy between E
4-E66,, and
theoretically, at any one of a number
number of
of frequencies
frequencies
according once aga
again1 . to
to the formula hv
hv =
= AE.
6 E.
of radiation
radiation proproHowever, the two strongest ]lines
aes of
duced are at 6,329 angstroms (visible red)
red) due
due to
to
EcE
(infra-r~d)
due
to
E
-E
and
11,530
angstroms
(infra-red)
due
to
4
66
wavelength from
from the
the
E 55-E66.• The actual output wavelength
laser tube may be conveniently selected
selected by
by the
the
coatings of
of the
the end
end
suitable choice of the reflecting coatings
mirrors and also by adjusting the spac
spacing
between
ig between
fiXt
them so that the.Ttheir separai-on
separation (d) iss equal to
to n~."
One great advantage
advantage of the gas discharge
discharge laser
laser is
is
that a continuous mode of operation
operation (as opposed
opposed to
to
temperatures).
pulsed operation) is possible (at room temperatures).
Only a modest amount of power
power :is required,
required, in
the
n the
region of 80 to 120 watts. Th
This is generally
generally supp
supplied
bd
r .f. generator operating at
at 27-30
27-30 Mc/s
Mcjs
by a small r.f.
connected through a coax.A
coaxial line to
to external brass
brass
electrodes clamped around the ddischarge
tube.
scharge tube.
;
rather low—
lowThe overall efficiency of this laser is
rather
only about
about
the coherent light output amounting to only
10 to 80 milliwatts. However, the spectral
spectral purity
purity
is far superior to any other type
type yet
yet produced;
produced;
line widths of as narrow as one cycle
cycle per
per second have
have
been obtained, although line widths of
of aa few kc/s
kc/s
this is some
some ten to
to one
one
are more normal. Even so, th..
hundred times less than that of the
the ruby
ruby crystal
crystal
attempting
to
laser.
The problem encountered in attemp
ng to
due partly
partly
reduce the band of radiated frequencies is due
to mechanical vibration, wl
which
the separatior
separation
1 y ch affects the
of the reflectors. Variation of the
the reflector
reflector spacing
spacing
changes the resonant frequency of the cavity
cavity and
and so
so
output. As
As Will
will be
be
produces frequency jitter on the output.

A helium-neon gas laser. The
A
r.f. exciter feeds can be seen
clamped around the glass
tube.
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AND " (NEON .^. MIXTURE

OUTPUT BEAM
BEAM+
-*-rr

rr rr-*- OUTPUT BEAM

l-5cm
I
INSIDE DIA.
) RADIO
FREQUENCY
EXCITER

REF
lNG
REFLECTING

END PLATE .

REFLECTING
END PLATE

•

IOOcm
100cm
Fig. II.

of aa gaseous
gaseous laser
laser (Bell
(Bell Labs.).
Labs.).
Section of
2|r
21r

ENERGY
TRANSFERRED
TRANSFERRED
TO NEON
NEON
TO
HELIUM
|\
\\
NEON
~~~
=r
E4
EMISSION AT
.
-+A=
>■ X
= 6,329 ANGSTROMS
AE:= E4-E6
6E=E4-E6
\

imagined the slightest
slightest change
change ·in
in reflector
reflector spacing
spacing
1
large variations
variations in
in output
output frequency.
frequency.
produces quite large
For example, a movement
movement of
of about
about ICT
10-88 millimetre
millimetre
of about
about 1000
1000 c/s.
cjs. Many
Many gas
gas
will produce
produce aa change
change of
type lasers are mounted
mounted on
on very
very dense
dense bases
bases to
to ·
20
reduce frequency jitter
jitter due
due to
to vibration
vibration effects.
effects.
Ez ----,.___,___
Es
the separation
separation between
between the
the mirrors
mirrors
. Variations in the
due to temperature
temperature effects
effects will
will also
also change
change the
the
EMISSION AT
---.. A"
/-..='= 11,530 ANGSTROMS
resonant frequency of the
the cavity
cavity and
and great
great care
care isis
6E=
ae=eEs-E6
an absolute
absolute minimum;
minimum; lf1 19
this to
to an
necessary to reduce .this
5-e6
invar mountings are used
used for
for many
many of
of the
the comcom- 0>ponents. Nevertheless aa change
change in
in temperature
temperature of
of >
=========== Ef
:z:
one quarter of
of a degree
degree (Centigrade)
(Centigrade) at
at aa wavewave- ~
length of 10,000
10}000 angstroms
angstroms in
in aa one
one metre
metre cavity
cavity isis >-w
the mirror
mirror separation
separation by
by aa w-' 18
sufficient to change
change the
quarter of a wavelength.
wavelength. This
This isis enough
enough to
to cause
cause
cancellation instead
instead of
of reinforcement
reinforcement of
of the
the waves
waves
HELIUM EXCITED
BY EXTERNAL
of the light beam
beam on
on successive
successive reflection
reflection at
at the
the
lU.
OR D.C. SOURCE
R.F.OR
mirrors.
A slight variation of
of the
the mechanical
mechanical arrangement
arrangement
as described
described above
above is
is often
often made
made in
in order
order to
to ease
ease the
the
mechanical problem
problem of mounting
mounting the
the reflector
reflector adjustadjusting mechanism on
on the
the body
_b ody of
of the
the discharge
discharge tube.
tube.
The alternative arrangement
arrangement is
is shown
shown in
in Fig.
Fig. 13;
13;
the basic
basic feature
feature being
being that
that the
the reflectors
reflectors are
are mounted
mounted
16
the
I
outside the
the discharge
discharge tube
tube ·and
and the
the light
light passes
passes from
from
I
I
the tube
tube through
through ""Brewster
angle" windows.
windows.
Brewster angle"
I
I
inclined at
at this
this angle
angle the
the reflected
reflected ray
ray
In a medium inclined
oLE1
is completely . plane
plane polarized
polarized perpendicular
perpendicular to
to
the plane
plane of
of incidence.
incidence. The
The tangent
tangent of
of this
this angle
angle isis
the
level diagram
diagram for
(or the
the helium-neon
helium-neon laser.
laser.
Fig. 12. Energy level
the refractive
refractive index
index of
of the
the
equivalent numerically
numerically to
to the
reflecting medium. By
By the
the use
l,.lSe of
of this
this configuration
configuration
reflection in
in one
one particular
particular plane
plane of
of
losses due to reflection
are · eliminated
eliminated and
and the
the beam
beam passes
passes
polarization are
HeNe gas
GAS discharge
DISCHARGE tube
TUBE
He-Ne
the reflectors.
reflectors.
unattenuated to the
With the intention of
of easing
easing the
the mirror
mirror adjustment
adjustment
Gadzinski of
of Breslau
Breslau University
University has
has
problem Godzinski
of total
total internal
internal reflection
reflection prisms
prisms
suggested66 the use of
(Fig. 14). These prisms,
prisms, which
which have
have three
three mutually
mutually
"BREWSTER
ANGLE" WINDOWS
the property
property of
of reflecting
reflecting
surfaces have
have the
BREWSTER ANGLE
perpendicular surfaces
Lr:TERNAL
l'A'TERNAL
EXTERNAL•
EXTERNALlight rays
rays antiparallelly,
antiparallelly, that
that is
is in
in the
the direction
direction from
from
REFLECTOR
REFLECTOR
which they are
a,re incident,
incident, regardless
regardless of
of the
the orientation
orientation
of the
the prism.
prism.
'
·
Fig. 13. Gas discharge laser
laser with
with external
external reflectors.
reflectors. 0 is the
·
With this arrangement
arrangement the
the whole
whole laser
laser assembly
assembly Brewster angle.
..J

(_)
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GAS DISCHARGE
DiSCHARGE TUBE

TOTAL INTERNAL

TOTAL INTERNAL
' FLECTION
REFLECTION
PRISM

REFLECTION
PRISM
PR
'M

alignment.
simplify alignment.
prisms simplify
reflecting prisms
14. Antiparal/el
Fig. 14
Antiparallel reflecting

are
surfaces are
reflecting surfaces
the reflecting
as the
simplified as
is greatly simplified
discrepancies.
alignment
to
insensitive
quite
alignment c screpancies.
_gas
the gas
of the
beam of
output beam
the output
of the
The divergence of
only
narrow, only
extremely narrow,
is extremely
lasers is
optical lasers
discharge optical
width
beam width
the beam
Theoretically the
10,000. Theoretically
about 11 part in 10,000.
become
effects become
diffraction effects
but diffraction
this, but
than this,
could be less than
the limiting factor.
action
laser action
optical
produce opt
which produce
Other gases which
-:al laser
argon-oxygen;
and argon-oxygen;
neon-oxygen and
of neon-oxygen
are mixtures of
themby themxenon by
and xenon
neon and
krypton, neon
argon, helium, krypton,
unusual
One unusual
media. One
active media.
suitable active
selves are also suitable
at
radiation at
produces radiation
vapour, produces
medium, caesium vapour,
71,800 angstroms.
different
rather different
Junctions:-A rather
Semiconductor Junctions:—A
the
about the
at about
developed at
was developed
maser was
optical maser
form of optical
the
towards the
laboratories towards
different laboratories
three different
same time in three

, *

*

apparent; itit isis
already apparent;
are already
features are
desirable features
many desirable
small in
and isis small
construction and
in construction
i
simple in
extremely simple
efficiency,
high efficiency,
has high
power; itit has
input power;
low input
size; it needs low
be
to be
appears to
all itt appears
of all
important of
and probably most important
easy to modulate.
laser
diode laser
As diode
Ga As
typical Ga
of aa typical
The construction of
in
Rectangular in
15. Rectangular
Fig. 15.
diagrammatically : ini Fig.
is shown diagrammatically
mm
0.5 mm
0.3 *:x 0.5
0.3 xx 0.3
are 0.3
dimensions are
shape, its dimensions
stanin aa stanaccommodated in
be accommodated
conveniently be
and it may conveniently
opening.
transparent opening.
case, ·with
dard transistor case,
with aa transparent
junction
the junction
with the
co-planar with
emitted co-planar
The radiation is emitted
perpencrystal perpenthe crystal
of the
edges of
the edges
of the
two of
of the diode; two
form aa
to form
parallel to
polished parallel
are polished
plane are
dicular to this plane
these
of these
coating of
additional
No addil
resonant cavity. No
Dnal coating
semiconductor
polished semiconductor
the polished
as the
required as
surfaces is required
reflectance.
high reflectance.
very high
material provides very
maser
an"
termed an
been termed
The device has been
" iiinjection"
ection " maser
injected
are injected
electrons are
because electrons
circles because
in certain circles
than
less than
plane less
(a plane
region (a
junction reg.on
the junction
directly into the
analagous
is analagous
process is
injection process
This injection
0.0001-in thick). This
previously
two previously
the two
with the
necessary with
to the pumping necessary
current
The hhigh
maser. The
optical maser.
of optical
described types of
;h current
of
number of
large number
produces aa large
junction produces
density at the junction
emission.
stimulated en
produce stimulated
turn produce
in turn
photons which in
ss m.
from aa
emitted
light isis em
that light
ensure that
In order to ensure
ted from
conditions
certain conditions
type certain
this type
of this
junction of
semiconductor junction
possess aa
must possess
substance must
The substance
must be fulfilled. The
must
electrons must
and electrons
carriers and
mobile carriers
of mobile
large number of
These
levels. These
energy levels.
between energy
be able to move freely between
substances
various substances
with various
fulfilled with
be fulfilled
requirements can be
indium
example, indium
for example,
arsenide, for
gallium arsenide,
apart from gallium
phosphor.
zinc
and
antimonide, indium phosphide
phosphide and zinc phosphor.
prepare,
to prepare,
convenient to
more convenient
is more
former is
However, the former
purposes.
experimental
and is used widely
aental purposes.
present exper
for present
widely for
the
in the
material in
p-type material
the p-type
biasing the
By positively biasing
from
electrons
and
n
to
p
from p to n and electrons from nn
diode, holes flow from
number
large number
flowing aa large
is flowing
current is
to
p. When a 1high
gh current
top.
the ·
to the
close
n-region
the
in
up
build
of carriers
up i the n-region close ·to
emitted.
is emitted.
unction, and light is
junction,
of
formation of
the formation
used in
be used
must be
Great precision must
n the
and
smooth and
provides
that iit pro^
ensure that
the junction, to ensure
des aa smooth
along
reflected along
which isis reflected
light which
the light
parallel guide for the
surfaces.
polished surfaces.
the polished
it between the
8400
laser is5 8400
As laser
The output wavelength
Ga As
the Ga
of the
wavelength of
using
development using
recent development
more recent
angstroms although aa more
radiproduces raa.crystal produces
gallium-arsenide-phosph ide crystal
a gallium-arsenide-phosphMe
angstroms
6200-8400 angstroms
region 6200-8400
ation anywhere ini the
the region
prepaduring prepacontent during
phosphide content
the phosphide
by variation of the
ration.
modest .
are modest.
diode are
the diode
for the
Power requirements for

.

IGHLY POLISHED
HIGHLY
REFLECTING~
PARALLEL REFLECTING
'
SURFACES
~)
SURFACES

angle"
"Brewster angle"
showing "brewster
laser showing
gaseous laser
End mounting of gaseous
adjustment.
mirror adjustment.
screw mirror
window and micrometer screw

d=n"-

d=:n

arsenide
gallium arsenide
used aa gallium
three used
All three
196277.• All
end coff 1962
layer isis
p-type layer
The p-type
crystal. The
semiconductor crystal.
(Ga As) semiconductor
displacing
gallium, displacing
into gallium,
zinc into
formed by diffusing zinc
one
has one
which has
Tellurium, which
some of these atoms.
atoms. Tellurium,
this
dope this
to dope
used to
arsenic, isis used
than arsenic,
more electron than
to
atoms , .to
arsenic atoms
replac ag some
the arsenic
of the
some of
substance, ·replacing
gallium
and gallium
arsenic and
n-type material
Both arsenic
materi~l. Both
the n-:-type
form the
processes
various processes
are produced as by-products
from various
by-products from
for
quantities
enough
great enough qi mtities for
in · great
and are available in
o
is
30°C
at
semiconductor purposes.
Gallium
at
30
C
is
aa
purposes. Gallium
presence
the
in
and
liquid metal (similar
to
mercury)
and
in
the
presence
(similar to mercury)
o
molten
1240°C
of 1240
temperature of
at aa temperature
C molten
of arsenic vapour at
slowly
cooled slowly
gallium arsenide forms.
liquid isis cooled
The liquid
forms. The
form.
crystalline form.
into aa crystalline
and eventually freezes into
development
of development
Although only in
he early
stages of
early stages
in the
428 .
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RUBY ROD

/V A \

OUTPUT
BEAM

LIQUID LASER CONTAINER

K
^

crystal
optical
maser.
crystal
optical
maser.
The
The schematic
schematic arrangearrangement is
is shown
shown in
in Fig,
Fig. 16.
16.
ment
Raman active
active liquid
liquid is
is
The Raman

1
^
|

contained in
in aa Fabry
Fabry Perot
Perot
contained
resonator of
of dimensions
dimensions 55
resonator
cm.
em. dia. and 55 cm.
em. long.
long.

XE NON
xenon
FLASH tube
TUBE
flash

M f
H T "*
H \m

The output
output beam
beam from
from the
the
The
ruby crystal is *· carefully
aligned to concentrate its
pumped by ca ruby
Fig. 16. Liquid laser pumped
energy into
into the
the liquid
liquid
energy
H
TUBE
FLASH TUBE
laser.
resonator. Prov
Provided
that
supply
resonator.
led that
POWER* SUPPLY
the input power level from
the pumping source is
With an input of only 50mW
50mW direct current,
current, at
at aa above a certain threshold level (dependant upon
upon the
the
potential1 of a volt or so, coherent
coherent light
light output
output of
of Q of the Fabry-Perot resonator at the Raman
potent
Raman scatterscatter10-25mW is obtained. Despite the low.
low magnitude
magnitude ing frequency) some of the power
power is absorbed
absorbed by
by the
the
junction region
region liquid.
of input current the narrowness of the junction
results in very high curreni
current densities. For
For pulsed
pulsed
This power is then reradiated at
at the
the operating
operating
operation intense currents of up to
to 20,000
20,000 amperes
amperes frequency of the liquid laser in a highly collimated
collimated
em. are applied and liqu
liquidI helium
helium cooling
cooling is
is beam.
per sq. cm,
the consequent
consequent
Using a liquid as an active material proves
proves exexrequired to prevent overheating and the
destruction of the dev
device.
Further development
development has
has · tremely convenient as
:e. Further
as. the fluid may be continuously
continuously
operating devices
devices with
with lower
lower circulated through the resonator for cooling purposes
purposes
produced continuously operating
current densities, about 100
100 A/cm
A/cm22.•
and also by simply changing the liqu
liquidi the
the output
output
The spectral distribution of the gallium
gallium arsenide
arsenide wavelength may be changed—coloured
changed-coloured light
light poured
poured
is increased.
increased. from a bottle, so to speak.
laser narrows as the current density is
is below the
the threshold
threshold
At about 1500 A/cm22, which is
line width
width cf
of
at which the laser action commences, a line
I~aser Applications
about 125 angstroms is obtained, reducing
reducing to
to 33 to
to 55 haser
SEMI-REFLECTOR

11
angstroms (about 1011
maximum current
current
c/s) at maximum
degrees.
densities. The beam width is about 1-2 degrees.
Although the Ga
GaAs
compared with
with the
the
As optical maser, compared
is inferior
inferior as
as
ruby crystal and gas discharge types, is
regards its power output, spectral spread
spread and
and beam
beam
width, it will no doubt be of the utmost importance
importance in
in
the communications field due to its
ease of
of modumodu;s ease
.■ lation. The d.c,
d.c. power source is connected
connected in
in series
series
with the Ga As diode through a suitable
suitable modulator.
modulator.
this
varies the
the excitation
excitation current
current
The input
iput to
.o tl
's latter varies
to the (diode
intensity-modulated
ode which then emits intensity-modulated
coherent radiation.
.coherent

Liquid Lasers:—The
Lasers:-The most recent
recent type
type of
of optical
optical
maser to be developed is
is tha
that. us
using
liquid
as an
an
ng a .iqu
d as
active medium88.• Advantageous properties
properties are
are said
said
0.3 angstroms
angstroms
to be the very narrow spectral vwidth
dth of 0.3
produced-6129
and the shortest wavelength so .far
far produced—6129
angstroms. Emission at this
this wavelength
wavelength has
has been
been
in
produced by using europium incorporated . in
liquid organic
organic chelate.
chelate.
benzolacetonate, which iss a liquid
Many other organ
organic compounds have
have been
been tried,
tried,
and toluene
toluene
among them benzene, nitrobenzene and
giving
wavelengths between
between
gwing a dozen or so different wavelengths
7430 and 9632 angstroms. ·
·The
type lasers
lasers is
is not
not due
due
The radiation from liquid type
changing their
their energy
energy
directly to emission from atoms changing
levels but iss caused by the Raman effect.
effect. The
The liquids
liquids
property of
of being
being
used in
a these lasers possess the property
when monochromatic
monochromatic light
light is
is
Raman active, that is,
;, when
directed through them, scattering
scattering of
of the light
light takes
takes
characteristic of
of Raman
Raman active
active
place. It is a particular characteristic
media that the spectrum of the scattered
scattered light
light contains
contains
icident light,
the incident
light,
in addition to the wavelength of the
oher fixed lines
nes shifted by aa definite
other
definite and
and known
known
frequency from that of the excitation
excitation source.
source. The
The
amount of shift is a function of both the
the frequency
frequency of
of
am.
the exictation and the scattering med
medium.
is indirect,
indirect,
The method of exciting liquid
quid lasers is
normally by the use of a high-power short-pulse ruby
ruby
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REFLECTOR
reflector

potential
optical masers
masers
The number of potent
il uses for optical
seems to be very great indeed. Only
Only five
five years
years ago
ago
it existed only in theory, yet since
since then
then laboratory
laboratory
development has inc
indicated
applications in
large
cated applications
n aa large
number of fields—military,
fields-military, space
space and
and civilian.
civilian.
It would be difficult to predict
predict at this early
early stage
stage which
which
of the suggested uses will
will prove
prove most
most successful.
successful.

1

m

The active fluid being poured
poured into aa liquid type laser
laser. Coherent
Coherent
(right) is pumped
pumped through
through the
the
light from nozzle of aa ruby laser (right)
optical channel
channel selection,
selection,
liquid, which provides aa kind
kind of optical
previously possible only at radio freauencies.
freauencies.

the
are the
Amongst the proposed applications of lasers are
following:
(a) Communications
(b) Radar
(c) High-speed photography
(d) Power transmission
(e) Control of metal machining and drilling
(f) Medical research and surgery
aircraft
for aircraft
beams for
lighting beams
(g) Highly directional lighting
control
this
of this
readers of
to readers
Perhaps the field most interesting to
from
apart from
communications; apart
journal is that of communications;
transmission
data transmission
and data
terrestrial telephone, television and
and
inter-satellite and
channels great promise is seen for inter-satellite
are
uses are
communicatjon.
interplanetary communication.
Related uses
naviboth navilikely . in connection with radar systems, both
purposes,
gational and for detection and ranging purposes,
accuracy
extreme accuracy
where the high resolution and extreme
will
made . possible by the very short wavelengths will
highly
and highly
compact and
be of great benefit. Exceptionally compact
optical
manoeuvrable aerials are possible at these optical
frequencies .
frequencies.
communications
ical maser communications
Communications:—Optical
Communications:-Opt
of
because of
links will have low transmission loss because
the very narrow beam widths possible.
the
advantage is the
In conflict, however, with this advantage
atmospheric
attenuation which is caused by normal atmospheric
frequencies.
light frequencies.
at light
and .meteorological
meteorological disturbances at
atmospheric
·Cloud,
Cloud, fog, rain and even normal atmospheric
of
establishment of
turbulence would preclude the establishment
the
on the
points on
direct line-of-site links between two points
earth or between earth and some extra-terrestrial
be
will be
it will
body. For earthbound communications it
necessary to " pipe " the laser beam along tubes or
similar structures which have been evacuated. Great
mechanical
care would be necessary to ensure that mechanical
not
would not
instability of the terminal mounting devices would
the
cause displacement of the beam. A deviation of the
such
at such
would at
beam of less than ~- second of arc would
frequencies be intolerable.
The standard transmission formula is
P
Ar A
Att
= P ttAr
Prr =

the
to the
With the device at rest the two input beams to
constant freand constant
photomultiplier are of the same and
them
between them
quency, the beat frequency produced between
the
then the
therefore is zero. If the device is rotated then
the
by the
beams of light, which differ in path length by
dimension d, will be of different frequency on arrival
at the photomultiplier.
in the
Due to the fact that the beam travelling in
moves
assembly moves
same direction as the rotation of the assembly
is
frequency is
through an increased distance, its frequency
lowered. The beam passing in the opposite direction
increases.
travels a shorter distance and its frequency increases.
effect.
This is a simple manifestation of the Doppler effect.
the
at the
heterodyned at
The two beams are optically heterodyned
produced
so produced
photodetector, and the beat frequency so
assembly.
the assembly.
velocity of the
is a measure of the angular velocity
is
rotation is
(iJj) due to rotation
The shift in frequency (Af)
given by:
A
Kwd
= _Koj<i
iJj

AA= the angular rotation,
where w
on =
= dimension between mirrors,
d =
A
= the wavelength of the light and
A=
K
K is a constant of proportionality.
prothe beat proThus by detecting and measuring the
of
rate of
the rate
duced between the difference frequencies the
are
rotation of the device may be determined. There are
of
advantages in using such apparatus as a form of
gyrorate-sensing gyroelectronic gyroscope. Present-day rate-sensing
0. 1 ·
and 0.1
0.01 and
scopes have sensitivities of between 0.01
just
degrees per hour. By using the device as just
0.01
of 0.01
stability of
described, with an optical maser of stability
produced
cycles per second, a gyroscope could be produced
sensitive.
some ten to one hundred times more sensitive.
ttdvantageous features are that the output of
Further advantageous
in a digital
the photomultiplier may be processed in
of
output of
form by counting the beat frequency; the output
It
conventional gyros is normally of analogue form. It
is possible not only to obtain an instantaneous reading
absolute angular
of angular velocity but also of absolute
maser
optical maser
displacement. The sensitivity of the optical
the
gyroscope is a function of the dimensions of the

.

D22
A2
A2 D
= transmitted
= received power, Pft —
where Prr =
d
trans= transAt
power, A.
= receiver aerial aperture, h
Arr —
t —
wavelength of transmis= wavelength
mitter aerial aperture, AA =
= distance between receiving and
sion, and D =
be seen that
transmitting aerials From this it will be
received power
as the wavelength is reduced the received
99
Mc/s
increases. Oliver has calculated that aa 4 Mc/s
be
will
channel
bandwidth laser communication
a
over
ratio
possible with a 40 dB signal-to-noise
ampliof
necessity
distance of 3,500 miles without the
GAS DISCHARGE
to
fiers en route. Reflectors would be used of course to
d
TUBE
earth's
curvature of the earth's
overcome the effect of the curvature
A
surface.
an
using an
of using
Gyroscope :-A method of
An Electronic Gyroscope:—A
shown
is shown
optical maser beam as an angular rate sensor is
on aa
mounted on
in Fig. 17. A gas discharge laser is mounted
I D
high-reflectance
solid structure together with four high-reflectance
F
mirrors B, C, E and F and one semi-mirror D. Light
i·t
(A), it
tube (A),
gas tube
is emitted from both ends of the gas
then .
and then
B and C and
travels in one direction via mirrors B
photomultiplier
through the semi-mirror D to the photomultiplier
travels
the light travels
pick-up tube. In the other direction the
|(
SilVERED MIRRORS
B,C,E & F == FRONT SILVERED
totally BjC.E&F
through E the semi-mirror D and is then totally
=SEMI-MIRROR
D
D =
SEMI-MIRROR
PHOTOMULTIPLIER
where it is
reflected by the mirror F returning to D where
simultaneously
reflected into the photomultiplier simultaneously
sensor.
Fig. 17,
17. Optical maser used as aa rotational rate sensor.
with the other beam.
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apparatus as opposed
opposed to
to mass
mass which
which isis the
the case
case with
with
mechanical gyros. Thus
Thus the
the former
former isis unaffected
unaffected by
by
acceleration
acceleration and gravitational
gravitational forces.
forces. Finally,
Finally, as
as
bearings or
there are no bearings
or other
other mechanical
mechanical moving
moving
parts, construction is
is greatly
greatly simplified.
simplified.

Metrology:-It is
Precision Metrology:—It
is aa well-known
well-known practice
practice
light beam
beam in
to use a light
in an
an interferometer
interferometer for
for the
the
accurate measurement
measurement of
of extremely
extremely small
small dimensions.
dimensions.
The principle involved
involved is
is that
that of
of detecting
detecting the
the
between direct
interference between
direct and
and reflected
reflected beams
beams of
of
originating from
from the
light originating
the same
same source;
source; aa variation
variation in
in
path length
length by
by only
only aa fraction
fraction of
the reflected path
of aa
gives aa change
wavelength gives
change in
in the
't he interference
interference pattern.
pattern.
The great limitation
limitation with
with interferometers
interferometers isis that
that the
the
coherence length (the
(the distance
distance over
over which
which the
the light
light
. remains "in
phase) of
in phase)
of the
the light
light sources
sources used
used isis only
only
about 10 cm.
em. · By
By contrast,
contrast, the
the coherence
coherence length
length of
of
the light from
from an optical
optical maser
maser isis measured
measured in
in miles.
miles.
The use of an interferometer
interferometer with
with an
an optical
optical maser
maser
light source for the
the measurement
measurement and
and control
control of
of the
the
metalworking lathe
workpiece in a metalworking
lathe isis shown
shown in
in Fig.
Fig. 18.
18.
the coherent
A beam from the
coherent source
source A
A passes
passes through
through
semi-reflecting mirror
mirror BB to
to the
the workpiece
workpiece D,
the semi-reflecting
D, itit isis
to B
B and
and thence
thence through
through an
an aperture
reflected back to
aperture EE
~o the sensing device
device F.
F. Some
Some of
of the
the light
light from
to
from the
the
source is reflected
reflected from the
the semi-mirror
semi-mirror BB on
on to
to the
the
front surface
surface mirror
mirror C.
C. From
From here
here itit isis reflected
reflected
back through the semi-mirror
semi-mirror and
and through
through the
the same
same
aperture to
to the
the detector.
detector. At
At this
this point
point optical
optical
between the
interference between
the two
two beams
beams occurs,
occurs, and
and any
any
dimension between
change in the ·dimension
between the
the reference
reference and
and
of the
the work
work results
results in
in aa change
change of
the surface of
of the
the
pattern.
interference pattern.
basin.g the reference
reference of
of the
the detector
detector to
By basing
to the
the centre
centre
workpiece, extremely
line of the workpiece,
extremely precise
precise measuremeasurements can be
be made
made of
ments
of the
the profile
profile of
of the
the work
work even
even
while the piece
turned. The
piece is
is being
being ·turned.
The measurements
measurements
so obtained
obtained would
would be
be completely
completely unaffected
unaffected by
by tool
tool
wear, alignment
alignment discrepancies
discrepancies and
and other
other inaccuracies
inaccuracies
of the machine.
Conclusions
amount of
A tremendous amount
of work
work isis at
at present
present being
being
out in many
many laboratories
laboratories on
on the
the development
carried out
development
of new and improved optical
optical masers.
masers. Very
Very intensive
intensive
being expended
expended in
in the
the U.S.,
U.S., to
to aalesser
lesserextent
effort is being
extent
country and
and also
in this country
also in
in the
the U.S.S.R.
U.S.S.R. A
A recent
recent
10
report10
on work geing
geing carried
carried out
out in
in the
the U.S.S.R.
U.S.S.R.
Soviet papers
papers on
on the
the subject.
quotes twenty-four Soviet
subject.
previously the
the range
range of
of applications
applications
As indicated previously
masers may
to which optical masers
may be
be put
put isis enormous
enormous and
and
we are no doubt only
only on
on the
the threshold
threshold of
of this
this new
new
field of quantum electronics.
electronics. There
There are
are many
many fields
fields
perhaps the
to explore; perhaps
the most
most important
important are
are those
those
modulation and
concerned with modulation
and demodulation
demodulation propropower outputs,
cesses, larger power
outputs, higher
higher efficiencies
efficiencies and
and
of tuning
tuning the
also methods of
the devices
devices to
to obtain
obtain aa greater
greater
frequency.
range of nominal frequency.
A technique which is
is being
being studied
studied as
as aa means
means of
of
peak power
power output
output of
of pulsed
pulsed optical
increasing the peak
optical
known as
as Q-switching.
Q-switching. This
This isis done
masers is that known
done
by temporarily removing
removing one
one of
of the
the end
end reflectors
reflectors
resonant cavity
from the resonant
cavity (thus
(thus lowering
lowering the
the Q)
Q) which
which
concentration of
allows a concentration
of energy
energy to
to build
build up
up in
in the
the
crystal. When the
the end
end reflector
reflector assumes
assumes its
its normal
normal
high-Q condition
condition isis restored,
restored, the
position, the high-Q
the laser
laser
gives aa very
operates and gives
very intense
intense burst
burst of
of coherent
coherent
light. Peak powers
powers of
of' up
up to
to 22 MW
MW have
have been
been
obtained.
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FRONT
SURFACE
MIRROR

COHERENT
LIGHT SOURCE
(LASER)

SEM 1-M I RROR
SEMI-MIRROR

I

c

SENSING
DEV
ICE
DEVICE

f
APERTURE

f - WORK PIECE -

CUTTING\
TOOL

/8.
Fig. 18.

Use of laser
laser as
as light
light source
source for
for precision
precision metrology.
metrology.

·At
At the moment
moment only
only aa limited
limited number
number of
of basic
basic
frequencies in
in the
the complete
complete visible
visible and
and infra-red
infra-red ban
ban
generated. It
can be generated.
It would
would obviously
obviously be
be of
of tretreif the
the "" gaps
gaps "" could
could be
mendous value if
be filled
filled in,
in, and
and
any desired frequency
frequency obtained
obtained by
by some
some form
form of
of
tuning.
As has been mentioned
mentioned the
the GaAs
GaAs type
type may
may operate
operate
by the
the addition
at varying frequencies by
addition of
of specific
specific
as aa further
further doping
amounts of phosphide as
doping agent:
agent: this
this
entirely satisfactory
satisfactory arrangement
is not an entirely
arrangement as
as the
the
amount of phosphide
phosphide incorporated
incorporated must
must be
be settled
settled
at the time of manufacture.
manufacture. Apart
Apart from
from thermal
thermal
tuning it appears
appears to
to be
be possible
possible to
to produce
produce other
other
output wavelengths
wavelengths by
by harmonic
harmonic multiplication
multiplication and
and '
heterodyning. For
For example
example the
the second
second harmonic
harmonic of
of
crystal laser
a ruby crystal
laser would
would give
give aa wavelength
wavelength of
of
3,472 angstroms, in
in the
the ultra-violet;
ultra-violet; by
by the
the addition
addition
of the
the ruby
ruby laser
laser (6,943
of the outputs of
(6,943 angstroms)
angstroms)
glass-neodymium type
type (10,630
(10,630 angstroms)
and a glass-neodymium
angstroms) aa
4,200 angstroms
angstroms could
could be
wavelength of 4,200
be produced.
produced.
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DECODING
OF DECODING
TECHNIQUES OF
TECHNIQUES

A

systeJ?
television system
colour television
novel colour
ago, aa novel
years ago,
few years
iV. few
Compagme
the Compagnie
of the
engineers of
by engineers
demonstrated by
was demonstrated
London;
in London;
audience in
an audience
TeU~vision to an
Franc;:aise
Fran9aise de Television
ca_lled
system, called
This system,
Paris. This
in Paris.
originating in
pictures originating
the pictures
de .
Henn de
M. Henri
by M.
invented by
the SECAM system, was invented
for
short for
name is short
the name
France and with Gallic logic the
France,
t~e
C?f the
J?remise of
".SFQuence A Memoire". The
The basic premise
"SEQ~ence
IS
mformauon is
system is that only one piece of colour information
two
the
fact,
in
and
instant;
any
transmitted at
fact, the two
on
transmitted on
necessary pieces of information are transmitted
these
receiver these
subcarrier. At the receiver
alternate lines on a subcarrier.
o~ aa
may be obtained simultaneously by means of
lme
the
equ~l .to
storage or delay line of delay time equal
to the line
system
ongma~ system
sY:stem., The original
period of the television system.
but
subcarner, but
ot the subcarrier,
modulatiOn of
used amplitude modulation
cope
to cope
the need of a large-amplitude subcarrier to
colour
with the negative peaks of the modulating colour
the
of the
compatibility of
the compatibility
difference signals made the
mainof main~ecessity. of
the necessity
system poor, coupled with the
conamplitude consubcarner amplitude
taining the unmodulated subcarrier
modufrequen~y moduAccordingly, frequency
stant to one per cent. Accordingly,
the
all the
with all
employed, with
now employed,
lation of the subcarrier is now
insensitivity
such as insensitivity
advantages of f.m. operation, such
distorto phase distortion, and amplitude/frequency distorbeen
has been
system has
the system
of the
tion. The present version of
broadcasting
of broadcasting
evolved with the co-operation of
considered
be considered
now be
organizations in Europe and will now
·
in some detail.

Signal
the Signal
of the
Encoding of
matrixed
are matrixed
gamma-corrected primary signals are
The gamma-corrected
the
f?rm the
to form
system to
N .T.S.C. system
exactly as for the N.T.S.C.
difference
colour difference
luminance signal and the two colour
signals.
E'
=0.30
+ 0.59 E'c+O.ll
E' 8
E' a+O.ll E^
E 1 R+0.59
0.30 E'fl
E 1ry=
1
gamma-corrected
the gamma-corrected
E GG and E' n8 are the
where E'sR', E'
signals.
primary colour signals.
Kr

1

1

■

|

y:

10-

+9 dB

+ 6 dB'

/

8-

/
/

dB

4-08

6

~

/

4-45
Mc/s
Mc;s

4'8I

A-

/

subcarrier
increased subcarrier
gives increased
"Anti-cloche " circuit gives
Fig. 2. "Anti-cloche"
at high deviations.
amplitude at

2-

'

the
reversing the
by reversing
subcarrier. This can be achieved by
three,
every three,
in every
one line in
phase of the subcarrier for one
pattern
the pattern
field. This breaks up the
and also every other field.
compatible
as compatible
SECAM is as
to the extent that SECAM
subcarrier
the subcarrier
switching, the
as N.T.S.C. After phase switching,
being
before being
amplitude-limited before
signal is band- and amplitude-limited

(ft—
50

!
100

I
500

.
1,000

kc/s

characteristic,
pre-emphasis characteristic,
Fig.
I. Colour-difference pre-emphasis
Fig. I.
filter.
of filter.
are inflexion points of
432

signals are:
The transmitted colour difference signals
y)
(E~R-E'
(E'^-EV)
(E/g—E'
y))
-E'
(E'
r
8
colour difference .signal
and in the receiver, a green colour
signal
relation:the relation:—
from
obtained
is
y)
(E'gc-E
—E'
~E' 8 -E' y).
(E R-E' y)-0.11 (E^-EV).
(E' c - E' y) = -0.30 (E'g-EVZ-O.ll
0.59 (E'c-E'r)^
the
signals, the
colour signals,
By adding E' Yy to the three colour
obtained.
original E'g,
E'
and
E'g
signals
are
obtained.
E'
G
E' R' G
8
to
used to
are used
The two colour difference signals are
alternation
line alternation
subcarrier in a line
frequency-modulate the subcarrier
by
modulated by
be modulated
will be
sequence such that line 11 will
by
line 33 by
-E'ry)) and line
(E' 8 —E'
E' y), line 2 by (E'g
(E'
(E'gR-— E'p),
~educe
to reduce
pr~ctice, to
(E'g
— E'ry)) again and so on.
on. In practice,
R-E'
(E'
of
regiOn of
the region
m the
visibility of luminance components in
signal
difference signal
colour difference
the subcarrier frequency, the colour
1
involves ·
~er~ly involves
This merely
(E'ry—E'g)
This
tra~smitted .
- E' R) is transmitted.
(E
before
signal before
(E R - E Yy)) signal
polanty of the (E'g—E'
reversing the polarity
the sequential switching process.
difference
the colour difference
After switching line by line, the
Mc~s,
1.5 Mc/s,
approximately 1.5
signals are band-limited to approximately
m
shown in
form shown
and undergo pre-emphasis of the form
incr~ased
is increased
h.f. is
Fig. 11 such that the response at h.f.
signal
The signal
l.f. The
compared with the response at l.f.
establish
to establish
is then amplitude-limited and clamped to
The
modulator. The
into the modulator.
a black level before going into
times
284 times
of 284
modulator has an undeviated frequency of
than
higher than
kc/s higher
7.8125 kc/s
frequency; which is 7.8125
the line frequency,
Mc/s.
4.4296875 Mc/s.
subcarrier frequency of 4.4296875
N.T.S.C. subcarrier
the N.T.S.C.
the
compare the
to compare
used to
A phase discriminator is used
reference
with the local reference
undeviated carrier frequency with
for
kc/s for
_l_ 350 kc/s
us'ed is ±350
frequency. The deviation used
bars,
colour bars,
75%
% amplitude, 100% saturation colour
75
prethe preto the
kc/s due to
::1::750 kc/s
with a peak deviation of ±750
positive
that positive
emphasis mentioned above, and such that
signals increase subcarrier frequency.
necesis necesit is
compatibility, it
In order to achieve good compatibility,
the
by the
produced by
sary to break up the dot pattern produced

and f(22
f 1 and
·

A.B.C.
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fig. 3(a).

Block diagram of SECAM encoder. (b).
(b).

amplitude-modulated to reduce "" Cross Colour
Colour ",
that is components of luminance within the ssubcarrier
ubcarrier
or chroma pass band which give spurious co
colour
lour
components .in the output of the discriminators in
in
the receiver. If during the presence of such
such aa comcomponent the subcarrier level is increased,
increased^ the
the "" capcapture " effect in frequency modulation ensures
ensures that
that
only the subcarrier produces any output from
from the
the
discriminator and the luminance or "" Cross Colour
Colour ""
component is suppressed. The modulating signal
signal
is derived by passing luminance signals through
through aa
chroma band-pass filter. The output consists only
only of
luminance components within the chroma pass band.
These components are rectified and filtered
filtered and
and the
the
resulting envelope used to amplitude modulate the
the
The order of increase of
subcarrier.
of subcarrier
subcarrier
amplitude is 6dB. It is interesting to note that
that no
no
such " Cross Colour " reduction is possible with
with the
the
N.T.S.C. system.
Yet another form of modification is applied to
to the
the
subcarrier before it is added to the luminance signal.
signal.
In order to achieve compatibility a subcarrier ampliamplitude of only 0.14V for a video signal of 0.7V
0.7V (less
(less
synchronizing signals) is added to the luminance
luminance
signal, but this amplitude is not sufficient
sufficient to give
give ·
good noise immunity for wide deviations, that
that is
is
for saturated colours. A shaping Circuit,
circuit, picturesquely
picturesquely
called the "anti-cloche" or "mise en forme",
forme", increases
increases
the subcarrier amplitude as the deviation
deviation increases
increases
a
nd the law is that for ±
±350
deviation either
either
a~d
350 kc/s deviation
side of 4.43 Mcjs,
Mc/s, the subcarrier amplitude·
amplitude increases
increases
Side
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SECAM
SECAM decoder.
decoder.

by 6dB, rising to a maximum increase of lOdB for
for
± 750 kc/s deviation. Fig. 2 shows this characteristic.
±750
It now remains to blank the subcarrier before
adding it to the composite luminance signal. Because
of the lower bandwidth of the chroma circuits, there
there
is a time delay through them and the luminance
luminance
signal must be delayed by this amount before
before the
the
subcarrier is added.
Before leaving the encoding side of the system, a
word must be said about the synchronization of
of the
the
line switching sequence. An identification signal
signal is
is
transmitted during the vertical blanking interval
interval
on lines 11-15 or 324-328 and consists of modulated
modulated
subcarrier, but no corresponding luminance signal.
The modulation of the subcarrier consists of
of aa
positive-going sawtooth signal during the
the line
line when
when
blue difference is normally transmitted, and
and aa
negative-going sawtooth signal when red difference
difference
is normally transmitted. The use of this signal
signal will
will
be apparent later.
Fig. 3 shows the block diagram of a complete
complete
SECAM encoder, as is used in the assessment of the
relative merits of SECAM and
and N.T.S.C. for
for aa
European colour system.

Decoding
Decoding
Of more immediate practical interest to
to the
the
amateur is the receiver. It is proposed only
only to
to deal
deal
with the SECAM decoding circuits, thatjs,
that is, circuits
circuits to
to
deliver a volt or so of (ER-EY)
(E;y —Er) and (EJJ
(Eyi -—E
Ey)
F),.
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ence signal is fed to
to
its appropriate
appropri ate limiter
its
limiter
anddiscriminator.
discrimin ator. The
and
The
switch is driven by
by aa
bi-stable circuit
circuit which
which
is triggered by
by pulses
pulses
from the
the receiver
receiver line
from
line
time base.
Some 20 to 40dB 01
of
limiting
is used
used on
on the
the
limiting is
sub-carr ier signal
signal be.. sub-carrier
before the discriminator,
discrimin ator,
which is usually of
of the
the
Travis type.
type. Each
Each disTravis
discriminat
or uses germcriminator
germanium diodes,
diodes, and
and isis
anium
tuned

Fig. 4.
Fig.

Decoder unit. Delay
Delay line
line isis in
in can.
can.

to

give

zero
tuned to give zero
output at 4.43 Mc/s,
Mc js,
with the peaks at least
least
11 Mc/s
Mc/.s either side
side of
of

IS* v / Jufr

this. The output

from
t s
^ ' The output from
discrimin ator is
the discriminator
is of
of
the order of 11 volt
volt peak
peak
to peak.
It remains only to
to
consider the circuit
circuit that
that
resets the commutating
commuta ting switch
switch to
to the
the correct
correct sequence.
sequence.
The
identifica tion signal
h- identification
the
signal transmitted
transmit ted during
during
the
/
/
vertical ii.ierval
)
interval has
has opposite
opposite polarity
polarity on
on (E
(E'/R,--E
- EF
' y)
lines to that on (E'
(E'B8—W
-E' Yy)) lines.
lines. Thus,
Thus, should
should the
the
Jreceiver
eivt switch
>wi h connect
connect the
the (E^-E'jf
(E'8 -E' y) signal
signal to
to the
the
(E'
R - E' y) discriminator,
(E'j?—E'^
discrimin ator, the
the polarit
polarity of
of the
the output
output
during the identification
ill change.
identification period
period vwill
change. This
This isis
made to operate aa reset
circuit,
and
a
colour
reset circuit, and a colour killer
killer
,. circuit if no
no identification
identifica tion signal
signal isis present.
present. It
It isis
necessary to gate
out
the
identification
signal,
gate out the identifica tion signal, and
and
this is sunply
simply achieved
achieved by
by using
using the
the vertical
vertical flyback
flyback
to ring a tuned circuit.
circuit. The
The first
first peak
peak of
ofthe
the ring
ring propro1
vides tthe
ie gating pulse,
some
10
lines
after
the
pulse, some 10 lines after the start
start
of vertical synchronization.
synchron ization. Fig.
Fig. 5(a)
5(a) shows
shows the
the
identifica tion signal, and
identification
Fig.
5(b)
the
gating
)nals
and Fig. 5(b) the gating ssignals.
The gating signal and
.gnal from
and the
the signal
from one
one disdiscriminat
or are added together,
criminator
and
applied
to
together, and applied to the
the free
free
base of a Schmitt
.gger circuit.
Schmitt ttrigger
circuit. The
The bias
bias on
on the
the
Schmitt is adjusted
that
the
de^
ce
turns
adjusted so
so that the device turns over
over
during
dur
ig the negative
negative peak
peak of
of the
the gating
gating signal
signal and
and back
back
on the positive overswing.
output
is
a
overswing. The
The output is a negative
negative

The rest of the
the receiver
The
follows standard
receiver ·follows
standard '.olour
colour
televisio
n ■· practice and
television
and is
is well
well written
written up
up in
m the
the
literature
literature..
A low-level
low-level composite
composi te signal
signal is
is taken
taken from
from the
the
detector or first video
video stage
stage of.
of the
the receiver,
receiver, and
and
passes through a band-pass
passes
band-pas s filter,
filter, pass
pass band
band 4.43
4.43
Mc/s
± 1 Mc/s. The
Mc/. ±1
The subcarrier
subcarrie r signal
signal isis now
now subsubjected to the inverse of
of the
the "mise
"mise en
en forme"
forme" characcharacteristic; th
this> ''me
time called
called the
the "cloche",
"cloche" circuit.
circuit.
After this, the subcarrier
subcarr.ier is
is divided
divided into
into two
two paths.
paths.
One feeds one input of
of aa commutating
commuta ting diode
diode switch,
switch,
while the other path
path includes
includes aa 64
64 jxS
f.LS ultrasonic
ultrasoni c
delay
d lay line and an amplifier
amplifier to
to make
make up
up the
the loss
loss in
in the
the
delay 1line,
terminat ing at
da
ne, terminating
at the
the other
other input
input of
ofthe
the switch.
switch.
The ultrasonic
ultrasoni c delay
delay line
line is
is an
an extremely
extremel y simple
simple
devicea slab of quartz
device—a
quartz or
or glass
glass and
and two
two transducers
transduc ers
-usually
-usually barium titanate.
titanate. Originally
Originall y the
the lines
lines used
used
reflections in
internal reflections
in the
the quartz
quartz but
but latest
latest developdevelopments iuse
se a straight rod
rod with
with aa transducer
transduc er at
at either
either
end. The size is some 66 inches
long
and
|
inch
inches long and ! inch square;
square;
the bandwidth
bandwid th of the
the line
line ·is
is 4.43
4.43 4.
::L: 11 Mc/s
Mc/s and
and the
the
insertion loss 20dB
20dB between
insertion
50-ohm
terminations.
between 50-ohm terminat ions.
Develop
De
elopment
ment work is proceeding
proceedi ng in
in many
many countries
countries
view to reducing
with a v.Tw
price
of
the
reducing the
the price of the line,
line, which
which isis
now quoted at about
each
in
quantity.
about £2
£2 10s
lOs each in quantity. Fig.
Fig. 44
shows a " chroma platine
these
decoding
modules
platine "" as
as these decoding modules
5 LINES
are called; the aluminium
aluminiu m can
can isis an
an early
early line
line by
by
Quartz et Silice. The
The amplifier
amplifier used
used to
to make
make up
up th
the
insertion loss of the
of
a
groundedthe delay
delay line
line consists
consists of a grounde d(a )
-----.~r---transisto r amplifier
emitter transistor
amplifier and
and isis consequently
conseque ntly
simple and reliable.
Consider how the direct
direct and
and delayed
delayed paths
paths are
are used
used
to ensure that despite
colour
despite transmission
transmis sion of
of colour differdifference signals in
n sequence,
sequence , they
they become
become available
available
simultan eously at the
the decoder
simultaneously
decoder output,
output, although
although the
the
resolutio n in
vertical resolution
in colour
colour is
is approximately
approxim ately halved.
halved.
During the second
ne, suppose
second active
active xline,
suppose that
that (E'^
(E' R—E'
y) is being transmitted,
E'y)
transmit ted, then
then by
TT IT r'A
by definition
definition of
of the
the
11
sequence , the
line sequence,
' i\I
the previous
previous line
line was
was an
an (E'^-ET)
(E' 8 - E' y)
1 it H>1 nV
11 ii
(b)
t
11
SCHMITT
line. Then during
luring line
line 2,
2, (E'
(E'88—E'^)
-E' y) isis emerging
emerging
I
HYSTERESIS
from the 1-line
-line delay
he
delay line.
line. Hence
Hence at
at the
the inputs
inputs to
to the
commuta ting switch, the
commutating
the two
two difference
difference signals
signals are
are
presentt together. During
prese
)
During the
the third
third line,
line, (E'^-E'
(E' 8 -E' y)
is being transmitted,
—E'
FIELD FLYBACK
transmit ted, and
and (I
(E'8R
- E' y)
y) isis emerging
emerging
PULSE PULSE
from the line.
By operating the commutating
commuta ting switch
switch at
at the
the end
end of
of Fig. 5(a). Sawtooth identification
identification signals
signals after
after detection.
detection.
every line during blanking
blanking time,
time, each
each colour
colour differdiffertrigger.
(b). Composite signal
signal applied
applied to
to Schmitt
Schmitt trigger.

I
I
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Fig. 6.
6

Latest type
type of decoder.
decode'.

Circuit of limiter and discriminator.
discriminator, (b)
(b) Sync.
Sync, trigger
trigger stage
stage and
and colour
colour killer.
killer.

Fig. 7 (a).
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blankvertical blankofvertical
that of
approximately that
pulse of duration approximately
going, itit
negative going,
is negative
signal is
identification signal
the identification
If the
ing. If
negative .
the negative
after the
back after
turning back
Schmitt turning
prevents the Schmitt
output
the output
at the
potential at
The potential
pulse. The
gating pulse.
the gating
of the
part of
negative
this negative
and this
negative, and
remains negative,
Schmitt remains
of the Schmitt
disthe disfeeding ·the
transistors feeding
the transistors
on the
potential biases on
identification
no identification
is no
there is
however, there
If, however,
criminators. · If,
its
at its
pulse at
negative pulse
produces aa negative
Schmitt produces
signal, the Schmitt
the
during the
discriminators during
the discriminators
on the
turns on
output, which turns
time.
field time.
active field
the active
during the
off during
but off
vertical interval but
the
then the
positive, then
signal .is
identification signal
If the identification
is positive,
trailing
the trailing
and the
pulse, and
negative pulse,
its negative
Schmitt produces its
toggle
bi-stable toggle
the bi-stable
to the
passed to
is passed
pulse is
edge of this pulse
extra
·This
switch.
commutating
the
drives
which
commutating switch. This extra
phase
the
sets
and
over
bi-stable over and sets the phase
switche(the
pulse switches
the bi-stable
identification
the identification
field, the
next field,
the next
right. On the
sequence right!
give
will give
Schmidt
the
and
positive
be
now
will
signal
be positive and the Schmidt will
will
which will
output which
potential output
a continuous negative potential
coloured
produce aa coloured
and produce
discriminators, and
turn on the discriminators,
picture.
receiver
SECAM receiver
make aa SECAM
may make
The description may
of
version of
latest version
the latest
but the
complicated, but
sound rather complicated,
transistors
11 transistors
only 11
has only
6, has
Fig. 6,
shown in Fig.
" platine " shown
generalsome generaland some
type and
OC44 type
and OC44
of the OC171 and
circuit
the circuit
shows the
7(a) shows
Fig. 7(a)
diodes. Fig.
crystal diodes.
purpose crystal
shows
7(b) shows
Fig. 7(b)
while Fig.
discriminator, while
of a limiter and discriminator,
colour
and colour
identification and
Schmitt identification
the circuit of the Schmitt
commutathe commutaofthe
circuit of
the circuit
shows the
Fig. 88 shows
killer circuit. Fig.
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L,
Lz
8/iH fyiH

Cz
120p

Rz

R1=R2=Z0 = soo^H

~
Fig. 9.

Mc fs.
4.43 Aic/s.
at 4.43
pass-band at
Mc fs pass-band
give 22 Mcjs
to give
filter to
Band-pass filter

circuit
the circuit
Fig. 99 the
and Fig.
circuit, and
bi-stable circuit,
ting switch and bi-stable
Mcjs
of 22 Mc/s
bandwidth of
with aa bandwidth
of a band-pass filter with
Mcjs.
4.43 Mc/s.
of 4.43
and a centre frequency of
extremely
giving extremely
of giving
capable of
The SECAM system is capable
being
of being
merit of
the merit
has the
and has
pictures, and
good colour pictures,
distortions
phase distortions
and phase
gain and
differential gain
insensitive to differential
standard
that standard
means that
This means
path. This
in the transmission path.
video
and video
transmitters and
links, transmitters
inter-<;:ity links,
monochrome inter-city
modificano modificaor no
little or
with little
used with
be used
tape machines may be
delay
the delay
of the
complication of
apparent complication
tion. Despite the apparent
standard
using standard
one, using
simple one,
is aa simple
line, the receiver is
to
easy to
find itit easy
should find
viewer should
lay viewer
techniques and the lay
conditions.
home conditions.
tune in a good colour
under home
picture under
colour picture
investigation,
active investigation,
very active
under very
This system is now under
the
by the
systems, by
PAL systems,
and PAL
N.T.S.C. and
along with the N.T.S.C.
recommend
to recommend
are to
who are
Union who
Broadcasting Union
European Broadcasting
Europe.
in Europe.
use in
for use
C.C.I.R. for
the C.C.I.R.
a colour system to the
PeyHenri PeyM. Henri
to M.
extended to
are extended
Grateful thanks are
perfor perParis, for
C.F.T., Paris,
of C.F.T.,
General of
roles, Directeur
Directeur General
to
circuitry, to
and circuitry,
system and
the system
mission to describe the
perfor perLimited for
Television Limited
ABC Television
the Directors of ABC
the
for the
Tye for
G. Tye
Mr. G.
mission to publish this
and Mr.
article and
this article
6.
and 6.
figures 44 and
in figures
reproduced in
photographs reproduced

CLUB NEWS
NEWS
CLUB
which
Group, which
Radio Group,
Amateur Radio
Bournemouth.—The Wessex Amateur
Bournemouth.-The
Bournemouth
the Bournemouth
of the
dissolution of
the dissolution
after the
year after
was formed last year
the
at the
month at
each month
meets each
Society, meets
Amateur Radio Society,
At
Bournemouth. At
Road, Bournemouth.
Windham Road,
" Cricketer's Arms", Windham
"Cricketer's
will
Fowle will
G. J.J. Fowle
8.0, G.
at 8.0,
2nd at
September 2nd
the next meeting, on September
receivers.
communications receivers.
bJJilding communications
speak on building
be
to be
talk to
the talk
of the
title of
the
1s
"
Electrolytics " is the title
Dorking.—"
Dorking.-" Electrolytics
24th
September 24th
the September
at the
(G2FTB) at
Baker (G2FTB)
given by S. T. Baker
8.0 atat
at 8.0
Society at
Radio Society
District Radio
& District
Dorking &
meeting of the Dorking
G3CZU
station G3CZU
club's station
The club's
Dorking. The
Garter, Dorking.
& Garter,
the Star &
Engineering
and Engineering
Railways and
Model Railways
the Model
at the
will be operated at
where
5th where
and 5th
4th and
3rd, 4th
October 3rd,
on October
Exhibition in the town on
equipment.
of equipment.
display of
members are to stage aa display
Radio
Lothian's Radio
the Lothian's
of the
session of
1963 I 64 session
Edinburgh.—The 1963/64
Edinburgh.-The
7.30
at 7.30
meeting at
with aa meeting
September with
12th September
on 12th
Society starts on
Edinburgh.
Street, Edinburgh.
Andrew Street,
Saint Andrew
South Saint
in the Y.M.C.A., South
of
Thursdays of
4th Thursdays
and 4th
2nd and
the 2nd
on the
held on
Meetings are to be held
each month.
Northern
the Northern
of the
meeting of
25th meeting
September 25th
Halifax.—At
Halifax.-At the September
will
(G3IKS) will
Walton (G3IKS)
K. Walton
Society K.
Heights Amateur Radio Society
The
effects." The
and effects."
nature and
Lightning-its nature
give a lecture on " Lightning—its
Sportsman
the Sportsman
at the
7.3 0 at
at 7.30
Wednesdays at
alternate Wednesdays
club meets on alternate
Inn, Ogden.
District
& District
Lough ton &
Loughton.—The
formed Loughton
recently formed
ton.-The recently
Lough
the
at the
7.30 at
at 7.30
Fridays at
alternate Fridays
Radio Club meets on alternate
next
The · next
Essex. The
Debden, Essex.
Centre, Debden,
Loughton Community Centre,
6th.
September 6th.
meeting is on September
R.S .G.B.;
the R.S.G.B.,
by the
organized by
Rally, organized
Mobile Rally,
. The National Mobile
Septemon ·SeptemBucks, on
Bletchley, Bucks,
Abbey, Bletchley,
Woburn Abbey,
will be held at Wobum
and
on 22 and
operate on
will operate
GB3RS will
station GB3RS
ber 22nd. Talk-in station
160 metres.
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Industry Forum

Industry Forum
NINE associations* representing manufacturers in
n the
radio
electronics industry have jointly formed an
rac'
o and electronics
organization
discussion
organ
ation to provide a forum for the cL;
cussion of
problems. It is to be known as the Conference
common problems.
voice
of the Electronics Industry. So that the vo
e of the
organization may be autho~.tative
authoritative the members "have
been chosen from the highest ranks of the electro
lies
electronics
industry
industry". The individual associations will continue to
represent their members' interests in their own particular
spheres.
_
spheres.
The members of the Conference, and the companies
they represent, are: G. S. C. Lucas (A.E.I.); John A.
Clark (A.T. & E.); R. M.
)le); Gp.
M . A. Jones (E. K. (Cole);
E . Fennessy (Decca); Sir Joseph Lockwood
Capt. E.
(E.M.I.); Sir Leon Bagrit (Elliott-Automation); Sir
Z . de Ferranti
Gordon Radley (English Electric); S. Z.
(Ferranti); O.
0 . W. Humphreys (G.E.C.); Sir Edward
Playfairr (I.G.T.);
(I.C.T .); F. N.
N . Sutherland (Marconi's); S. S.
Playft
0. Stanley
Eriks (Mullard); M. W. Clark (Plessey); C. O.
(Pye); Dudley
(Pye);
udley Saward (Rank); Paul Adorian (Redifon);
C. Wright (S.T.C.);
(S .T.C.); Jules Thorn (Thorn Electrical).
F. C
Electrical).
· At its inaugural mcet
vg on July 15th O.
meeting
0. W. Humphreys was elected acting
acting chairman.
ih airman Capt. R. A. Villiers,
director of the Scientific Instrument
Instrument .Manufacturers'
directoi
Association, 20 Peel Street, London, W.8, will act as
secretary of the Conference pending the setting up of
a permanent secretariat.
British■- Electrical
Allied3 Manufacturers' · Association.
*"' Briti;
Electrical & Alii
Association.
. British Radio Equipment
Manufacturers' Association.
v
British Radio Valve
ai:'e Manufacturers' Association.
-· Electronic Engineering Association.
Electronic
Electrc
ic Valve & Semi-conductor Manufacturers' Association.
Radio
Manufacturers'
R
:dio &; Electronic Component Ma
rfacturers' Federation.
Federation.
Scientific Instrument Manufacturers' Association.
Society of 1British
i ithh Aircraft Constructors. '·
Telecommunication Engineering & Manufacturing Association.

Television
Patent Action
Action
Television Patent
IN a reserved judgment given on 18th July by Mr.
Justice Lloyd Jacob in the High Court of Justice, ChanDivision,
cery D
dsion, the claim by John D. Burke, of Hornchurch, Essex, that Thorn Electrical Industries Ltd.
had infringed
nfringed his patent 877,450 was dismissed with
costs. Mr. Burke's patent covers the control of heater current in the e.h.t. rectifier by the c.r.t. beam current to
compensate for cathode temperature variations in the
compensate,
rectifier due to the varying anode current. It was held
that the impedance of the iinductance
iductance used in the e.h.t.
circuit in
heater circu:
n some Ferguson and Ultra sets to compensate for change of frequency when switching from
one line standard to another was not conditioned by the
state of, or changes in the current through the rectifier.
rectifier.

Synconz II -

Syncom II

abortive
AFTER the abor
Ve attempt to put Syncom I into a
synchronous orbit its twin Syncom II was successfully
launched on July 26th. The drum-shaped satellite,
built by the Hughes Aircraft Company, is
designed and buili
79lb. It is
28in in diameter, 15tin
IS^in deep and weighs 791b.
in
n a circular orbit, approx. 22,300 miles from the earth,
Atlantic. Syncom II,
and is being stabilized over the Atlantic.
which is controlled from the U.S.N.S. Kingsport anchored off Lagos, Nigeria, has two travelling-wave tube
transmitters each having an output of 2 watts and operIh addition it carries a 1.25ating around 1800 Mc/s. In
telemetering
workinr, in ·the
watt telemete
ng transmitter working
the region of
l36Mc/s.
136
Mc/s.

-•w - tv

5;

m*.

WM

| ^m
Hi * & f all r IllSiji
gSR"
Hi ^ W'WU
li
E j&

London's Radio Tower, which has reached aa height of some
500ft, stands out above the surrounding buildings in this view
taken from the roof of the Shell Centre on the South Bank.
focal point for
The cost of the 600ft tower, which will be the focal
the G.P.O's radio links, is estimated to be LI.25M.
£/.25M.

" Physical Society Exhibition".—The
Exhibition".-The 1964 exhibition
"Physical
of scientific instruments and apparatus organized by
will.1 ag£
again
the Institute of Physics and Physical Society w
n
Horticultutal Society,
be held in the halls of the Royal Horticultural
London, S.W.I,
S.W.1, from 6th-9th January. The organizers
announce that it is planned to hold the 1965 exhibition
April.
in Manchester early in Apr
i.
Symposium.-The . Third InterInstrumentation Symposium.—The
national Flight Test Instrumentation Symposium will
be held at the College of Aeronautics, Cranfield, from
13th-16th April next year. Further details are obtainable from M. A. Perry, at the College of Aeronautics.
commercial
Jamaica's commerc
il television service, operating on
625 lines (6 Mc/s bandwidth) came into operation on
August. The Jamaican
Jamaican government granted an
55th
th August.
exclusive television franchise to the Jamaican Broadcasting Corporation earlier tlr
this> year, who in turn
appointed an Anglo-American consortium of companies
to be managing agents. The consortium comprises
Thomson Television International (U.K.), National
Broadcasting Company (U.S.A.) and Television International Enterprises (U.K.). Three transmitters, supplied by the Canadian General Electric Company, are
now in operation and a number of small stations are to
coastline
be built around the coast!
le of the island (50 miles by
150 miles) to increase the coverage of the
he service. The
studio and control centre is located at Kingston; equipment for which has been supphed
supplied by E.M.I. Electronics
Ltd. and Pye of Cambridge. The same Anglo-American
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D
D

the
provide the
to provide
appointed to
been appointed
also been
consortium have also
Marconi
A Marconi
service. A
television service.
with aa television
Mauritius with
of Mauritius
island of
island
transmitter
bandwidth) transmitter
(7 Mc/s bandwidth)
5 kW Band I 625-line (7Mc/s
Curenear CureSide, near
Forest Side,
at Forest
centre at
studio centre
located at the studio
are
Louis are
Port Louis
at Port
tr;:tnsmitter at
W transmitter
100 W
Pye 100
and aa Pye
pipe, and
pipe,
supplyalso
are
Pye
year.
next
early
open
to
scheduled
open early next year. Pye are also supplying the studio equipment.
Logie
John Logic
the John
of the
award of
first award
Scholarsh ip.-The first
Baird Scholarship.—The
Telethe
by
introduced
,
Scholarship
Travelling Scholarship, introduced by the TeleBaird Travelling
Baird
Ltd., isis
Television Ltd.,
Baird Television
by Baird
financed by
and financed
vision Society and
The
26th. The
August 26th.
on August
Baird on
M. Baird
Mrs. M.
by Mrs.
being made by
aged
B.Sc.,
Williams,
P.
William
is
Scholar is William P. Williams, B.Sc., aged
first Baird Scholar
three-year
taking aa three-year
is taking
who is
Cheshire, who
25, of Hoylake, Cheshire,
Nottingham
at Nottingham
Ph.D. at
his Ph.D.
post-gradu ate course for his
post-graduate
the
enable the
to enable
is to
award is
The monetary award
University.
abroad
investigation abroad
8-week investigation
to 8-week
recipient to undertake aa 66 to
technology.
allied technology.
or allied
television or
on some aspect of television
holdis holdEngineers is
Address Engineers
Public Address
The Association of Public
ManPiccadilly, ManHotel, Piccadilly,
Queens Hotel,
the Queens
at the
ing a symposium at
symthe symto the
Admission to
September . Admission
chester, on 22nd September.
the
from the
free from
obtainable free
by ticket obtainable
posium will be by
Middx.
Harrow, Middx.
South Harrow,
Northolt Road, South
A.P.A.E. at 394 Northolt

Com.
Federal ComAmerican Federal
Micropho nes.-The American
Radio Microphones.—The
rules
its
of
15
Part
relaxing
is
n
Commissio
munication s Commission
munications
relaxing Part 15 of its rules
be
to be
microphon es to
radio microphones
allow radio
to allow
and regulations to
88-108Mc/ s
band 88-108Mc/s
broadcastin g band
f.m. broadcasting
operated in the f.m.
have
will have
microphone s will
radio microphones
The radio
without a licence.
200kc/ s
within aa 200kc/s
operate within
and operate
type-appro ved and
to be type-approved
distance
at aa distance
strength at
field strength
bandwidth. The radiated field
so,.~.v fm.
exceed 50,«V/m.
SOft must not exceed
of 50ft
W .4,
London, W.4,
Technology , London,
of Technology,
College of
The Hendon College
lectures,
evening lectures,
of evening
courses of
short courses
of short
is holding a number of
October.
16th October.
and 16th
September and
·starting
starting between 23rd September
industrial
their industrial
and their
computers and
Digital computers
These · include: Digital
engineers;
electronic engineers;
for electronic
course for
s; A design course
application
applications;
introductio
An
design;
circuit
transistor
and
Transistors
circuit design; An introductionn
Highand Highcommunica tions; and
Global communications;
microwave s; Global
to microwaves;
reproductio n.
fidelity sound reproduction.
London,
College, London,
Technical College,
Wandswor th Technical
The Wandsworth
in
courses
transistor
one-year
two
starting
is
S.W.18,
S.W.I8,
one-year transistor courses in
and
students and
level students
H.N.C. level
post H.N.C.
September;; one · for post
September
College isis
The College
students. The
level students.
the other for O.N.C. level
starting
transistors, starting
on transistors,
course on
also running a ten-week course
in October.
have
N.W.10, have
London, N.W.10,
The Wesley Evening Institute, London,
and
radio
of
series
a
starting
are
they
informed us that
starting a series of radio and
and
theory and
covering theory
month covering
television courses this month
practice.
microwave
and microwave
v.h.f. and
on v.h.f.
courses on
Day-time and evening courses
Polytechnic
Borough
the
at
held
be
to
are
at the Borough Polytechnic,,
engineering
Sepin Sepbegin in
These begin
S.E.l. These
Borough Road, London, S.E.l.
terms.
college .terms.
three college
over three
extend over
tember and will extend

air
Farnboroug h air
Show.-Ne xt year's Farnborough
Farnborough
Farnborou gh Show.—Next
Society
the Society
by the
organized by
exhibition, organized
display and static exhibition,
the
at the
held at
be held
will be
Constructo rs, will
of British Aircraft Constructors,
September
7th-13th
from
ent
Establishm
Aircraft
Royal
Establishment from 7th-13th September..
Interyear's InterExhibition .-This year's
ations Exhibition.—This
Communications
CommWtic
in
16th in
the 16th
Exhibition, the
Communic ations Exhibition,
national Radio Communications
of
Society
Radio
the
by
sponsored
shows sponsored by the Radio Society of
the series of shows
Seymour
Hall, Seymour
Seymour Hall,
at Seymour
held at
be held
Great Britain, will be
2nd
to 2nd
October to
30th October
W.1, from 30th
Place, London, W.l,
Year,
Jubilee
Society's
the
is
this
As
November.
the Society's Jubilee Year, aa
COURSES
AMA TEURS' COURSES
RADIO
RADIO AMATEURS'
Offers
planned. Offers
is planned.
pieces "" is
special display of ""museum
museum pieces
Vaughan,
B.
G.
R.
to R. G. B. Vaughan,
sent to
be sent
of equipment should be
coninstitutes confollowing institutes
the following
of the
We have been notified of
Sussex.
Crawley, Sussex.
9 Hawkins Road, Tilgate, Crawley,
in
session in
coming session
the coming
ducting evening courses during the
their
examinaexhibiting their
are exhibiting
amateurs' examinaradio amateurs'
manufactur ers are
preparation for the P.M.G.'s radio
Nineteen British manufacturers
local
Ex- . tion. Some are arranged
with local
Internation al Excollaborati on with
the International
in collaboration
at the
arranged in
products on a combined stand at
_
Equipment
Electronic
and
ns.
Television
ot' Radio,
organizatio
bibition of
amateur organizations.
hibition
and Electronic Equipment
Mason
month.
Lea Mason
this month.
Institute, Lea
Amsterdam this
held in Amsterdam
(FIRATO),
Birmingha m.-Centra l Evening Institute,
·Birmingham.—Central
(FIRATO) , which is being held
and
Trade
of Trade
Mondays and
Board of
the Board
Birmingham, Mondays
by the
organized by
Centre, Bell Barn Road, Birmingham,
The stand has been organized
.
B.R.E.M.A
of
Group
rers'
Manufactu
Wednesday s at 7.0.
Wednesdays
and the Audio Manufacturers'
Group of B.R.E.M.A.
Road,
Horton Road,
Great Horton
Bradford Technical College, Great
for
nt
developme
and
research
lectronics
Avionics.-E
Avionics.—Electronics
and development for
7.0.
s
Wednesday
Bradford
7,
Wednesdays
at
7.0.
being
symposium being
of aa symposium
the theme of
civil aviation is the
South,
Street South,
High Street
East Ham Technical College, High
the
and the
Aviation and
of Aviation
Ministry of
the Ministry
by the
organized jointly by
Monon
morse
with
7.0
s
Wednesday
London,
E.6,
Wednesdays
at
7.0
with
morse
on
Monthe
at the
opens at
It opens
Association. It
Engineerin g Association.
Electronic Engineering
days.
three
after three
and after
September and
23rd September
on 23rd
R.R.E., Malvern, on
Street,
Montrose Street,
School, Montrose
Glasgow.—Allan
Glasgow.- Allan Glens School,
the
until the
Farnboroug h, until
R.A.E., Farnborough,
the R.A.E.,
days transfers to the
7.0.
at 7.0.
Thursdays
on
Glasgow,
Tuesdays
at
7.0.
Morse
on
Thursdays
at
October.
1st October.
on 1st
L ondon on
30th with a final session in London
London,
Road,
Hornsey
-Montem
Holloway.—Montem
School,
Hornsey
London,
Holloway.
overand overU.K. and
which U.K.
to which
symposium , to
The aim ·of
of the symposium,
classes
morse classes
with morse
7.0 with
at 7.0
Wednesday s at
N.7, Mondays and Wednesdays
is
invited, is
been invited,
have been
organizatio ns have
seas civil aviation organizations
at
9.0.
inrequiring inmatters requiring
on matters
especially on
to exchange ideas especially
High
School, High
Copland School,
Wembley Evening Institute, Copland
the
on the
conference on
I.E.E. conference
ternational approval. The I.E.E.
7.0.
at
morse
with
8.0
at
Road,
Wembley,
Mondays
at
8.0
with
morse
at
7.0.
2nd.
October 2nd.
on October
Place on
same theme opens at Savoy Place
NorthStreet, NorthPotter Street,
Northwood Evening Institute, Potter
Tueson Tuesmorse on
using
7.15 with morse
transmissio ns using
Mondays 7.15
stereo transmissions
wood Hills, Middx., Mondays
experiment al stereo
B.B.C.'s experimental
The B-B.C.'s
increased
been
have
system
days.
pilot-tone
.
Zenith-G.E
the Zenith-G.E.
system have been increased
from
Transmissi ons from
three. Transmissions
week to three.
from one period per week
Tueson Tuesnow on
are now
91.3Mc/s are
on 9L3Mc/s
the Wrotham station on
test;
tone test;
10.30-11.00 tone
Thursdays ; 10.30-11.00
Wednesday s and Thursdays;
days, Wednesdays
MEET I NGS
SEPTEMBER
BER MEETINGS
SEPTEM
test.
11.15-11.45 programme test.
LONDON
in
halved in
been halved
have been
Office have
Post Office
The profits of the Post
Manageme nt.-Demon stra3rd. Institute of Service Management.—Demonstraissued
recently
the
and
£12·1M,
the past two years, to £12-1M, and the recently issued
Teleat Tele7.30 at
at 7.30
g at
fault-findin
tion
of
radio
and
television
fault-finding
continue.
to continue.
likely to
is likely
trend is
this trend
annual report suggests this
W.l.
Street,
surance
Club,
Windmill
Street,
is
G.P.O. is
the G.P.O.
of the
side of
telecommu nications side
However, the telecommunications
television"
and television"
Society.-" America and
20th. Television Society.—"America
year,
financial year,
last financial
the last
in the
not responsible for this as in
AssoExhibitors'
raph
Cinematog
by
L.
C.
Jesty
at
7.0
at
Cinematograph
Exhibitors'
Asso£20M;
over £20M;
of over
profit of
which .ended
ended 31st March, it made aa profit
W.C.2.
Avenue,
y
Shaftesbur
ciation,
164
Shaftesbury
Avenue,
W.C.2.
services.
postal services.
the postal
by the
over £8M by
agamst a loss of over
as against
LEICESTER
LEICEST ER
overall
the overall
year, the
this
of
months of this year,
During the first six months
colour .
of colour
principles of
Basic principles
Society.-" Basic
24th. Television Society.—"
by
increased by
licences increased
number of broadcast receiving licences
ColVaughan
at
7.30
at
r
Macwhirte
television" by I. Macwhirter at 7.30 at Vaughan Colsound
combined sound
of combined
207,779 to 15,788,179. The number of
lege,
St.
Nicolas
Street.
12,569,919
to 12,569,919
338,932 to
by 338,932
and television licences increased by
SOUTHAMPTON
SOUTHA MPTON
3,218,260.
to 3,218,260.
131,153 to
by 131,153
and sound only licences dropped by
computindustria,! computof industrial
24th. Brit.LR.E.—"
Brit.I.R.E.- " Principles of
car
for car
issued for
licences issued
includes licences
only figure includes
The sound only
Lanchester
the
at
6.30
at
}.
the
in
ing
"
by
K.
J.
McCarthy
at
6.30
at
the
Lanchester
ing"
17,411
by
increased
,
incidentally
radio, which, incidentally,
by 17,411 in the
University.
Southampt on University.
Theatre, Southampton
543,960.
to 543,960.
first six months of this year to
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Personalities
Personalities

L. W. Hayes, who became adviser to the director of
the International Radio Consultative Committee
(C.C.I.R.) on 1st March, has been appointed acting
director of
)f the Committee following the death of Dr.
Ernst Metzler. The new director will be appointed at
v
the ne
next
t session
;ssion 01
adir listrative council
of the I.T.U.'s administrative
April. Mr. Hayes was appointed
next Aj
appi nted vice-director
of the
;he C.C.I.R.
C.I
at the Vth Plenary Assembly in Stockholm iri 1948, prior to which he had been with the
the
B.B.C.'s
B,B
j.'s IEngineering
igineering Division for
for 25 years and on many
occasions hac
had represented the U.K. at international
conferences.
confe
mces. When he left the B.B.C. he was head of
of
the Overseas Engineering and Information Department.
Professor E. E. Zepler, D.Phil.,
U.Phil., has retired from
from the
the
chair of electronics at the University of Southampton
which he has occupied since it was established in 1949.
Dr. Zepler, who
'ho was president of the Brit.I.R.E. in
in
1958-60,
'58-60, obtainec
obtained his doctorate at the University of
Wurzburg ar:id
;
[ joined Telefunken in Berlin where he
he
was eventually head of the receiver development laboratories. He came
c i e to this country in 1935 at the age of
37 and was with Marcon.
Marconi'ss for four years before starting
academic. career. After two years as a lecturer
ing his acaden
at Southampton he spent three years at the Cavendish
Laboratory, Cambridge,
Can )r [ge, before returning to Southampton in
In 1946 as head of the department of electronics,
telecommunic ations and radio engineering.
telecommunications
Professor Maurice G. Say, Ph. D., M.Sc., M.I.E.E.,
M.Brit.I.R.E., is retiring from the chair of electrical
engin
ig at Heriot-Watt College, Edinburgh, at
at the
the
engineering
end of
o the
le scholastic year after spending thirty years at
the C
College.
)llege. Professor Say, who gave the 1959-60
Faraday lecture "Electrical
" Electrical M·
Machines,"
a chines," became aa
research assistant to Professor S. Parker Smith in 1924
and
an- a lecturer at the Royal Technical College, Glasgow,
in 1928.
Following the appointment of Dr. R. L. Beurle to
to
the chair of electronic engineering at Nottingham
University, which was reported in our June issue, Dr.
Dr.
}. G.
C. Firmin has been appointed his successor as
J.
as
manager of camera tube research at the English Electric
Vt
it Company. Dr.
Dr. Firmin, who received his
his Ph.D.
Ph.D.
Valve
following research u
in mechanical sciences at Cambridge
in 1953, has been with E.E.V. for the past ten years.
years. His
1 ;
position
previous p
>it in with
vith the company, as assistant manager
in
i t charge of display
spL?: and storage tubes, is being filled
filled by
7. Bailey, who is a graduate of Alford University,
Jniversity,
Dr. P
P. C.
New York.
ten
Major M. J. Sc-iire,
Squire, M.I.E.E., who for the past ten
years has been a chief experimental officer at S.R.D.E.,
o.R.D.E.,
1has
as been appo
ited chief technical sales executive of
«
appointed
the British Physical Laboratories at Radlett. Major
Major
Squire was head of the

radio production technical
of the Ministry
of
* Jilliiilk sectionProduction
technical
Aircraft Production during
^|| ■'
the war, and was concerned
with liaison between the
design
and
production
1111*
31
OH design
production
staffs. Atand
the end of the
war he joined N.S.F.
Limited
Ilib&
^ Ipill
Limited as
as technical
technical sales
sales
manager, and in 1950 he
■fiSiP
^
manager, and in 1950 he
rejoined the Civil Service
at the Signals Research and
Wk
ffir.
and
Development .
E~tablish
ment, Christchurch, Hants,
^
ment,
and was subsequently in
charge of the Test and
Measurement Group.
ra
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'
ur C. Clarke
' ila-ke is to receive, on October 16th, the
the
Arthur
Institute
1963 Stua
Stuartt Ballantine Medal of the Franklin Institute
of Philadelphia for " his soundly based and
and prophetic
prophetic
the
early concept of the application of satellites in the
primary human endeavour of communicatio
communication."
n." It will
be recalled
be
recalled that Mr. Clarke's article "Extra-Terre
" Extra-Terrestrial
strial
Relays " outlining the basic principLes
principles of " stationary ""
satellites was published in Wireless World in 1945. The
introdu_ced by the Franklin Institute in
gold medal was introduced
1946 "in
" in recognition of outstanding achievements in the
fields of commun
communicatio
n and reconnaissanc
ation
reconnaissance
e which
electro-magne tic radiation."
employ electro-magnetic
), Ph.D., F.Inst.~.,
James T. Kendall, M.A.(Cantab.
M.A.(Cantab.),
F.Inst.P.,
A.M.I.E.E., formerly general manager . of S~S
SGS FanFairchild
child Ltd., has been appointed managmg_
managing director
d ector of
Edwards
High Vacuum
Vacuum Ltd. Dr. Kendall Is
Edwards High
is succeeded
by Peter
Peter G.
G. Tagg,
Tagg, B.Sc.(Eng.), Grad.I.E.E., who has
by
been sales
sales manager
manager since June of last ~ear.
been
year. Mr. Tagg
spent two
two years
years with HugJ:e.s
spent
Hughes _Internatwna~
International Cl!K)
(UK*) Lt<:\.
I .td.
as aa sales
sales engineer
engineer before
as
before JOmmg
joining sqs
SGS Fa_Irchil~.
Fairchild. His
earlier positions
positions include five years .with
earlier
with Lmtromc
Lii ■.tronic Ltd.
and five
five years
years with
and
with E.M.I.
E.M.I. Electromcs
Electronics Ltd.

j. T. Kendall
Dr. J.

P. G. Tagg
Togg

Kennyth E. Harris, B.Sc., M.I.E.E., M.Brit.I.R.E.,
M.Brit.LR.E.,
who for the past ten years has been a director of
Cassar's has joined Redifon Ltd. of Wandsworth as
Cossor's,
division~! manager. Mr. Harris joined the Post Office
divisional
Engineering Department in 1934 and at the outbreak of
of
war went to the Telecommunications
Telecommuni cations Research
Researcl Establishment at Malvern as a technical officer. He left
Malvern in 1947, as principal scientific officer ina charge
Malvern
of
the ground
ground radar
radar division, to jo
joini Sir Robert Watsonof the
Watt
& Partners.
Partners. Two years later he transferred to
Watt &
the Cossor Company as research manager.
the
Andrew G. Stirling, M.Sc., A.M.I.E.E., has
Andrew
has been
appointed divisional manager of the Co~trol
Control and Instrumentation Division of Ultra Electromcs
Electror as Lt~l.
Ltd. M_
Mr.
r.
Stirling is a former lecturer · on.
on servo mec_ham~ms
mechanisms m
in
the engineering
engineering department of
the
ot Edmburgh
Edinburgh Un~vers1ty,
U iversity, and
undertook ionospheric research under Sir E~ward
undertook
Edward
Appleton for three years. Mr. S
tirlin~ was previously
Appleton
Stirling
with R.C.A. (Great Britain) as chief engmeer.
engineer
D. Edmundson,
Edmundson, B.Sc., M.I.E.E., for~erly
D.
formerly manufacturing manager of the
th~ A.E.I._
A.E.I. Electromc
Electro>
Apparatus
Division, has been appomted
appointed director of manufact~re
manufacture
of
the same
same Division.
Division. Mr. Edmundson, after graduatmg
of the
gradual ig
from the Rugby College of Technology and
at Arts,
Arts, ~e~ved
'-erved
an engineering
engineering apprenticeship with B.T.H. and )omed
an
joined
A.E.I. as a design engineer in 1934.
A.E.I,
K.
P. Wood,
Wood, B.Sc., A.M.I.E.E., who joined · Standa~d
K. P.
Standard
~ast year
year. as head .of
Telephones & Cables last
of the .R~d10
Radio
Division,
Division, has been appomted
appointed a director of Its
ts subsidia_ry,
si bsidiary,
the International
International Marine Radio Compa!ly,
the
Company, fo~lowmg
follow iig
the recent
recent retirement of its
the
i:s managmg
managing . director,
director,
H. Thorpe-Woods.
Thorpe-Wood s. Mr. Wood was at one time head
H.
of the
the electrical
electri::al engineering department at the Medway
of
439

College of Technology, Rochester,
Rochester, and
and was
was from
from 1956
1956
1961 with Cossors (latterly
(latterly as
as an
an executive
executive direcuntil 1961
direcwas managing
managing director
tor). Mr. Thorpe-Woods was
director of
of
I.M.R.C. for 29 years.

UNIVERSITY
APPOINTMENT .S
UNIVERSITY APPOINTMENTS
B.Sc., A.Inst.P.,
A.Inst.P., deputy
A. F. Gibson, Ph.D., B.Sc.,
deputy chief
chief
the Royal
Royal Radar
Radar Establishment,
scientific officer at the
Es tablishment,
appointed to
Malvern, has been appointed
to the
the chair
chair of
of physics
physics
at the University of Essex.
Essex. Dr.
Dr. Gibson
Gibson isis to
to take
take up
up
his appointment in the
the autumn
autumn of
of this
this year
year to
to enable
enable
him to plan the new laboratories
laboratories required
required for
for the
the first
first
October, 1964.
intake of students in October,
1964.
Henry A. Prime, M.Sc., B.Sc.,
B.Sc., A.M.I.E.E.,
A.M.I.E.E., manager
manager of
of
division of
of . the
the Brush
Brush Electrical
the applications division
Electrical
to occupy
occupy the
Engineering Company, is to
the newly
newly estabestablished third chair of electrical
electrical engineering
engineering at
at Birmingham
Birmingham
University.
B.Sc., M.I.E.E.,
M .I.E.E., assistant
E. Openshaw Taylor, B.Sc.,
assistant proprofessor of electrical engineering
engineering at
at Heriot-Watt
Heriot-Watt College,
College,
the chair
chair of
Edinburgh, is to occupy the
of electrical
electric-al engineerengineering following the retirement
retirement of
of Professor
Professor M.
M. G.
G. Say.
Say.
Ph.D., M.Sc.,
M.Sc., D.I.C.,
Geoffrey D. Sims, Ph.D.,
D.I.C., A.M.I.E.E.,
A.M.I.E.E.,
senior lecturer at University
University College,
College, London,
London, isis to
to take
take
the chair of electronics at
at Southampton
Southampton University
University on
on
1st October, following the retirement
retirement of
of Dr.
Dr. E.
E. E.
E. Zepler.
Zepler.
Ph.D., B.Sc.(Eng.),
William A. Gambling, Ph.D.,
B.Sc.(Eng.), A.M.I.E.E.,
A.M.I.E.E.,
senior lecturer in the
the department
department of
of electronics
electronics at
at
Southampton University, has been
been appointed
appointed aa reader.
reader.
J. Hyde, M.Sc., A.M.I.E.E.,
A.M.I.E.E., senior
Fredrick J.
senior lecturer
lecturer
in the department of electronic
electronic engineering
engineering at
at UniverUniversity College, Bangor, has
has been
been appointed
appointed aa reader.
reader.
P. J.
J. Spreadbury, M.A.,
M.A., M.Sc.
M.Sc. (Cantab.),
(Cantab.), has
has been
been
in rhe
the electrical
electrical engineering
engineering departappointed a lecturer in
departSheffield University.
University.
ment of Sheffield

OUR
AUTHORS
OUR AUTHORS

»*• u i Cox, -d
c /tj
\ author
,
i article
■ , in
■in this
, •
B.Sc.(Eng.),
^ Michael
B.Sc.(Eng.),
of
author
ofr the
the
article
this
the SECAM
SECAM television
issue on receiving the
television system,
system, has
has
engineer in
in the
the Planning
Planning and
been a senior engineer
and Installation
Installation
Television since
Department of A.B.C. Television
since 1961
1961 and
and for
for
the past year has been working
working on
on aa SECAM
SECAM investiinvestiEducated at . Dulwich
Dulwich College
gation. Educated
College and
and University
University
was aa graduate
College, London, he was
graduate apprentice
apprentice with
with
W /T Company and
and for
for several
several months
Marconi's W/T
months with
with
Solartron before joining
joining Associated
Associated Rediffusion
Rediffusion as
as aa
maintenance engineer in
in 1959.
1959.
G. C. Peel
Peel, who describes in
in this
this issue
issue the
the channel
channel

diplexers used at two of the Eire stations, has been

13S organization
two of the
stations,
hasone
been
with the Pye
since
1944.
He
of
sinceEire
1944.
He was
was
one
of
the team of engineers which
formed
the
nucleus
of
which formed the nucleus of the
the
present transmitter design section
section of
of Pye
Pye T.V.T.
T.V.T. Ltd.
Ltd.
when that company was formed. He
He is
is 38.
38.
D. N. Tilsley, B.Sc.,
B.Sc., Grad.Inst.P.,
Grad.Inst.P., A.M.Brit.I.R.E.,
A.M.Brit.I.R.E., aa
senior lecturer in the
the department
department of
of electrical
electrical engineerengineerBorough Polytechnic,
ing at the Borough
Polytechnic, London,
London, contributes
contributes
transistor cut-off
an article on transistor
cut-off frequencies
frequencies in
in this
this issue.
issue.
Mr. Tilsley, who graduated
graduated at
at the
the University
University of
of Glasgow
Glasgow
in 1944, after reading mathematics
mathematics and
and natural
natural philophilosophy, was for some
some time at
at the
the Royal
Royal Aircraft
Aircraft EstabEstablishment, Farnborough, working on
on radar
radar before
before taking
taking
up teaching. He has taught
taught in
in West
West Africa
Africa and
and has
has been
been
on the staff of the Borough
Borough Polytechnic
Polytechnic for
for ten
ten years.
years.

OBITUARY

Industry News
Industry

News

The board of The Plessey Company
Company have
have announced
announced
that the profit, before taxation,
taxation, for
for the
the year
year ended
ended 30th
30th
June will exceed £10,000,000.
£10,000,000. This
This represents
represents an
an
increase of over £3-5M
£3·5M on
on the
the previous
previous year
year (which
(which
included only eight months trading
trading in
in respect
respect of
of AutoAutomatic Telephone & Electric
Electric Co.
Co. and
and Ericsson
Ericsson TeleTelephones Ltd.). The telecommunications
telecommunication s side
side of
of the
the
Plessey group accounts for 48%
48 % of
of the
the year's
year's ·turnover,
turnover,
electronics and electrical
electrical products
products 20
20 %,
%, radio,
radio, TV
TV and
and
domestic equipment
equipment 18%,
18 %, aircraft
aircraft equipment
equipment 8%
8 % and
and
hydraulics and nucleonics 6%.
6 ~~.
The group profits of Thorn Electrical
Electrical Industries
Industries Ltd.
Ltd.
for the year ended 31st
31st March
March amounted
amounted to
to £6,528,298,
£6,528,298,
representing an increase of
of £1,466,259
£1,466,259 on
on the
the previous
previous
year's results. After deducting
deducting all
all charges,
charges, including
including
depreciation of £1,498,543
£1,498,543 and
and taxation
taxa tion of
of £1,371,848,
£1,371,848,
the net profit this year
year amounted
amounted to
to £2,847,845
£2,847,845 as
as against
against
£2,154,737 in 1961/62.
1961/62.
General Electric Company.—Profit,
Company.-Profit , before
before taxation,
taxation,
for the year ended 31st March amounted
amounted to
to £6,121,676,
£6,121,676,
showing an increase of £1,993,897
£1,993,897 on
on the
the previous
previous year's
year's
results. Taxation this year
year took
took £3,150,228,
£3,150,228, as
as against
against
£1,996,157 in the previous
previous year,
year, leaving
leaving aa group
group profit
profit
of £2,769,988 compared with £1,839,420
£1,839,420 in
in 1961/2.
1961/2.
Pye of Cambridge Ltd., the
the holding
holding company
company of
of the
the
Pye-Ekco group and formerly
formerly known
known as
as British
British ElecElectronic Industries Ltd.,
Ltd., record
record aa trading
trading profit
profit for
for the
the
year ended 31st March of
of £4,346,983.
£4,346,983. Total
Total group
group
profit, after taxation, was
was £1,014,133,
£1,014,133, an
an increase
increase of
of
£864,440 on the previous year.
year.
Profits of Cable and Wireless
Wireless Ltd.
Ltd. for
for the
the year
year ended
ended
st:
arc
31st
March
totalled
£4,130,678.
Compared
with
the
^ . ^ h totalled £4,130,678. Compared with the
previous year's
year's results,
results, this
this represents
represents aa drop
drop ofof
previous
£444,604.
£444,604. After
After taxation
taxation of
of £1,500,222
£1,500,222 and
and makuw
making
reserves
for
special
contingencies,
reserves and
and appropriations
appropriations for special contingencies,the
the
956
net
net balance
balance for
for the
the year
year was
was £27
£27,956.

'
The Metal
The
Metal Industries
Industries group
group profit,
profit, after
after taxation,
taxation, for
for
the year
year ended
ended 31st
the
31st March
March amounted
amounted to
to £1,231,103,
£1,231,103,
representing an
representing
an increase
increase of
of £29,957
£29,957 on
on the
the previous
previous
year's results.
results. Member
Member companies
year's
companies of
of this
this group
group include
include
Avo, International
International Rectifier,
Avo,
Rectifier, and
and Taylor
Taylor Electrical
Electrical
Instruments.
Instruments.
The
The Antiference
Antiference group
group pre-tax
pre-tax profits
profits for
for the
the year
year

ended 31st
31st March
March amounted
amounted to
to £221,896
£22L896 and
and showed
showed
ended
an increase
increase of
of £35,546
£35,546 on
on the
the previous
previous year.
'year. Net
Netprofit,
profit,
ease of
after
after tax
tax, showed
showed an
an incr
increase
of over
over £20,000
£20,000 on
on the
the
previous
previous year
year and
and totalled
totalled £109,324
£109,324.
an

The trading
trading profit
profit of
of British
British Relay
Relay Wireless
Wireless and
and TeleTele. The
vision Ltd.
Ltd. and
and its
its subsidiaries
subsidiaries amounted
amounted to
to £4,605,723
£4,605,723
vision
r the year
ended
30th April,
April, representing
representing aa £670,925
£670,925
.for
^ 7ear enc
led 30th
increase on
on the
the previous
previous year's
year's results.
results. After
After writing
writin~
increase
off £3,696,884
£3,696,884 (depreciation)
(depreciation) and
and taking
taking into
into account
account
other charges,
charges, including
including £3,646
£3,646 taxation,
taxation, the
the group
group net
net
other
ro
totalled £688,640;
£688,640; an
an increase
increase of
of £329,837
£329,837 on
on the
the
Pprofit
nt totalled
previous year.
year.
previous
t- . , •
x^ r
,
of Telefusion
Telefusion Ltd.
Ltd. for
for the
the year
vear ended
ended 24tn
24th
a Profits
f
April, after taxation, amounted
amounted to
to £438,247;
£438,247; representing
representing
an increase of £68,160 on the
the previous
previous year's
year's results.
results.
Depreciation this
this year
year was
was £1,003,333
£1,003,333 asas against
againsr
Depreciation
£921,802 in
in 1961/2.
£921,802
1961/2.

OBITUARY
v ,
zr '
,
John .Keir,
Keir, at one time
time assistant
assistant general
general manager
manager of
of
Marconi International and, at
B.A.C.-Marconi
at the
the time
time of
of his
his retirement
retirement
B.A. C.-Marconi Agreement.—The
Agreement.-The British
British Aircraft
Aircraft
three .years
. years ago, personal
personal assistant
assistant to
to the
the company's
company's Corporation
Corporation and
and Marconi's
Marconi's W/T
W /T Company
Company (to
(to be
be
managing director, died
died on
on the
the 5th
5th August.
August. He
He joined
joined · known
known in
in future
future as
as the
the Marconi
Marconi Company)
Company) are
are toto collabcollabMarconi's as a radio officer
officer in
in 1915
1915 and
and had
had held
held man
man /·' orate
orate in
in the
the design
design and
and manufacture
manufacture of
ofsatellite
satellitecommunicommunitechnical and administrative
cation
administrative posts
p'J~ts including
including that
that cf
cf
cation systems.
systems. The
The B.A.C.
B.A.C. was
was awarded
awarded the
the contract
contract
managing director of the
for
the Brazilian
Bradian subsidiary.
subsidiary.
for constructing
constructing U.KT,
!J.K.3, the
the first
first all
all British
British satellite.
satellite.
44(1
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Standard Telephones and Cables Ltd. are
overhauling
are overhauling
the sound reinforcement system fitted into
Paul's
St. Paul's
into St.
Cathedral. T1
fitted
mechanism, fitted
time delay mechaidsm,
The: original time
to reduce interference between the
reinforced
direct and reinforced
the direct
using
mechanism using
delay mechanism
o be replaced by a new delay
sound, is to
around aa
a magnetically loaded neoprene belt,
stretched around
belt, stretched
jinal line-source
are
loudspeakers are
line-source loudspeakers
original
metal drum. The or
the
replace the
to replace
being retained, but transistor amplifiers are
are to
existing valve amplifiers.
"..A-*

**•

tests
simultaneously tests
four radial arms, simultaneously
This machine, which has four
performance
different performance
for aa different
three pickup cartridges; each for
laboratory
development laboratory
produced by the development
characteristic.
characteristic. It was produced
which
Company which
Manufacturing Company
& Manufacturing
of the Garrard Engineering &
Ltd.
Engineering Ltd.
future as Garrard Engineering
is to be known in future

controlling
acquired a controlling
Zambra have acquired
Negret_ti and Zambia
Negretti
:
formed
was
which
Ltd.
Engineers
m Visual Enj
interest in
neers
which w ,s formed,
continue
will continue
(who will
three years ago by F. N. W. Ernst (who
1
tele-•
closed-circuit
manufacture closed-circu
to manufacture
as managing director) to
teh
acquired
recently acq
Engineers recently
vision equipment. Visual Engineers
red
Aylesbury,
Works, Aylesbury,
Stock lake Works,
manufacturing facilities at Stocklake
agents
U.K. agents
sole L.K.
be the sole
to be
continue to
Bucks, and will .continue
by
manufactured
equip).Tient
television
industrial
the
ior
lor
equipment manufactured by
Grundig of West Germany.
CorporaTelegraph CorporaThe International Telephone and Telegraph
Comthe Cannon Electric
tion of America has acquired the
JTectric Comits
to its
addition
In add]
California.
pany of Los Angeles, Cal
orn j. In
on to
has
Cannon has
Los Angeles, Cannon
headquarters and factory in
a Los
Paris,
London, Paris,
associated organizations · in Toronto, London,
Antwerp, Melbourne, Milan and Tokyo.
Croyof CroyThe International Marine Radio Company of
TeleStandard Teledon, Surrey, has become a subsidiary of Standard
within
phones and Cables Limited and will now operate within
S.T.C.
and S.T.Cf
I.M.R.C. and
the Radio Division of S.T.C. Both I.M.R.C.
Telephone
the International Telephone
are British subsidiaries of the
having
I.M.R.C. having
and Telegraph Corporation of America; LM.R.C.
I.T.T.
subsidiary of I.T.T
previously operated as a direct sub^diary
Standard
to Standard
built on to
be built
to be
A new 14,000 sq ft wing is to
to
Essex, to
Harlow, Essex,
Telecommunication Laboratories at Harlow,
research
provide more facilities for basic and advanced research
Standard
company, Standard
parent company.
projects. · S.T.L. and its parent
over.
spending over.
are snending
Telephones and Cables Ltd., are
than
less than
which less
year-of which
£3,000,000 on research this year—of
the Government.
by the
% is being financed by
10
10%
distribusound distribuinstalled a sound
have
Philips Electrical Ltd.
the
of the
Bank of
South Bank
the South
tion system in the Shell Centre on the
dif18 difplus 18
Thames. Eight individual sound sources plus
single
fer ent microphone points are all controlled from aa single
ferent
any,
to any,
distributed to
console the inputs from which can be distributed
sited.
been sited.
have been
or all, of 23 areas where loudspeakers have
has
system has
An induction, simultaneous interpretation system
Centre. This
the Shell Centre.
been installed in the theatre of the
This
microfrom microbe fed from
has
nas four separate channels and can be
etc.
films, etc.
phones or multi-lingual sound tracks on films,
stereo
channel) stereo
Decca have installed a 30-watt (per channel)
at
Embassy at
American Embassy
of the American
outfit in the theatre of
encloloudspeaker encloGrosvenor Square. The two special loudspeaker
units.
treble units.
24 treble
and 24
units and
containi two bass units
sures each contttheir
of their
ten of
supply ten
R.C.A. (Great Britain) Ltd. are to supply
tape
television tape
multi-standard television
TR-22 transistorized multi-standarc
recorders to the B.B.C.
winding
coil1 winding
Kolectric Ltd., manufacturers of co
House,
Sinclair House,
to Sinclair
machinery, have moved their offices to
9066.)
PERivale 9066.)
(Tel.: PERivale
W.l3. (Tel.;
The Avenue, London, W.13.
only
that only
out that
point out
ask ed us to point
Cannon Electric have asked
described ini
series described
XLR series
the XLR
the mains connectors of the
the
meet the
columns meet
our July Manufacturers' Products columns
material
insulator material
pin insulator
the pin
Also that the
conditions of BS415. Also
nylon.
of the mains connector is nylon.
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TRADE

TRADE

Industries,
Chemical Industries,
Three British companies, Imperial Chemical
held
just held
have just
Formica and Morgan Crucible Group, have
goods
their goods
(29th July to 11th
lith August) an exhibition of their
recently
has recently
Trade has
of Trade
in Pei
ng. The Chinese Ministry of
Peking.
exhibiannounced that it would welcome small technical exl
bitions by British companies.
an
received an
has received
The English Electric Valve Company has
Radio
broadcasting authority, Rad'a
order from the Italian broadcasting
television
orthicon television
image orthicon
4!in image
televisone Italiana, for 250 4|in
orthiimage orthisupplying image
been supplying
camera tubes. E.E.V. has been
is
order is
new order
this new
years and this
cons to Italy for several years
Radioof Radiorequirements of
expected to meet the operating requirements
years.
two years.
televisione Italiana for the next two
substantial
M-0 Valve Company has received a substantial
The M-O
AdminiSpace Adminiorder from the National Aeronautics and Space
travelof 1high-power
number of
stration of America for a number
gh-power travelcommunication
satellite commui
ling-wave tubes for use in satellite
cation
6kW
at 6kW
rated at
are rated
supplied are
systems. The tubes to be supplied
6,500Mc/s
the 6,500Mc/s
in the
c.w. operation in
and are designed for c.w.
range.
range.
Electronics
Ultra Electronics
of Ultra
The special products division of
the
from the
order from
Ltd. has received its first American order
for the
Kentucky
Bureau of Rehabilitation Services in Kentucl
y for
;he
blind. The
the blind.
assist thi
to assist
ultrasonic aid they are producing to
The
and aa
transmitter-receiv-er and
a transistor transmitter-receiver
aid consists of a'
to
beam to
an ultrasonic beam
hand-held "torch," which emits an
distance.
their■ distance.
locate objects and the
with
agreement with
an agreement
signed an
Toshiba of Tokio have signed
Autoslim "
Garrard Engineering Ltd. to fit Garrard " Autoslim"
radiograms.
their radiograms.
to thfur
record changers exclusively tc
Cadnam,
of Cadnam,
Ltd. of
Construction Ltd.
South Midlands Construction
equipmast equipSouthampton, have recently supplied aerial mast
government
Ethopian government
ment valued at £15,000 to the Ethopian
government.
the Sudan government
:£7,000 worth to the
and a further £7,000
image
3in image
Televisao Excelcior of Brazil have ordered a 3in
Marconi
the Marconi
orthicon colour television channel from the
equipment
of equipment
value of
Company. This order brings the value
Company.
past
the past
in the
Excelcior in
supplied by Marconi's to Televisao Excelcior
six months to about £250,000.
rehas reCo. hrs
Electric Co.
The Automatic Telephone and Electric
Finnish
the Finnish
ceived an order, valued at £150,000, from the
number
to supply a number
Posts and Telegraphs Department to
small
with small
use with
of 300-channel transistor repeaters for use
cables. •
core coaxial cables.

OUR COVER

and
Telstar and
to Telstar
A colour test card after transmission to
was
it was
where it
back'to
back
to the G.P.O. station at Goonhilly, where
Research
B. B.C. Research
the B.B.C.
N.JJ.. Archer of the
by T. N.
photographed byT.
is
It is
cover. It
Department, is reproduced on our front cover.
reproduction
eight reproduction
as Gght
interesting to note that as many a?
transoriginal transThe original
processes have been involved. The
Telstar,
to Telstar,
parency was transmitted from Goonhilly to
on
received on
Goonh illy, received
Telstar to Goonhilly,
re-transmitted from Jelstar
Ektaon Ektaan R.C.A. Victor receiver, photographed on
was produced,
chrome EH 120 film, a transparency was
jroduced,
blocks
the colour blocks
copies of this were made from which the
printed .
were prepared and the cover printed.
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Channel Diplexers
Channel

7
By
C. PEEL
PEEL*
By .G.
G. C.

Dinlexers

TWO-CHANNEL COMBINING
COMBINING UNITS
UNITS FOR
TWO-CHANNEL
FOR RADIO
RADIO EIREANN
EIREANN

lN

mN the early days of television,
television, sound
sound and
and vision
vision
radiated from
transmissions were radiated
from separate
separate aerials
aerials
but it was soon realized
realized as
as being
being economically
economically
advantageous to combine the
the two
two transmissions
transmissions bebefore radiating them from
from aa common
common aerial.
aerial. With
With
this arrangement for aa given
given aerial
aerial gain
gain per
per transtransmission the size of
of the aerial may
may be
be approximately
approximately
halved, thus effecting great
great economies
economies in
in size
size and
and cost
cost
· of the supporting
supporting structure.
structure. Constant
Constant impedance
impedance
combining units and wide
wide band
band aerials
aerials were
were
developed for this purpose.
purpose.
As the number of programmes
programmes in
in any
any area
area
increases the question
question. of
of co-siting
co-siting the
the transmitters
transmitters
inevitably arises. Obviously
Obviously the
the same
same · economic
economic
advantages then apply to the
the use
use of
of aa common
common aerial
aerial
system for both programmes,
programmes, provided
provided that
th~lt comcom- ·
bining units and high-gain aerials
a~rials with
with sufficient
sufficient
bandwidth are available.
available~
Broadband high-gain
high-gairi aerials
aerials are
are now
now in
in fairly
fa~rly
common use.
use . although generally
generally only
only one
one transtransmission is radiated. For instance
instance aerials
aerials covering
covering the
the
174-223 Mc/s)
whole of Band III (approximately
(approximately 174-223
Mc/s) are
are
readily available. However,
However, combining
combining units
units capable
capable
of handling television
television transmissions
transmissions on
on two
two different
different
* Pye T.V.T., Ltd.

channels have not so far
far been
been required
required in
in this
this
country.
When television was introduced
introduced into
into Eire,
Eire, using
using
it
was
found
.aa625-line
625-line system
system in
in Band
Band III
III it was found necessary
necessary
in some parts of the country
country to
to provide
provide an
an additional
additional
service on 405 lines for those
those viewers
viewers who
who already
already
had
had receivers for the reception
reception of
of programmes
programmes
originating in England and
and Northern
Northern Ireland.
Ireland.
This called for the simultaneous
simultaneous radiation
radiation from
from
the same site of aa 625-line
625-line and
and aa 405-line
405-line service
service on
on
two channels in Band
Band III. For
For this
this purpose
purpose aa twotwocombining unit, or
channel combining
or channel
channel diplexer,
diplexer, was
was
developed for the Radio
Radio Eireann
Eireann transmitting
transmitting
stations at Dublin and Sligo.
Sligo.
At each site
site there is
is aa 5kW
5kW peak
peak white
white 405-line
405-line
its
associated
vision transmitter · with
with its associated l£kW
ItkW a.m.
a.m.
sound transmitter and
and aa 5kW
5kW peak
peak sync
sync 625-line
625-line
vision transmitter with a IkW
lkW f.m.
f.m. sound
sound transmitter.
transmitter.
Each pair of transmitters
its
transmitters has
has its own
own conventional
conventional
single channel combining unit
unit feeding
feeding the
the combined
combined
transmission to the channel diplexer
which
diplexer which combines
combines
the two transmissions and
arid passes
passes them
them into
into the
the cocoaxial aerial feeder system.
The
channel
diplexer
system. The channel diplexer
presents a constant matched
matched impedance
impedance to
to both
both
input transmission lines
over
the
whole
working
lines over the whole working
channel and provides aa separation
separation of
of at
at least
least 34
34 dB
dB
between the two transtransmitters.
PUSH
RODS for
push rods
mitters.
FOR
ADJUS TMENT of
adjustment
The
OF Z2
Zz
The channel
channel diplexer
diplexer isis of
of
the well
well known
known double
/ \
the
double
bridge type
type11 in
in which
which two
two
r~/
Xtti
bridge
slotted-tube bridges
bridges22 are
are
L
>fL
slotted-tube

~~
I1

1 1

—^

TP i_j
(

)
Z2
Zz

J
v^z
_ 3
_ 1
I

I

I

1

'
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CH ANNE L
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'
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H
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s.
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^
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Qj

w
P
U

Circuit diagram, response
response curve
curve and
and cut-away
cut-away drawing
drawingg of
of the
filter.
of
the coaxial
coaxial filter.
filter.

|
Z,

connected back-to-back
back-to-back by
by
connected
means of two coaxial transmission lines on each of
of
which
which isis mounted
mounted a-a· filter.
filter.
In the normal single channel
channel
diplexer these
these filters,
filters, which
which
diplexer
are
identical,
have
aa
have
""notch"
notch " in
in their
their frequencyfrequencyattenuation response
response which
which
attenuation
the whole
whole wideband
allows the
wideband
spectrum of
of vision
vision frequenfrequenspectrum
j[es to
c
ass unattenuated
cies
to ppass
unattenuated but
but
produces aa ·virtual
short circirproduces
virtual short
cuit across
across the
the line
cuit
line at
at sound
sound
frequency. This causes the
the
transmission to
sound transmission
to be
be
totally rejected to one
one of
of the
the
bridges whose balance-tobalance-tounbalance action directs
directs itit
into the aerial feeder. The
The
action is thus dependent
dependent
upon the
the filter
filter having
having
upon
sufficient
sufficient rejection
rejection (usually
(usually
20-30
20-30 dB)
dB) at
at one
one of
of the
the
transmitter frequencies.
The main difference in
applying
applying the
the same
same prinprin-
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Channel diplexer instaffed at the Truskstalled
more, Sligo, station.
station.
The coaxial switches
and feeders are also
shown.

.,S,«

ciple to the combination of two complete
complete channels
channels
band of
of frequencies, up
is the much larger band
up to
to
88 M/cs, which has to be
be reflected
reflected by
by the
the filter.
filter.
suitable since
A simple notch filter is obviously not suitable
since
over aa range
range of
it only exhibits high attenuation over
of frefrequencies of the order of k'
ocycles.
kilocycles.
If the programmes to be combined lie
lie in adjacent
adjacent
or very slightly separated channels aa sharp cut
cut off
off is
is
essential and aa band-stop filter, possibly
possibly cons
consisting
sting
of a number of stagger-tuned
stagger-tuned notch
notch filters,
filters, is
is
required. Where the frequency separation is5 greater,
greater,
as was the case at the two Iri„h
Irish stations, it
it is
is advanadvantageous to use a low- or hhigh-pass
^h-pass filter wh
:h must
which
must
have a good impedance match over the relevant porportion of the pass band together with sufficient rejecrejection over all the upper channel frequencies. It must
must
with physicalso lend itself to coaxial construction with
physically realizable component valves. These
These requirerequireMM' derived
derived lowments are very suitably met by an MM'
lowpass filter and a coaxial embodiment of such aa filter
filter
for these comb
combining
was used for.
uing units.
Fig. 11 (a) shows the low-frequency circuit of
Fig,
of an
an
MM' low-pass filter. It consists of
of a series-connected
zl and two shunt-connected tuned
tuned circuit Zj
tuned circircuits Z22,, the latter being fed through series capacitors
capacitors
Z 3 • The component values are so arranged that
Z3.
that
terminated by
by a resistance
resistance Zo
when the filter is terminated
Zo equal
equal
impedance of
of the filter,
to the design characteristic impedance
filter,
the input impedance Zm
Zin is also Zo
Zo throughout
throughout the
the
attenuation is
pass band. The point of maximum attenuation
is
within
designed to fall w
:h 1 the
the upper of
of the
the two
two channels
channels
lying within
to be combined, the lower channel lying
within the
the
pass band.
The coaxial construction of the filter is shown
shown in
in
Fig. 11 (b). The transmission line A is the
the line
line of
of
characteriseimpedance
characteristic impedance Zo
Zo into which
which the filter
filter has
has
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resonant circuit
circuit 7.^
to be inserted. The resonant
Z 1 "3
is reprerepresection
coaxial line
line
sented by a short-circuited seel
in of coaxial
transmission line inner
inner
contained within the normal transmission
characteristic impedance
conductor. The
The length and characteristic
impedance
of this line section are such that over
over the
the relevant
relevant
range of frequencies its iinput
iput impedance,
impedance, which
which
appears in series with the main line,
line, is
is the
the same
same as
as
that of the distributed constant equivalent.
In a similar manner the resonant circuits
circuits Z
Zo3 are
are
short-circuited
represented by short-circu
ed 1:line
ic sections,
sections, which
which
again present the same impedance
impedance over the
the workworking range. These circuits Z22 are connected
connected to
to the
the
inner conductor, one on either side of
of the
the impedance
impedance
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Fig. 2. Cross-insertion losses (a) and standing
standing wave
wave ratios
ratios
(b) on the two channels used by the Sligo,
Sligo , Eire,
Eire, transmitters.
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ZD
capacitanc e Z,.,
Z,, through the capacitance
z,l formed by a short
section of coaxial line within the inner conductor of
circuit Z,.
Z 2 • The relatively large size of the resonators
Z 2 is occasioned by the large voltages appearing
Z,
across their input impedance.
impedance .
Fig. 2(a) shows the cross-inse
cross-insertion
rtion losses between
betv;een
the upper and lower channel inputs of one of the
the
combining units. A loss of 40 d3
dB means that for
every kilowatt of power entering the unit from one
one
transmitte r, only one tenth of a watt
transmitter,
vvatt reaches the

transmitte r. Fig. 2(b) shows the standing wave
other transmitter.
ratios on the two input feeders when the unit is
terminated .
correctly terminated.
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The Editor
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necessaril y endorse opinions expressed by
by his
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Lasers
Lasers
MAY I make two small comments on the question of
coherence in lasers? The first relates to Fig. 1(c)
l(c) of Mr.
Harris's article in your August issue, with the caption
"output contains components
component s of varying phase." Now
the sum of a number of sinusoids of the same frequency
but varied phases is just a single sinusoid, so that it is
is
implicit in Fig. 1(c)
I(c) and 2(c) that "output" is in some
sense a collective term; and it will then be seen that the
the
other properties of the laser are a direct consequence
consequenc e of
of
the coherence. For there is, firstly, coherence in space.
If the vertical axis in the diagrams is regarded as distance
along a diameter <or
vor chord) of the aperture, then
then
coherence means equality of phase over the whole aperture, and this is the^
the condition for non-divergent
non-diverg ent or
parallel-bea m propagation.
propagation . Diffraction effects cause disparallel-beam
turbances to an extent depending on the ratio of
of
wavelength to aperture, but the laser aperture is at least
thousands of wavelengths.
wavelength s. Hence space coherence is the
cause of the parallel-beam
parallel-bea m radiation. Secondly, there is
coherence in time, to study which
wnich one should image the
several traces in the sinusoid placed end-to-end.
end-to-end . In the
the
coherent case, constant phase, we have the equivalent of
of
a c.w. radio transmission,
transmissio n, but the incoherent wave
wave is
is
more like a spark transmission.
transmissio n. So without going into
the niceties of the bandwidth of random phase modulation, we can realize at once that,
that the incoherent radiation of ordinary light sources cannot have so narrow aa
spectral line as the coherent radiation of a laser.
A most interesting point is the way in which the
laser illustrates the essential duality of wave and
quantum ^ aspects of ^ radiation. For the stimulated
emission is described in terms of quantum phenomena,
phenomena ,
while the coherence is a wave aspect of the radiation.
This _ illustrates nicely the point that the quantum
description of radiation supplements
supplement s but does not
supersede the wave description.
description .
Sonning Common, Berks.
D. A. BELL,
Director of Research,
AMF British Research Laboratory.
Laboratory .
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Class
Oscillators and
Class C
C Oscillators
Pendulum Clocks
and Pendulum

Thus,
when we
we consider
consider the
the equivalent electrical
Thus, when
circuit,
the e.m.f.,
e.m.f., E,
E, representing
representing
circuit, the
representin g the impulse force,
must
come in
in series
series with
with the
the tuned
turn
must come
circuit, as shown
in
(a).
Then
the
impulse
voltage
wi virtually all appear
in (a). Then the impulse voltage will
across
L, and
and hardly
hardly at
at all
all across
across C—which
Cacross L,
C-which is equivalent
to
to nearly
nearly all
all the
the force
force going
going to
to act
accelerating the bob.
bob.
If the
If
the pendulum
pendulum receives
receives impul
impulses at the centre of
of
its
should do
its swing,
swing, as
as it
it should
do in
in aa got
good clock, this means
the
the impulse
impulse occurs
occurs at
at maximum
maximum bob velocity, i.e.
i.e. at
at
maximum
in
maximum . current
current in the
the equivale
equivalent electrical circuit.
Now
the positive
positive peaks
peaks
of the
the fundamental
fun
Now the
peak~ of
fundamenta l component
of
of aa regular
regular series
series of
of positive
positive pulses
pulses
pdses occur coincidentally
coincidentally
with
pulses, so
so that
that the
the fundamental
func
with the
the pulses,
fundamenta l component
of
of E
E is
is in
in phase
phase with
with the
the current
current in the tuned circuit.
circuit.
Thus
no reactance
reactance is
is introduced
introduced and
;
Thus no
oscillation is
is at
at
the
true series-resonant
series-resonant
frequency,
the true
series-reson ant frequency.
The
The relevant
relevant electrical
electrical circuit
circuit, wl
when . it
~ comes to considering
a
class
C
oscillator,
sidering a class C oscillator, howevc
however, is not (a)
(a) but
but (b).
(b).
Here
we have
have aa parallel
parallel tuned
tuned circuit
circ
Here we
fed with current
current
impulses,
I. These
These impulses
impulses occur
occu at the moment of
impulses, I.
of
maximum
voltage
across
the
tun
maximum ·voltage
voltage across the tuned
circuit, i.e. the
the
fundamental
component of
of the
the current
curr
fundamenta
fundamentall component
fed to the tuned
tuned
circuit
circuit is
is in
in phase
phase with
with the
the voltag
voltage across it,
it, so
so that
that
once
once again
again no
no reactive
reactive effect
effect is
is intr<
introduced.
introduced .
A
practical class
class C
C oscillator
oscillator is
is usually
i
A practical
not
not quite
quite as
as
simple
as this,
this, but
but II think
think it
it will
will never
n
simple as
be as
as bad
bad as
as is
is
implied by comparing it
pendulum -impulsed
impulsed at
it with
with aa pe:
at
the extremes of its swing.
The correct
analogy for
correct mechanical
mechanical analog
for aa class
class C
C
oscillator is evidently something more like (c).
Great Malvern.
PETER J. BAXANDALL.
BAXANDA LL.

I HAVE just been reading Thomas Roddam's interesting articles on oscillators in the January, February and
and
March issues.
issues .
It seems to me that in discussing the frequency stability
stability
of a class C oscillator (March issue, p. 139), he is wrong
in regarding it as analogous to a bad pendulum clock
clock
in which the impulse is supplied at the moment
moment of
of
maximum displacement
displaceme nt of the pendulum from its central
position.
When a short duration impulse force is applied to
to the
the
pendulum bob, the reaction to this applied force comes
comes
almost entirely from the inertia of the bob, the
the effect
effect
of gravity being relatively
the
relative! y insignificant
insignifican t during
during the
impulse.

The author replies:
There is no doubt that I was reckless in my comment,
but it was so closely related in my mind to the
the problem
problem
of pulsing a crystal at a sub-harmonic
sub-harmo nic rate that
that II did
did not
not
explore the relationship properly. Mr. Baxandall has
has
also taken a rather limited view.
First of all, I agree that we can draw the mechanical
equivalent of the pendulum in the form shown in
in his
his
(a), but equally well we can draw it as his (b).
The
(b). The
starting point is easily found if the maintaining
maintainin g force
force is
is
produced by a transducer: for (a) we use the piezoelectric
piezoelectric
effect and for (b) the electromagnetic
electromag netic effect. The only
only
way of evading this duality is by introducing aa gyrator.
gyrator.
One way of driving a pendulum is by dropping aa small
small
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weight on a side arm. This is shown in diagram (A)
and the weight m is released by a relay which snatches
m is
it up again once it falls free of the arm. When m
resting on the side arm we can say that the neutral position of the pendulum is displaced a little. At the point
X
= O we have introduced a perturbation JX
X=0
AX which lasts
for a short time. Using the analogy X__,.Q,
X—>Q, dX/dt=
V ^II we see that the relevant waveforms are those shown
V-+
in (A).
Mr. Baxandall gets his pulse from a current source,
and his reasoning applies to this: I have been thinking
in terms of Franklin's circuit, using a voltage source
and a very small capacitance as the energy supply path.
My drive is thus the curbed pulse.
To buttress my own stupidity I have dug into some
for Tillman's paper (Wireless Engineer,
dusty bundles for·
Dec. 1947) and I hold P. J. B. responsible for the resulting
dirt and muddle. I find that my memory had played me
false, and that the drive is limited on one half-cycle only.
This is in fact a class B system. It would be interesting
to know whether complete squaring has been used.
I do not think that we should allow it to be said that a
class C circuit must use an anti-resonant circuit. We
can operate a circuit using a resonant circuit in class C
if we wish.
An alternative approach (see diagram B below) suggests
that it really does
docs not matter when the circuit is impulsed.
Because I happen to be at this point on some other work,
let us take the circuit of P. J. B. (a) and connect the maintaining circuit across r. When the active elements are
on we have a negative value for r. E, of course, is zero.
During the off period the circuit has roots in the left-hand
side of the plane and we need only look at one of these,
R
Ri.
When rr goes negative this root moves round into
1•
the right-hand half of the plane, to R
The circuit
Rj/.
1 '.
thus oscillates at the frequency w
co for much of the cycle,
w' during the active epoch. The shorter the
and at w
conduction period the larger the value of rxa we shall need
to maintain the average oscillation level constant.
The analysis looks like taking up too much space, but
it would appear that there would be some advantage in
placing the active root at R
R22 and this, of course, is what

we do if the system operates in class B. Here, of course,
R22 must shift slightly to
we still have the problem that R
compensate for any errors in the values of the two oc
terms.
I wrote the articles because I thought we were all
getting a bit complacent about oscillators. May I
be
suggest as a conclusion that here, at least, you can he
certain that if you simplify you just can't go right.
THOMAS RODDAM.

Overload
Protection
Overload Protection
THE labour of constructing a regulated and protected
power supply unit is such that many readers would wish
to go beyond the 1.2A described by Mr. Butler in his
article in the August issue. Indeed for this kind of
current an automobile battery on trickle charge is convenient and the very simple current limiter shown in the
accompanying Fig. 11 (Audio, Dec. 1961, p. 40, Fig. 4)
-o—
330
330'
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Fig. I.

will do the job. This circuit will have the transistor
bottomed until the drop across the range selecting resisvolt-the variable tap is used to allow
tance is about 11 volt—the
b... If the circuit demands a higher
for variations in V6e
current the transistor is moved into the high source
impedance region of its characteristic.
R. and p. supply units giving lOA
10A or more are extremely
useful and are worth the effort required to build them.
It is then reasonable to consider whether they cannot be
arranged to give either current limiting or total switch
off. Without exploring the matter in detail it would
appear that some modification to Mr. Butler's Fig. 3
would convert the circuit into a snap circuit. The changes
are indicated in Fig. 2. Here R
R33 is returned to the other
side of R, a resistance Rn
Rb is added in the base lead of
Ql
Q1 and a feedback resistance RF
Rp has been added. The
feedback is positive, so that if Q1
Ql starts to come on it
will drive Q2 to increase the base current in Ql.
Ideally we should transform the system so that there
is no drop across Rp
RF until movement begins. RF
Rp can
then be switched in without altering the threshold.
An interesting variant is to make RF
Rp a resistance and
thermistor in parallel and to mount the thermistor on

R

m
(B)

- joo
"J®
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transistor Q5.
Q5. This
This will
will provide
tht control transistor
provide thermal
thermal
protection.
· The rather high
high internal
internal impedance
impedance of
of Mr.
Mr. Butler's
Butler's
supply may
may lead
lead to
to difficulty
di~culty and
raw power supply
~n~ will
wi~ certainly
certainly
lead to excessive
excessive control
control transistor
transistor dissipation.
dissipation. The
The
cannot be
be helped
helped but
but if
if switching
latter cannot
switching isis needed
needed aa
Schmitt trigger can
can be
be interposed
interposed between
between Q1
Ql and
and Q2.
Q2.
A circuit of this
this kind
kind was
was described
described by
by the
the writer
writer in
in
1962, and
and appears
appears there
Audio, June 1962,
there as
as Fig.
Fig. 5,
5, p.
p. 29.
29.
The regulation system
system described
described in
in this
this article
article also
also concontains refinements in
in the
the amplifier
amplifier which
which appear
appear to
to be
be
worth while.
London, W.8.
W.S. GEORGE
GEORGE FLETCHER
FLETCHER COOPER.
COOPER. .

The author replies:
.
The protective circuits
circuits II described
described are
are applicable
applicable .to
to
power supply units giving
giving any
any desired
desired output
output current.
current.
lOA supply,
supply, instead
For use with aa 10A
instead of
of the
the 1.2A
1.2A unit
unit II
described, the
the .only
only change
change required
required isis aa reduction
reduction in
in
value of the sensing
sensing resistance
resistance R
R from
from 1.5
1.5 ohm
ohm to
to
Naturally, the
the higher
0.18 .ohm.
ohm. Naturally,
higher current
current will
will cause
cause extra
extra
dissipation in
in the
the series
series regulator
regulator transistor
transistor and
and
must be
be used
paralleled banks must
used to
to cope
cope with
with this.
this.
On Mr. Cooper's second
second point,
point, the
the use
use of
of aa pnp-npn
pnp-npn
pair of transistors
transistors to
to give
give snap-action
snap-action switch-off
switch-off instead
instead
of current limiting,
limiting, II am
am quite
quite sure
sure that
that this
this can
can be
be
arrimgement looks
done and his arrangement
looks as
as ifif itit would
would work.
work. II
have used such aa transistor
transistor pair
pair as
as the
the discharge
discharge device
device
of a timebase generator,
generator, in
in frequency
frequency dividers
dividers and
and even
even
regenerative amplifier.
as a linear regenerative
amplifier. It
It isis no
no more
more than
than aa
form of bi-stable circuit
circuit which
which has
has the
the useful
useful property
property
that, in one of its
its two
two states,
states, both
both transistors
transistors are
are cut
cut
off.
I like his suggestion
suggestion for
for providing
providing thermal
thermal protection
protection
for the regulator transistor.
transistor. It
It could
could be
be applied
appiied to
to my
my
three circuits by making
making R
R from
from some
some material
material having
having
a strong positive temperature
temperature coefficient
coefficient of
of resistance.
resistance.
Semiconducto
Semiconductorr elements
elements are
are commercially
commercially available
available
with this property.
property.
I shall have something
something to
to say
say about
about high
high power
power
switching-typ e regulators
regulators in
switching-type
in aa later
later article
article in
in Wireless
Wireless
World. As regards error-signal
error-signal amplifiers
amplifiers itit isis almost
almost
practice to
standard practice
to start
start with
with aa differential
differential pair
pair instead
instead
of the single stage
stage used
used in
in my
my circuits.
circuits. However,
However, my
my
concerned with
paper was concerned
with protective
protective devices
devices and
and did
did
not profess to cover
cover the
the wider
wider field.
field. This
This isis well
well docudocupublished papers
mented by published
papers and
and in
in manufacturers'
manufacturers '
application reports.
F. BUTLER.

Non-linearit
y Distortion
Distortion Measurement
Non-linearity
Measurement
I WOULD like to comment
comment upon
upon the
the article
article by
by Murray
Murray
and Richards on distortion
distortion in
in your
your April
April issue,
issue, and
and on
on
subsequent correspondence.
the subsequent
correspondenc e.
(1) A very large proportion
proportion of
of the
the music
music heard
heard today
today
listener via
reaches the listener
via aa class
class BB transistor
transistor stage,
stage, and
and
measurements show that
that aa major
major part
part of
of the
'the audible
audible
distortion here is of
of high
high order.
order. Many
Many authors
authors have
have
shown the rapid
rapid increase
increase in
in audibility
audibility and
and annoyance
annoyance
distortion with
value of distortion
with increase
increase in
in the
the order
order of
of the
the
harmonic. So M. & R.
R. have
have no
no justification
justification for
for regardregarding high-order distortion
distortion as
as unimportant.
unimportant.
(2) M. & R. argue that
that ifif high-order
high-order distortion
distortion were
were
present, it would
would increase
increase rapidly
rapidly with
with signal
signal power.
power.
presumably arises
This idea presumably
arises from
from their
their over-simplified
over-simplifie d
analysis including only
only one
one or
or two
two distortion
distortion terms.
terms. In
In
class B
fact, in most class
B amplifiers,
amplifiers, the
the high-harmonic
high-harmoni c perpercentage is actually greatest
greatest at
at low
low outputs.
outputs. This
This can
can be
be
explained most easily
easily by
by regarding
regarding the
the characteristics
characteristics as
as
discontinuous
discontinuous,, and analysing
analysing the
the waveforms
waveforms on
on Fourier
Fourier
If a serious
serious analysis
lines. If
analysis were
were attempted
attempted using
using aa concontinuous power series,
series, many
many terms
terms having
having interrelated
interrelated
amplitudes would have to
to be
be included;
included; the
the amplitude
amplitude
of any given harmonic
harmonic is
is then
then determined
determined not
not by
by any
any
one, but by the resultant
resultant of
of aa number
number of
of components
components (in
(in
or out of phase) arising
arising from
from different
different terms.
terms.
446

(3) The total power
power in
in the
the intermodulation
intermodulati on tones
tones isis
usually much
not, in fact, usually
much greater
great!;!!' than
than that
that in
in the
the harharmonics. The ""astronomica
astronomicall ratio
" quoted
ratio"
quoted by
by M.
M. && R.
R.
is obtained partly
partly by
by ignoring
ignoring the
the large
large increase
increase which
which
harmonic from
occurs in the harmonic
from one
one tone
tone when
when the
the total
total
signal level is increased
increased by
by adding
adding other
other tones,
tones, and
and
partly by taking an unrealistically
unrealistically large
large number
number of
of equal
equal
tones. An analysis
analysis of
of this
this question
question (for
(for two
two tones,
tones, up
up to
to
the 6th harmonic) is
is given
given in
in an
an early
early paper
paper by
by the
the
writer (Electronic Engineering,
Engineering, June,
June, 1951).
195 1).
(4) It could, however,
however, still
still be
be argued
argued that
that the
the audiaudibility of the intermodulation
than that
intermodulati on tones
tones isis greater'
greater ·than
that
of the harmonics. This
This is
is aa difficult
difficult question
question since
since itit
involves subjective
subjective effects—masking
effects-maski ng by
by the
the fundafundaproduction of
mentals and production
of harmonics
harmonics and
and difference
difference
tones in the ear. It
It has
has been
been investigated
investigated to
to aa limited
limited
degree by Lazenby (Wireless
(Wireless World,
World, Sept.
Sept. 1957)
1957) whose
whose
figures suggest that
that there
there should
should not
not be,
be~ on
on the
the average,
average,
any great difference in
in the
the audibility
audibility of
of harmonic
harmonic and
and
intermodulati on components
intermodulation
components even
even when
when only
only 2nd
2nd and
and
3rd harmonics are considered.
considered.
·
(5) It is, I think,
think, only
only when
when we
we take
take the
the matter
matter aa
further .stage, and
and consider
consider the
the annoyance
annoyance value
value of
of the
the
distortion, that it
it can
can seriously
seriously be
be argued
argued that
that interintermodulation products
products are
are much
much more
more important
important (as
(as
introducing a greater
greater degree
degree of
of disharmony)
disharmony) than
than the
the
harmonics. But even
even here
here we
we have
have the
the fact
fact that
.that ifif
numerous fundamentals are
are present,
present, aural
aural masking
masking
ensures a large rise
rise in
in the
the minimum
minimum level
level at
at which
which aa
single distortion product
product is
is audible
audible and
and an
an even
even larger
larger
rise on the total distortion
distortion power
power required
required to
to reach
reach this
this
audibility.
level of audibility.
(6) The results of
of M.
M. &
& R.'s
R.'s test
test with
with aa distorter
distorter
giving an infinite
infinite percentage
percentage of
of harmonic
harmonic do
do not
not seem
seem to
to
have much practical relevance,
relevance, since
since we
we are
are here
here conconcerned with the level
level of
of distortion
distortion which
which isis just
just audible.
audible.
This distortion will
will comprise
comprise say
say 1%
1 % to
to 5%
5 % of
of low
low
harmonic, either (a)
(a) without
without or
or (b)
(b)· with
with aa significant
significant
amount of high harmonics.
harmonics. In
In case
case (a),
(a), the
the intermoduintermodulation products can be
be easily
easily estimated
estimated ifif required
required from
from
the measured harmonics,
harmonics, while
while in
in case
case (b),
(b), both
both the
the conconventional 2-tone intermodulation
intermodulati on test
test and
and M
M && R.'s
R.'s
" slotted noise " test
test fail
fail to
to allow
allow for
for the
the great
great differences
differences .
in audibility (> 100
100 times
times in
in terms
terms of
of power)
power) between
between
the different components.
components.
(7) In conclusion,
conclusion, the
the method
method proposed
proposed isis interesting
interesting
but I feel that
that much
much more
more evidence
evidence would
would have
have to
to be
be
forthcoming before it
it could
could be
be accepted
accepted as
as valid,
valid, except
except
perhaps for class A
A amplifiers
amplifiers operated
operated with
with automatic
automatic
control to exclude
exclude overload.
overload. A
A measurement
measurement of
of harharmonics with suitable
suitable weighting
weighting and
and for
for several
several fundafundamental frequencies, still
still seems
seems to
to me
me aa more
more universally
universally
reliable criterion
Southend-onSea.
Southend-on-Sea.
M.
M. ·V.
V. CALLENDAR.
CALLENDA R.

Tape
Guides
Tape Guides
YOUR correspondent
corresponden t Mr.
Mr. W.
W. P.
P. Skinner
Skinner who
who advocates
advocates
(August issue) the
the use
use of
of aa p.t.f.e.
p.t.f.e. surfaced
surfaced pressure
pressure
pad on tape recorders
recorders may
may be
be interested
interested in
in my
my experiexperience. The sight of
of tape-abrading
tape-abrading brass
brass tape
tape guides
guides was
was
more than I could stand,
stand, and
and II removed
removed all
all tape
tape guides,
guides.
skimmed them down in
in the
the lathe,
lathe, and
and fitted
fitted short
short pieces
pieces
of p.t.f.e. sleeves
sleeves to
to them.
them.
Imagine my disappointment
disappointme nt when
when trying
trying the
the recorder
recorder
after the modification,
modification, when
when II found
found that
that in
in the
the fastfastspooling modes, after some
some few
few seconds
seconds of
of operation,
operation, the
the
take-up motor began
began to
to slow
slow up,
up, with
with subsequent
subsequent overoverrun by the " trailing
" spool.
tun
trailing"
spool. II found
found that
that even
even aa single
single
surface of p.t.f.e.
p.t.f.e. would
would cause
cause this
this excessive
excessive drag.
drag. ItIt
seems possible that
that friction
friction between
between p.t.f.e.
p.t.f.e. and
and recordrecording tape is higher
higher than
than might
might be
be expected
expected from
from its
its
characteristics in association
association with
with other
other materials.
materials.
Since this experience
experience II have
have fitted
fitted glass
glass surfaced
surfaced tape
tape
guides, and have
have been
been very
very satisfied
i>atisfied with
with their
their
performance.
RAYMOND
Brampton, Cumb.
Cumb.
RAYMOND E.
E. ROSS.
ROSS.
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H.F.
ANALYS ER TYPE
TYP E 853 =
M WAVE ANALYSER
= II

An Analyser
Analyser
An

set
2
field strength
strength and
2 A
A field
and interference
interference measuring
measuring set
Selective Voltmeter
Voltmeter
3
A Selective
3 A
4
A Heterodyne
Wavemeter
4 A
Heterodyne Wavemeter

30 kc/s - 30 Mc/s an
d highly
hi g hly versatile
versatile
and
30kc/s — 30Mc/s —

The Airmec H.F. Wave Analyser Type 853 is a selective
measuring set of great versatility, suitable for use in the
!requency
kc / s-30 Mc/s.
Mcfs. The sensitivity of the
(requency range 30 kc/s—30
amplifier enables measurements to be made from 1
1 microvolttot
volt to 1 volt up toafrequency
to afreq uency of20Mc/sandfrom4
of20Mcjsandfrom4 microvolts
to4volts above this frequency. This instrument has many
uses as an Analyser, Selective Voltmeter, Transmission
~.1easuring Set, Field Strength and Interference MeasuMeasuring
ring Set, Bridge Detector and Heterodyne Wavemeter.
Above 30 Mc/s we recommend the use of an Airmec
V.H.F.
V.H.F. Wave Analyser Type 248 (range 5 to 300 Mc/s).
Mcfs). Full
details of either
cletails
eithe r of these two instruments, which form part
of the comprehensive range of high quality electronic
instruments produced by Airmec for use in Laboratories
and Workshops,
Wo rkshops, will
wi ll be forwarded to vou
you upon request.

5 Transmission
Transmission measuring
set
measuring set

5

6
6 a
A Bridge
Bridge detector
detector
FREQUENCY
FREQUEN(- RANGE
tANGE;:

30 kc/s
kc / sMc/ s in 7 bands
— 30 Mc/s
SIGNAL
I NPUT RANGE;
RANGE:
SIGNAL INPUT

1J..1V
-1V
Mc/ s '·
1pV —
1V up to 20 Mc/s
4J..l
V20-30
4pV
— 4V from 20
— 30 Mc/s

ATTENUATOR RANGE:
H. F. Attenuator:—
Attenuator :H.F.
0, 10, 20, 40 and 60 dB
L.F. Coarse Attenuator:—
Attenuator :0-60
0 — 60 in 10 dB steps
L.F.
Attenuator :L.F. Fine Attenuator;—
3-10
va riable
3 — 10 dB variable

S :

AT T ENU ATOR ACCURACY:
A C C U RACY:
ATTENUATOR
± 0.1dB over 105dB range
± O.SdB
0.5dB over 120dB range
INP
UT IMPEDANCE:
IMP EDA N C E:
INPUT

75 ohms. A
A high impedance
prob
prov ided.
probee also provided.

Airmec

for peak
con sistently
Airmec for
peak performance_
performance consistently
L
ABO RAT ORY INS
T R U MEN T S DIVISION
D IV ISION
LABORATORY
INSTRUMENTS
Q

Wave Analysers,
An alysers , Signal Generators,
Generators , Oscilloscopes, Valve Voltmeters,
V oltmeters,
Phase Meters,
Meter s, High
Hi gh Speed Counters, Ohmmeters,
Ohmmeter s, etc.
LIMI TED HIGH WYCOMBE BUCKS ENGLAND
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'CAMBRIDGE'

Tr an sis tor
Mo bil e Ra dio tel ep ho ne
Transistor

Mobile

Radiotelephone

The
overwhe lming advantages
The overwhelming
advanta ges of
of the
the fully
fully transistorised
transisto rised receiver
receiver have
have now
now been
been
made
availabl e in this remarkable
made available
mobile radiotele
radiotelephone,
at
no
additional
remarka ble new
new mobile
phone, at no addition al
cost
cost and without
fice of the stringent
without saci
sacrifice
stringen t performance
performa nce requirements
requirem ents hitherto
hitherto met
met
only
on f by valve receivers.
Rye
product
sets
a
new
high
receiver s. This outstanding
outstand ing Pye product sets a new high standard
standard
in
n mobile radiotele
radiotelephone
phone design which
which cannot
cannot be
be surpassed.
surpasse d.
•
•
••
••
••
••

Fully transistorised
•
Milliamps receiver
transistori sed receiver
• 100
100 Milliamps
receiver drain
drain
Printed circuit sub-assem
sub-assemblies
•
AM
or
blies
• AM or FM
FM
Sealed IF block filters
•
e 25
25 Kc/s
Kc/s or
or 50
50 Kc/s
Kc/s channelling
channellin g
Dustproof and splashproof
•
splash proof
• Single
Single or
or six-channel
six-channe l
BPO approved. Meets American and European
specifications
European specificat
ions
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NOISE· IN AUDIO AMPLIFIERS
NOISE

IN

AUDIO

AMPLIFIERS

PRE-AMPLIFIERS
TAPE PRE-AMPLIFIERS
OF TAPE
DESIGN OF
TO DESIGN
APPLIED TO
ANALYSIS
ANALYSIS APPLIED
THARMA,*
P. THARMA,*
By P.

calculating
of calculating
method of
and aa method
noise.and
of noise
T.1 HE sources of
this
in this
described
are
amplifier
an
of
the . total noise of an amplifier are described in
or
valve
the
of
spectrum
noise
the
article. From
noise spectrum of the valve or
From
be
can be
amplifier can
the amplifier
of the
spectrum of
noise spectrum
transistor, the noise
the
with the
compared with
be compared
then be
can then
derived. This can
the
obtain the
to obtain
noise to
of noise
sources of
other sources
spectra of other
listening
practical listening
under practical
noise under
of noise
subjective effect of
conditions.
without
or without
(with or
noise (with
of noise
Wide-band measurement
measurement of
'Xl'ide""'band
the
assessing the
in assessing
value in
little value
very little
weighting) has very
measurenarrow-band measureA narrow-band
noise. A
of noise.
subjective effect of
useful.
more useful.
be more
can be
region can
kc/s region
2-3 kc/s
ment in the 2-3
establish
cases, establish
most cases,
in most
can, in
This measurement can,
significance.
subjective significance.
any subjective
of any
is of
whether the noise is
playback
tape playback
for tape
pre-amplifiers for
The noise in pre-amplifiers
prethat preshown that
It isis shown
detail. It
in detail.
considered in
heads is considered
tape
any tape
and any
transistor and
AC107 transistor
the AC107
amplifiers with the
spectra
noise spectra
have noise
inductance) have
of inductance)
head (irrespective of
AC107
The AC107
noise. The
room noise.
or room
noise or
well below tape noise
mH)
(50-100 mH)
heads (50-100
inductance heads
low inductance
transistor with low
H
and aa 22 H
valve and
EF86 valve
the EF86
with the
compares favourably with
tape head.
Noise
Sources of Noise
chapter
ref. 11 chapter
Theorem, ref.
(Nyquist's Theorem,
Thermal Noise (Nyquist's
uniform
at aa uniform
kept at
circuit kept
any circuit
in any
2):-The noise in
2):—The
V
e.m.f. V
noise e.m.f.
by aa noise
described by
be described
T can be
temperature T
such
circuit such
the circuit
of the
R of
resistance R
each resistance
in series with each
df
interval df
that for a small frequency interval
V22 '=
•= 4kTR df
volts
in volts
voltage in
noise voltage
where V is the noise
joule
10-2:i2 :l joule
1.38. 10~
= 1.38.
constant =
Boltzmann's constant
k, Boltzmann's
per degree
rz
in 0o
T, temperature in
K
ohms
in ohms
R is the resistance in
sec.
per sec.
df is in cycles per
by aa
described by
be described
also be
can also
noise can
the noise
Alternatively, the
connected
impedance connected
infinite impedance
of infinite
current generator ii of
1

= ~then,
if gg =
that if
such that
R such
—then,
in parallel with R

dj
= 4kTg df
iz'22 =
passive
other passive
for other
valid
also
is
The above theorem is also valid for
electromechanical
and
electroacoustic and electromechanical
electric, electroacoustic
these
as these
etc.) as
pickups, etc.)
microphones, pickups,
systems (such as microphones,
equivaelectrical
their
by
defined
completely
can be
defined by their electrical equivalent circuits.
have
may have
resistors may
. Carbon resistors
Resistors.Noise in Resistors.—Carbon
by
given by
values given
the values
than the
greater than
considerably greater
noise considerably
granular
the granular
to the
due to
noise, due
This noise,
the above equations. This
and isis
spectrum and
1/f spectrum
has aa 1//
carbon, has
nature of the carbon,
resistor.
the resistor.
in the
current in
the current
to the
proportional to
directly proportional
manuthe manuon the
depends on
noise depends
The magnitude of this noise
reavailable recommercially available
and commercially
process, and
facturing process,
variation.
sistors show a wide variation.
Laboratory.
Research Laboratory.
Applications Research
Company, Applications
R :>.dio Valve Company,
Mullard Radio
** Milliard
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s.sc.(Hons.)
B.sc.(Hons.)

kO
W 1 1kfl
1/2W
from aa 1/2
voltage from
noise voltage
the noise
Typically the
Typically
bandwidth
the
in
V
f1.
7
is
d.c.
rnA
5
with
resistor
resistor with 5 mA d.c. is 7/nV in the bandwidth
same
the same
noise inin the
thermal noise
The thermal
kc/s. The
10kc/s.
to 10
cjs to
10 c/s
10
from a·a
voltage from
noise voltage
The noise
0.4f1.V. The
bandwidth isis 0.4/nV.
bandwidth
in
250f1.Vin
d.c. isis 250/TV
rnA d.c.
with 11mA
resistor with
W resistor
1/2W
lOO'kn
100
kfl 1/2
corresponding
Thecorresponding
kc/s. The
10kc/s.
cjstoto 10
10c/s
bandwidth 10
the bandwidth
the
4f1.V.
noise isis 4/xV.
thermal noise
thermal
film
metal film
certain metal
and certain
resistors and
Wirewound resistors
Wirewound
noise.
excess"" noise,
this "" excess
have this
not have
do not
resistors do
resistors
valves,
noiseininvalves,
1).-Thenoise
(Reference1).—The
Valves(Reference
inValves
Noisein
Noise
into
divided into
be divided
may be
range, may
frequency range,
audio frequency
the audio
in the
in
Shot
flicker. Shot
and flicker.
partition and
shot, partition
categories: shot,
three categories:
three
electron
the electron
of the
nature of
discrete nature
the discrete
to the
due to
noise isis due
noise
random
the random
by the
caused by
noise isis caused
partition noise
stream, partition
stream,
and
electrodes, and
between electrodes,
stream between
the stream
of the
division of
division
rise toto
gives rise
cathode gives
the cathode
from the
emission from
random emission
random
have aa
noise have
partition noise
and partition
Shot and
noise. Shot
flicker noise.
flicker
unit
power inin aa unit
noise power
the noise
i.e. the
spectrum, i.e.
uniform spectrum,
uniform
flicker
Inflicker
frequency. In
of frequency.
independent of
bandwidth isis independent
bandwidth
frequency
proportionaltotofrequency
inverselyproportional
powerisisinversely
the power
noise the
noise
noise.
1//noise.
knownasas1//
oftenknown
reasonisisoften
thisreason
forthis
andfor
and
generator
voltage generator
by aa voltage
represented by
be represented
The noise can be
at
6
n
ut:
the
calculation
For
valve.
the
of
input
the
at th
i P
of the valve. For calculation ofofthe
to
necessary
is
it
amplifier it is necessary to
an amplifier
of an
ratio of
signal-to-noise ratio
with
cycle
per
voltageper cycle with
noisevoltage
thenoise
ofthe
variationof
the variation
know the
know
given
are given
EF86 are
an EF86
for an
curves for
Typical curves
frequency. Typical
frequency.
Fig. 1.1.
in Fig.
in
input
theinput
connectedtotothe
impedance isis connected
complex impedance
Ifaa complex
If
component
resistive
the
to
due
noise
the
valve,the noise due to the resistive component
the valve,
ofthe
of
the
addition) toto the
(r.m.s. addition)
add (r.m.s.
will add
impedance will
the impedance
of the
of
cycle
per
noise
total
the
of
curve
A
noise.
valve
valve noise. A curve of the total noise per cycle
can
Allowancecan
drawn. Allowance
be drawn.
thus be
can thus
frequency can
versus frequency
versus
processes
frequency-dependent
any
for
made
be
then
then be made for any frequency-dependent processes
the
spectrumofofthe
frequency spectrum
the frequency
gives the
result gives
the result
and the
and
pre-amplifier.
the
of
noise
noise of the pre-amplifier.
!).-Transistors
(Reference 1).—Transistors
Transistors (Reference
in Transistors
Noise in
Noise
noise:
of
types
three
show
may
may show three types of noise:
of
motion of
random motion
by random
caused by
noise, caused
Thermal noise,
(1) Thermal
(1)
current
carriers.
current carriers.
the
of the
drift "" of
the "" drift
from the
resulting from
(2) Shot effect resulting
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valve.
EF86valve.
theEF86
(orthe
curvesfor
voltagecurves
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Equivalent noise
Fig. '•/. Equivalent
Fig447

(a)

(b)

Fig. 2. Equivalent current and voltage
voltage noise
noise generators
generators of
of
transistor.

OR

~UnRs

Fig. 3. Alternative equivalent noise generators
generators with
with source
source
resistance RRs.
s.

current carriers caused by
by the
the applied
applied electric
electric
field.
(3) Excess noise or flicker effect
effect resulting
resulting from
from
slow fluctuations in conductivity.
conductivity.
Thermal and shot
shot noise have constant
constant frequency
frequency
spectra whilst . the excess noise
noise has
has aa l/f
1/f power
power
speCtrum. The turnover frequency, which
spectrum.
which is
is somesomewhat dependent on source resistance, is
is of
of the
the order
order
of 3 kc/s for the AC107 low-noise transistor.
transistor. Above
Above
this frequency the noise per
per cycle
cycle is constant,
constant, whilst
whilst
below this frequency the noise
noise is
is inversely
inversely proporproportional to the frequency.
Unlike the valve noise, the noise
noise contributed
contributed by
by the
the
transistor in circuit depends on the
the source
source.resistance.
resistance.
The transistor thus requires at
at least
least two
two generators
generators
to define the noise completely.
Several
completely. Several combinations
combinations
of voltage and current generators
generators are
are possible.
possible. The
The
simplest is to assume the
two
generators
the two generators (Fig.
(Fig. 2)
2)
which can be measured easily.
(1) With the input
input short
short circuited
circuited for
for a.c.
a.c. the
the noise
noise
in the output can be referred back
back to
to the
the input
input
to give an equivalent voltage generator
generator een.
n.
(2) With the input open circuit
circuit for
for a.c.
a.c. the
the noise
noise
in the output can be referred back
back to
to the
the input
input
to give an equivalent current
current generator
generator iin.
n.
These two generators can, to a close
close approximation,
approximation,
be considered to be independent
independent of
of each
each other.
other.
For any specified source resistance
resistance R,
R 8 connected
connected
across the input
input of the transistor,
transistor, the
the above
above generators
generators
can be
be replaced (Fig. 3) by
by aa single
single generator
generator which
which
can either be:

+

22
(1) a current generator
VV2 + (e
in
generatorVin
(en/R.~)
in parallel
parallel
M/R~)
with Rs8,, or

+

22
22
(2) a voltage generator Ve
in
Ven
CinR
n + (t
nR,)
in series
series
8)
with R,,.
R8•

Typical curves of noise current
current
. per cycle versus frequency, for the
the
The noise
are shown in Fig. 4.
noise

448

and
and noise
noise voltage
voltage
AC107
AC107 transistor,
transistor,
current
current generated
~eneraterl

inc.teases with increase of current
increases
current whilst
whilst the
the noise
noise
voltage generated decreases with increasing
increasing current.
current.
The noise does not vary appreciably with
with collector
collector
.voltage,
voltage; provided the collector voltage
voltage is
is well
well below
below
the · collector-emitter softening
softening voltage.
voltage. As
As the
the
softening voltage is approached, the
the noise
noise increases
increases
considerably. Due to this, operation
107
operation of
of the
the AC
AC107
collector-emitter voltage greater than
at collector-emitter
8
V
is
not
than 8 V is not
recommended.
It can be shown that there
there exists
exists an
an optimum
optimum
source resistance for maximum signal/noise
signal/noise ratio.
ratio.
F0r · a resistive source giving constant
For
constant signal
signal
power the equivalent
equivalent signal
signal current
current generated
generated
increases with decrease of source
source resistance.
resistance. But
But
as the source resistance
resistance decreases, the
the noise
noise contricontribution due to the noise voltage generator
generator increases,
increases,
whilst the contribution due to
to the
the noise
noise current
current
generator remains unaffected.
unaffected. An
An optimum
optimum source
source
resistance exists for which the
the signal-to-noise
signal-to-noise ratio
ratio
is a maximum. The value of this
this resistance
resistance which
which
equals eenfin
than the
the source
source resistance
resistance
n/in is usually lower than
for maximum power transfer. The
The matching
matching for
for
optimum noise involves a sacrifice in
in gain
gain which
which
For
is often, but
but not always,
always, fairly
fairly small.
small.
For
example, at Icc =
= 0.3mA and at
at aa frequency
frequency of
of
2kc/s, een
2m/LV, iin
= 1.6/x^A,
1.6/LfLA, R,
n = 2m/xV,
n —
R < optimum
optimum =
=
1.25kQ. Input resistance of
1.25k0.
of transistor,
transistor, hhfe
= 50
50 at
at
1e —
0.3mA is 4.2k O.
n.
The optimum signal-to-noise ratio is
is given
given by
by aa
1.2k Q
n source whereas maximum power
power transfer
transfer is
is
obtained with a source resistance
resistance of
of 4.2k
4.2k D.
0.
With a finite source impedance connected
connected across
across
the input of the transistor, both
both the
the current
current and
and
voltage generators will
will contribute
contribute to
to the
the noise.
noise.
Also, there will be some noise
noise due
due to
to the
the resistive
resistive
component of the impedance. It
It is
is often
often convenient
convenient
to consider the various noise generators
generators as
as current
current
generators in parallel as shown
shown in Fig.
Fig. 5.
5. The
The source
source
impedance is replaced by the admittance
admittance Y
Y s8 =
= gg +jb
+jb
and the source generator is represented
represented by
by aa current
current
generator iiss in parallel with Y
Y s8.•
. The three noise generators
generators are:
are:
• tZs8..
equivalent current noise
noise generator
generator of
of
transistor
enYss·. noise contribution due to voltage
en
voltage generator
generator
en
n
thermal noise
noise due
due to
to resistive
resistive component
component
thermal
of source impedance =
= 4kTg d/.
dj.
e

Zth ·
ith,
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th~ AC 107
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The
noise at
at any
any frequency
frequency isis · given
given by
by the
the
Tne total noise
r.m.s. addition of the
the above
above three
three components.
components.
-- ztn
. 22 + (e renY
y ss))22 +
+ iZth
. 22
i.n22 total
tn
tota1 =
n + (e.
th
The frequency spectrum
spectrum of
of the
the noise
noise of
of the
the prepreamplifier can thus be
be determined.
determined.
Over a frequency band
band /
/ 22 to
to f/ 11 this
this becomes
becomes (see
(see
appendix):
(total/2 - A)1)=

/2
f/2
r

(fir

(«»Y,)a

Jfi

Assessment of
of Noise
Noise
Assessment
It
practice to
to make
make aa single
single measuremeasureIt is common practice
ment of the total
total hum
hum and
and noise
noise of
of an
an ·amplifier.
amplifier.
Such a measurement
measurement has
has very
very little
little value
value in
in making
making
assessment of
of the
the performance
performance of
of the
the
a realistic assessment
amplifier. Periodic
Periodic components
components such
such as
as hum
hum should
should
evalqated separately,
separately, as
as these
these have
have subjective
subjective
be evaluated
from noise.
noise. These
These and
and ' '
effects which are different
different from
other problems are now
now discussed.
discussed.

nece~ sary to know the
the relation
relation between
between the
the power
power
necessary
output and sound pressure.
pressure. The
The maximum
maximum prepreferred listening
listening level is
is 90dB
90dB (page
(page 80,
80, reference
reference 4)
4)
and the maximum power
power output
output isis assumed
assumed to
to
correspond to this level.
level.
Much higher levels can
can be
be generated
generated in
in many
many
But the
the maximum
maximum level
level at
at which
which
practical systems. But
one would prefer to
to listen
listen is
is seldom
seldom likely
likely to
to exceed
exceed
volume control
control will
will be
be turned
turned down
down
90dB, and the volume
maximum level.
level. In
In properly
properly designed
designed
to give this maximum
systems, the noise contribution
contribution due
due to
to amplifier
amplifier
volume control
control should
should be
be negligible.
negligible.
stages after the volume
Therefore the 90dB
90dB figure
figure for
for maximum
maximum listening
listening
level can be taken
taken as
as realistic.
realistic.
In general, amplifiers
amplifiers using
using low-noise
low-noise devices
devices
such as EF86 valves
valves or
or AC107
AC107 transistors
transistors will
will in
in
spectra well
well below
below room
room noise
noise or
or
use have noise spectra
medium noise.
noise. In
In exceptional
exceptional circumstances,
circumstances, the
the

NOISE GENERATORS

Methods of Measuring
Measuring Noise.—The
Noise.-The various
various
noise are
are discussed
discussed in
in ref.
ref. 2.
2.
methods of measuring noise
he most commonly
commonly used
used methods
methods are:
are:
T
The

*nYs

Yi

(1) Wide-band noise
noise measurement
measurement .

In this method the total
total noise
noise is
is measured
measured using
using
an r.m.s. reading voltmeter.
voltmeter. The
The measurement
measurement will,
will,
of course,
course, depend
depend on
on the
the bandwidth,
bandwidth, and
and this
this should
should
The result
result has
has very
very little
little value
value in
in
be specified. The
showing the subjective
subjective effect
effect of
of noise,
noise, and
and comparicomparibased on
on this
this measurement
measurement can
can be
be
son of amplifiers based
misleading.
(2) Weighted noise
noise measurement
measurement"
In this measurement,
measurement, aa "" weighting"
weighting " network
network
with a response similar
similar to
to Fig.
Fig. 6,
6, which
which simulates
simulates
frequency response
response of
of the
the ear
ear at
at low
low sound
sound levels,
levels,
·the
the frequency
is placed
placed between
between the
the amplifier
amplifier and
and the
the r.m.s.
r.m.s. readreading meter.
meter. This
This method
method in
in effect
effect measures
measures the
the midmiding
somewhat more
more useful
useful than
than an
an
band noise and is somewhat
measurement in
in assessing
assessing the
the subjective
subjective
unweighted measurement
effect of noise, although
although either
either of
of these
these methods
methods
can be used for comparing
comparing amplifiers
amplifiers of
of similar
similar basic
basic
structure.
(3) Noise spectrum analysis
analysis
The noise
noise spectrum
spectrum is
is analysed
analysed using
using narrow
narrow
and aa graph
graph of
of noise
noise per
per cycle
cycle
bandpass filters and
versus frequency is
is plotted.
plotted. The
The noise
noise spectrum
spectrum
analysis gives complete
complete data
data on
on the
the noise,
noise, as
as itit can
can
be compared
compared directly
directly with
with the
the spectra
spectra of
of other
other noises
noises
be
the subjective
subjective effect
effect
system. Also
Also the
present in the system.
estimated from
from the
the spectrum.
spectrum. These
These
of noise can be estimated
are 'discussed
in later
later sections.
sections.
discussed in

Assessment of
of Amplifier
Amplifier Noise.—The
Noise.-The
Realistic Assessment
reproducing system
system may
may be
be due
due to:
to:
noise in a reproducing
· (1) Amplifier noise.
noise.
the reproducing
reproducing medium,
medium, e.g.
e.g. tape
tape
(2) Noise in the
noise.
(3) Room noise.
IIn
n practice, for the
the amplifier
ampEfier noise
noise to
to be
be inaudible
inaudible
spectrum should
should be
be everywhere
everywhere aa few
few dB
dB below
below
its spectrum
the medium
medium noise
noise or
or the
the room
room noise,
noise, whichever
whichever isis
higher.
higher.
It is
is common
common practice
practice to
to give
give information
information on
on
noise and
and sound
sound levels
levels in
in terms
terms of
of sound
sound pressures
pressures
16
with reference
reference to
to Kb
10-16
watt per
per sq.
sq. cm.
em. To
To convert
convert
watt
to sound
sound pressures
pressures itit isis
from electrical quantities
quantities to
\'</IR ~L E~S World,
WORLD, September
SEPTEMBER 1963
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v

1/

1\

1/
II00c/s
00 c/s

Ikc/s
Ikc/s
FREQUENCY

IOkc/s
lOkc/s

curve simulating
simulating the
the sensitivity
sensitivity of
of the
the ear.
ear.
Weighting curve

amplifier noise may predominate.
predominate. In
In this
this case
case the
the
subjective effect of
of noise
noise can
can be
be evaluated
evaluated by
by comcomear sensitivity
sensitivity characteristic,
characteristic, as
as
parison with the ear
discussed earlier.
is most
rriost sensitive
sensitive to
to frequencies
frequencies
At low levels the ear is
in the
the region
region of
of 22 to
to 3kc/s
3kc/s and
and itit isis the
the noise
noise in
in
this frequency
frequency band
band which
which has
has the
the greatest
greatest effect
effect
narrow band
band measurement
measurement at
at
subjectively.
A narrow
A
2.5kc/s can in most
most cases
cases predict
predict the
the subjective
subjective
effect of noise. If
If the
the noise
noise in
in Ic/s
lc/s bandwidth
bandwidth at
at
2.5kc/s is more than
than lOOdB
lOOdB below
below maximum
maximum output,
output,
then it will not have
have any
any subjective
subjective effect,
effect, even
even in
in
the absence
absence of
of room
room noise.
noise. The
The equivalent
equivalent widewide(50c/s-15kc/s) signal-to-noise
signal-to-noise ratio
ratio can
can be
be
band (50c/s-15kc/s)
anywhere from 50
50 to 60dB
60dB unweighted
unweighted and
and 50
50 to
to
65dB weighted.
Assessment of Hum.—The
Hum.-The subjective
subjective effect
effect of
of
single frequency components
components is
is different
different from
from that
that
of purely random noise. In
In aa sound
sound reproducing
reproducing
system, components
components at
at mains
mains frequency
frequency and
and multiples
multiples
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of mains
mains frequency are likely to be present due to a
variety of causes such as insufficient smoothing on
d.c. supplies or induced hum. Single tones of this
kind are likely to produce standing waves in a room,
kind
resulting in the accentuation of the hum levels over
parts of the room. The local increase of sound level
level
due to standing waves may be as much as 15dB
(page 85, ref. 4). The intensities of these single
tones should therefore be at least 15dB below the
threshold levels given by the ear sensitivity characteristic.
The components at mains frequency and multiples
of mains frequency should be measured separately.
These components, to be inaudible under all circumstances, should preferably have the following
values below maximum output:
50 c/s 42dB
100 c/s 59dB
150 c/s
cjs 66dB
200 c/s
cjs 71dB
This assumes that the loudspeaker in its enclosure
enclosure
does not resonate at any of these frequencies.

Pre-amplif
iers for
Pre-amplifiers
for Tape Playback Heads
The study of the noise in input stages for
for tape
tape
playback heads of different inductances given in this
this
section shows the various calculations in
in the
the
assessment of noise. The following cases are considered.
A 2H tape head with EF86 pre-amplifier.
pre-amplifier .
A 70mH tape head with AC107 pre-amplifier.
pre-amplifier .
A 2H tape head with AC
107 pre-amplifier.
AC107
pre-amplifier .
100

A~+70mH

ACI07t2H

So io

ll'i

=

AC107
AC
107 OPERATING CONDITIONS
-4V
yVee=
ce=-4V
lc = 0*3
o·3mA
Ic
rn A
E
TAPE HEADS§
HEADS = Ll=2H
= 2H
R=
R= l-Skh
1·sk.O. ;
3oo1l. ..
5>vL
= 70mH R= 300il
~10m~

r--1

AC107

■llli!!
100
c/s
IOOcfs

--..

-: IIIII

J'"tioU..

I I I II I II

Ikc/s
lkcfs
FREQUENCY

IOkcfs

Fig. 7. Total noise current calculated for
for two
two values
values of
of head
head
inductance with the AC 107
I07 transistor.
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FREQUENCY
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V-*- S
where L
L s8 is the inductance of the head in
m nennes.
nennes.
The above values are for a tape speed of
of 3|
31 in/sec.
in/sec.
and the heads are designed for quarter track
track working.
working.
For constant magnetic induction in
in tape,
tape, the
the
current i. is independent of frequency. It
It is
is assumed
assumed
that gap ·losses are negligible. It will be seen later
later
that treble boost to equalize for gap losses
losses has
has
negligible influence on the subjective effect of
of
amplifier noise, as this is well below the
the tape
tape noise.
noise.

+

2H tape head + EF86
The operating conditions chosen for the EF86 are:
are:

Vg 1 =
- 2.5V
2.5V
Vgr
= 80 <
V
<
130V
< Va<
a
88 <
< Vg22 <
< 145V
I,c =
= 1.0mA
LOrnA
I*:
The d.c. resistance of the 2H head was measured
to be 1.8 kn.
k n. The thermal noise in one cycle
cycle bandbandwidth due to this resistance is given by:
18
V^22 = 4kTR = 29.10-18
Vth
This noise is added (r.m.s. addition) to the equivalent
noise of the valve.
valve, Fig. 1.
The signal output from the 2H head at 11 kc/s
kc/s is
is
S-yLs8 = - 4.2
3yL
4.2 mV.
mV.
Assuming 4.2 mV
mV =
= 90 dB on the intensity scale,
scale,
the noise voltage can be
be· plotted on the
the intensity
intensity
scale. The equalization required (in dB)
dB) is
is now
now
added to give the noise spectrum for the prepreamplifier stage including equalization.
Typical calculations:
at 10 kc/s: eenn =
= 9 m/7V
mf-l-V
18
(V<ft
)2 =
uY
= 29.10- 18
(total) =
= (V9
( y9,.-2;:-2 -+
een
+--------=29) 10-99
n (total)
=
= 10.5 m/iV
mf-l-V
.
4.2mV
4
2 mV
S/N ratio
ratlo =
= 20 log10
_
V
10 -—
10.3
m/iV
lO.::>mf-1=
= 112 dB
This on the intensity scale becomes —
- 22
22 dB,
dB,
assuming that the signal corresponds to +
+ 90
90 dB
dB on
on
the intensity scale. Equalization required (R.I.A.A.
(R.I.A.A.
characteristic , referred to 11 kc/s) at 10
characteristic,
10 kc/s
kc/s is
is
-- 5.3 dB.
.'.Noise
:.
Noise at 10 kc/s, in 11 c/s bandwidth, corresponds
corresponds
to —
- 27.3 dB on the intensity scale.
The spectrum thus calculated is shown
shown in
in Fig.
Fig. 8,
8,
"
EF86
+
2H
tape
head."
curve labelled
labelled"
+

1

i

lOkc/s
IOkcfs

Fig. 8. Spectrum of room noise from
from pre-amplifiers for
for tape
heads. Tape noise is for
for 9.Jcm/sec.
9.5cmjsec. quarter track.
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It is assumed that the magnetic circuits
circuits of
of the
the
tape heads are identical. The open circuit voltage
voltage
vas of the heads is then proportional to
to /v
j,. L
Lsq.. For
For
the particular heads used, at full modulation on
on tape.
tape.
V
= S-x/Lg
vs8 —
Ikc/s
3 yL 8 mV at 1kc/s
, ..
0.48 A.
d tz~s =
and
an
= vLsJ fj.A
f-lA at
at all
all frequencies.
frequencte~.

Tape Heads Feeding the AC
107 Transistor.—
AC107
Transistor .The tape head is represented by its equivalent current
current
For
generator ( in shunt with its admittance Y
6.
Y..
For
constant recorded flux, the generator ii.s is independent
of frequency.
·
is
in
The input admittance of the transistor Y,Yi is in
shunt with Ys8 and the current into the
the transistor
transistor will
will
be frequency dependent due to
to the frequency
frequency
dependence of Y
Y.8 and Y^
Yi. Equalization is applied
applied
to compensate for this frequency-dependence
frequency-de pendence so
so
WIRELESS
Wireless World,
WORLD, September
SEPTEMBER 1963

that the output is independent
independent of
of frequency.
frequency. If
If the
the
noise is also represented
represented by
by aa current
current generator
generator in
in
shunt with Y
Ys,
this current
current will
will also
also suffer
suffer the
the
s, then this
losses due
due to
to Y
Ysg and
and Y
Yi?:
same frequency-dependent losses
and the subsequent
subsequent equalization.
equalization. Therefore
Therefore the
the
signal-to-noise ratio can
can be
be calculated
calculated by
by considering
considering
the noise and signal
signal current
current generators
generators disregarding
disregarding
the losses and the
the equalization.
equalization.

70mH Tape Head
Head+
AC107
+ AC
107
The calculation of
of the
the equivalent
equivalent noise
noise current
current
generator was discussed
discussed earlier,
earlier.
The following
example illustrates the
the method,
method.
The operating
conditions of the transistor
transistor are:
are:
Ic =
Ic
= 0.3 mA
rnA
V ccee <
V
V
< 88V
Ls8 =
L
= 70 mH R =
= 300
300 Q
n ii (sigi
= 1.8/j.A
l.8fLA
(signal) =
for full modulation.
At a frequency of 11 kc/s,
kc/s,
(wL)22 =
= 20.1044
2
= R2 +
+ (wL)22 ==4 29.10
29.1044
Z 22 =
22
1
g =
= R/Z =
= 10.1010.10- 4 ohmohm- 1
24
2 . 44 kTg
ith
kTg =
= 16.1016.10-24
ia2 =
From Fig.
Fig. 4, een
at 11 kc/s
kc/s =1.8
= 1.8 m^V.
mfLV. The equivan at
is
eJA.
lent current due to
to een
is
en/?-.
n

(~Y ==

~
......_.

30

-

I

""
0

t; 20

Lt
:z

10

0

if)

+(~Y +

22
22
=
= Ji
Jith
ih +(1^ + iin
n

.

=
fLp.Ajcycle.
= 5.5 Ai/uA/cycle.

A plot of iinn (total)
(total) versus
versus frequency
frequency calculated
calculated in
in
this way is given
given in Fig.
Fig. 7.
7.
Assuming that the signal
signal current
current of
of 1.8/j.A
l.8fLA correcorresponds to 90dB
90dE on
on the
the intensity
intensity scale,
scale, the
the noise
noise
current can be
be connected
connected to
to its
its equivalent
equivalent intensity
intensity
level. This graph is
is shown
shown in
in Fig.
Fig. 8,
8, curve
curve ''AC107
AC 107
+ 70mH tape head
+
head '.'.
2H tape head
head+
AC107
+ AC
107
Lh =
= 2H
2H
Lft
R =
= 1.8kQ
1.8kn
is8 =
= 0.34/xA
0.34pA
As the source impedance
impedance is
is increased,
increased, the
the contricontrivoltage generator
generator of
of the
the transistor
transistor
bution due to the voltage
((eJZ)
en/Z) becomes small
smalt compared
compared with
with the
the current
current
Also
generator iinAlso the
the thermal
thermal noise
noise contribution
contribution
n.
negligible; The
The total
total noise
noise current
current isis
becomes negligible.
therefore very nearly
nearly equal
equal to
to the
the noise
noise current
current
generator of the transistor.
transistor. This
This is
is shown
shown in
in Fig.
Fig. 77
which shows the graphs
graphs for
for the
the 2H
2H and
and 70mH
70mH tape
tape
heads and the noise
noise current
current generator
generator of
of the
the trantransistor. The signal
signal current
current with
with the
the 2H
2H head
head is,
is, of
of
course, much lower than
than with
with the
the 70mH
70mH head,
head, giving
giving
a poorer signal-to-noise
signal-to-noise ratio.
ratio. This
This is
is illustrated
illustrated in
in
Fig. 8, curve
curve'' AC107 +
+ 2H
2H head
head',
which shows
shows the
the
', which
noise currents replotted
replotted on
on the
the sound
sound intensity
intensity scale.
scale.
Comparison of Amplifier
Amplifier Noise
Noise with
with Tape
Tape
Rooni Noise.—In
Noise.-In order
order to
to obtain
obtain aa
Noise and Room
realistic assessment of
of the
the pre-amplifier
pre-amplifier performance,
performance,
the noise from the
the pre-amplifiers
pre-amplifiers should
should be
be comcompared with room noise and
and tape
tape noise.
noise. Data
Data on
on the
the
spectrum of room noise
noise is
is given
given in
in references
references 33 and
and 6.6.
Exceptionally quiet rooms
rooms are
are about
about lOdB
lOdE lower
lower than
than
WIRELESS
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Fig. 10. Masking levels calculated
calculated from
from Figs.
Figs. 88 and
and 9.9.

the average and the
the spectral
spectral distribution
distribution does
does not
not
vary appreciably with
with local
local conditions.
conditions. Spectra
Spectra of
of
noise of ''average'
and '' quiet'
quiet' rooms
rooms are
are shown
shown
average ' and
in Fig. 8.
The spectrum of tape
tape noise
noise is
is given
given in
in reference
reference
2. The data given
given there
there is
is for
for full
full track
track (Jin
(tin tape)
tape)
at 15 in/sec. The
The signal-to-noise
signal-to-noise ratio
ratio for
for quarter
quarter
track working at 3J
3! in/sec
in/sec will-be
wilLbe worse
worse by
by approxiapproximately lOdB.
lOdE. After allowing
allowing for
for this
this difference
difference the
the
spectrum is replotted in
in Fig.
Fig. 8,
8, curve
curve '' Tape
Tape Noise
Noise '.'.
The following conclusions
conclusions can
can be
be drawn
drawn from
from the
the
graphs of Fig. 8.
(1) All three pre-amplifier
pre-amplifier designs
designs considered
considered
have noise spectra well
well below
below the
the tape
tape noise
noise
or room noise.
(2) With the AC
AC107
transistor, the
the 70mH
70mH tape
tape
107 transistor,
head is
than the
the 2H
2H tape
tape head.
head.
is better than
Detailed calculations
calculations show
show that
that the
the region
region of
of
50 to lOOmH is optimum.
optimum.
(3) The AC107 with 70mH
70mH is
is slightly
slightly better
better than
than
the EF86 with 2H.
2H. The
The large
large difference
difference in
in
low frequency noise is
is not
not significant
significant subsubbe discussed
discussed in
in the
the next
next
jectively, as will be
section.
The above conclusions
conclusions relate
relate to
to quarter
quarter track
tra•:::k
working at 3f-in/sec.
3!in/sec. With
With half
half track
track working
working at
at
7!
will be
be better.
better.
7J in/sec the results will
The output from the
the head
head will
will be
be lOdB
lOdE higher
higher so
so
that the amplifier noise
noise will
will be
be lOdB
lOdE lower
lower than
than in
in
Figure 8. The signal
signal to
to tape
tape noise
noise ratio
ratio will
will be
be better
better
5dE so that
that the
the tape
tape noise
noise spectrum
spectrum will
wilJ be
be
by 5dB
5dE
lower than
than in
in Fig.
Fig. 8.
8. Therefore
Therefore the
the difference
difference
5dB lower
noise and
and pre-amplifier
pre-amplifier noise
noise will
will
between the tape noise
5dE.
be greater by 5dB.
The effect of tone controls
controls is
is to
to modify
modify the
the specspectrum by the amount of
of "" boost
boost "" or
or "" cut
cut ".
". In
In the
the
examples considered,
considered, the noise
noise spectrum
spectrum isis so
so low
low
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APPENDIX
APPEN:PIX

Some of the basic processes in calculations with noise
expressed as voltages is given below. Similar consideraSPECTRUM LEVEL OF
KS
-tions apply to noise expressed as
0
as currents.
ACCEPTABLE NOISE
Addition
Voltages
·
I
tCCEP,TABIE
,Nrfll
of
Noise
~ I'- !.)"'
Si
Noise voltages are summed up by r.m.s. addition, e.g.
-10
.- lOkc/s
IOkc/s
IIkc/s
kc/s
I OOc/s
if Vi,
V1, V2,
V~' V3
V3 are three noise voltages in series, then the
FREQUENCY
total noise, Vt
VT is given by:
2 . ..
v
V
Vi
+ v
+ V3
V32..
...
..
(i)
II. Spectrum levels of acceptable.
Fig. 11.
acceptable noise and hum.
VTT
V182 +
V2222 +
(1)
Noise in a Frequency Band f 2 ~
.
— f1
fi
in
which
The
in
a
frequency
band
f
~
f
total
noise
/2
—
/1
2
1
that a 10dB
boost
of
treble
or
bass
has
negligible
lOdB
the noise voltage per cycle is constant at v 1 is: .
subjective effects.
2 (f2 -f;) ·.
VV1
VW/a-Zi)
If the noise voltage per cycle~
cycle, V
V/,
frequency,
1, varies with frequency,
Subjective Effects of Noise
. then the total noise VT
Vt in the frequency band f/22 -— f/11 ·is
is
·
In the absence of noise, the threshold of hearing is given by:
f/22
determined by the ear sensitivity characteristic.
(2)
VT 2 =
V?df
Noise jncreases
increases the
the threshold by "" masking ". The
The
f1
J/i
masking level can be calculated from the spectrum
level as discussed in references 3, 5 and 7. The con- Noise Subject to Frequency-dependent Amplification
If the noise voltage V
V/1 passes through an amplifier
version factor is given in Fig. 9. The masking curves whose
gain G
G/1 varies with frequenc;y,
frequency, _then .the
the .noise
.noise in
for the noise spectra of Fig. 8 and the ear sensitivity the output V„,
·
V n. o0 is, for bandwidth ff^2 -— fA1.
curve are given in Fig. 10. Several conclusions can
Ch
be drawn from these curves.
2
(3)
V2 n,*.„=
o =
(V,
(V/ G,)
G/) df
.
f1
(1) The threshold of hearing is determined by
J/i
the ear sensitivity characteristic for the low Equivalent Noise Voltage and Signal/Noise
Signal j Noise Ratios _
In practical applications it is more useful to express
and high ends of the frequency range and by
the total noise with reference to an input signal of specified
room noise for the middle of the range.
frequency. If the gain of the amplifier at the signal
(2) In the absence of room noise, the ear is most frequency is G.
Gs then the equivalent noise at the input is:
sensitive in the frequency region of 2-3 kc/s.
f/. (V
11
The noise in this frequency region is there2 .
V2
(4)
V
n, i =
n,
= G2
/ G,)2
G/)2 df
..
..
(4)
Gs2 J J (V,
8
fore subjectively more important than the
f1
low and high frequency ends. Room noise This equation can be re-written in the form:
shifts the emphasis to the 3 to 6 kc/s region.
V^J^f)2 df
df
(5)
(3) The very poor sensitivity of the ear to low
(5)
frequencies implies
implies that considerable amount
of low-frequency noise, e.g. flicker noise, can In the above equation V/1 is multiplied by the ratio of
gains GfjG
G 1/Gss and the actual values of gains need not be
be present without any significant subjective
known.
effect.
If the signal input voltage is V,
V„ then the signal to
· · ((4)
4) In most cases measurement of the noise in noise ratio is given by:
the 2-3 kc/s band is sufficient to assess the
.
vV
S/N ratio == ~ .
..
..
..
..
(6)
SJN
(6)
· subjective effect of noise.
n. '
Using the data of Fig. 8 and the ear sensitivity The equivalent noise voltage V nj
n. ;,• given by equation (5)
curve of Fig.
fig~ 10, it is possible to deduce the spectrum
can be evaluated numerically as discussed below.
level (intensity in 11 cycle bandwidth) of acceptable Calculation of Vn,;
Vnt i and SJN
S/N Ratio
noise. Such a curve for very quiet rooms (ignoring
Given the graphs showing the variation of V 1/ and G
G/1
room and speaker resonances) is given in Fig. 11.
with frequency, then a graph of V
V/1 ~~. versus frequency
frequency
The acceptable spectrum level of hum is also shown.
W.
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can be drawn. Using this graph, V nn,;
, i and SJN
S/N ratio
are calculated as follows:
(I) Divide the frequency range ff22—f
-f11 into suitable
(1)
intervals of bandwidth B
Bu
B2,
B33 •. •. •. •.
2, B
1, B
(2) Determine the ordinates Vv
Vi, V 2
V33 .••
..... at the
2, V
centre of frequencies ofB
of Bj,
B2,
B33 •
. •. •.
1, B
2, B
(3) Calculate the sum:
(V
B1 +
V222 B22 +
(Vi122 B!
+ V2
+ V322 B
Bg3 •
. •. •.))
(4) V
VBn.. ;, is
is given by the square root of the above sum
(5) S/N
/V„, ;,
SJN ratio is Vs./Vn.
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FERRITE COMPONENTS

FERRITE

COMPONENTS

More
More than
than sixty
sixty ferrite
ferrite components
components are
are now
now
available from Marconi's. The list includes

available from Marcor's. The list includes

isolators
isolators and
and circulators
Cnculators for
for operation
operation
at frequencies from 380 Mc/s to

at frequencies from 380 Mc/s to

over
over 10,000
10,000 Mc/s.
Mc/s Special
Special designs
designs can
can be
be
produced to meet individual requirements.

produced to meet individual requirements.

The
The Specialized
Specialized Components
Components Catalogue
Catalogue lists
lists over
over 110
110 Marconi
Marconi
Components,
Components, the
the design
design and
and manufacture
manufacture of
of which
which are
are undertal<.en
undertaken
only when
only
when no
no suitable
suitable alternative
alternative is
is available,
available, and
and in
in almost
almost every
every
case
Marconi components
case Marconi
components are
are designed
dest ned for
for higher
higher performance
performance and
andare
are
made to
to closer
made
closer tolerance
tolerance than
than any
any available
available alternative.
alternative.

MARCONI

MARCONI

SPECIALIZED
SPECIALIZED COMPONENTS
COMPONENTS
Please address your
your enquiries
enquiries to:
to: SPECIALIZED
SPECIALIZED COMPONENTS
COMPONENTS DIVISION
DIVISION
MARCONI'S WIRELESS
WIRELESS TELEGRAPH
TELEGRAPH COMPANY
COM PAN T LIMITED
LIMITED-, CHELMSFORD,
CHELMSFORD, ESSEX,
ESSEX, ENGLAND
ENGLAND
W4C
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TRANSISTOR CUT-OFF . FREQUENCIES

TRANSISTOR

CUT-OFF

FREQUENCIES

EXPLAINED
SYMBOLS EXPLAINED
FREQUENCY SYMBOLS
By D.
TILSLEY
N. TILSLEY
D. N.
By

A

transistor isis
about aa transistor
asked about
often asked
QUESTI ON often
I\ QUESTION
implication
The implication
frequency?" The
cut-off frequency?"
" What is its cut-off
this
to this
up to
satisfactorily up
fairly satisfactorily
work fairly
will work
is that it will
performance
its performance
frequencies its
higher frequencies
frequency, but at higher
will be poor.
read
data isis read
When the manufacturer's
published data
manufacturer's published
as
such
symbols
frequency,
useful frequency, symbols such as
to find this very useful
high.
too
fi,
f
or
fa
are
found
but
they
all
seem
too
high.
seem
all
they
found but
/a
fD .fTr
the
for the
and for
same, and
the same,
roughly the
all roughly
are all
!aa are
or /
f r or
fp /y
/15
half aa
about half
be about
would be
transistor would
commonest type of transistor
as
described as
is described
transistor is
same transistor
this same
But this
megacycle. But
emusually emas usually
and as
transistor, and
an Audio Frequency transistor,
about
above about
rapidly above
off rapidly
falls off
gain falls
ployed its current gain
important
really important
the really
that the
said that
it said
Okc/s. I have heard it
llOkc/s.
like
words like
initial words
the initial
not the
are not
parts of a contract
contract are
in
end in
the end
at the
clauses at
the clauses
but the
WHEREAS in capitals, but
important
very important
not very
is not
the /f is
case the
our case
tiny print. · In our
specisince itit isis specifrequency since
is aa frequency
it is
that it
(anyone can see that
fp /fa,
in A,
as in
subscripts, as
little subscripts,
the little
but the
kc;s), but
fied in kc/s),
a,
closely.
very closely.
at very
looked at
fp
be looked
f Tr must be
!~ or f
commonthe commonin the
transistor in
consider aa transistor
fa.—Let
.-Let us first consider
fa
current
its current
frequencies its
low frequencies
At low
base configuration. At
frequencies
high frequencies
At high
1. At
to 1.
close to
very close
IX, which is very
gain is a,
frequency
certain frequency
at aa certain
and at
decreases, and
this current gain
gain decreases,
thiR
frequency
low frequency
its low
of its
0.707 of
or 0.707
1/v2 or
it has dropped to 1/1/2
cut-off
"alpha cut-off
the "alpha
called the
is called
frequency is
value. The frequency
fa
of fa
symbol of
the symbol
by the
denoted by
is denoted
it is
frequency," and it
1.
Fig. 1.
shown in Fig.
This is shown
then
v2, then
ratio 11// V2,
the ratio
by the
fallen by
has fallen
If the current has
load
in aa load
available in
be available
would be
which would
since the power which
the
then the
current, then
the current,
of the
square of
the square
to the
is proportional to
be
also be
could also
This could
halved. This
be halved.
output power will be
altertherefore altercould therefore
3dB. ffaa could
of 3dB.
specified as a loss of
the
or the
frequency" or
"3dB frequency"
the "3dB
as the
natively be defined as
to
important to
very important
is very
it is
But it
"half-power frequency." But
configuracommon-base configurathe common-base
to the
refers to
realize that this refers
reminder
useful reminder
is aa useful
subscript aa is
the subscript
tion only, and the
common
500kc/s isis aa common
transistor, 500kc/s
audio transistor,
of this. For an audio
are
transistors
radio-frequency
but
figure for /f'Y..,
,
but
radio-frequency
transistors
are
a
300Mc/s.
over 300Mc
of over
/a. of
available with an fa
s.
the
in the
used in
fjg.—Transistors
generally used
more . generally
are more
.-Transistors are
f~
gain
current gain
here aa current
and here
connection, and
common-emitter connection,
a).
IX/(1-a).
= a/(l—
numerically /3f3 =
where numerically
obtained, where
of /3f3 is obtained,
in
but in
{3, but
for ft
80 for
of 80
value of
typical value
Wee will assume a typical
W
unusual
not unusual
are not
150 are
and 150
20 and
between 20
fact variations of between
our
consider our
us consider
Let us
transistor. Let
of transistor.
type of
in the same type
being
80 being
= 80
and j8f3 =
500kc/s and
= 500kc/s
of ffaa =
audio transistor of
The
used in the common-emitter
configuration. The
common-emitter configuration.
the
as the
off as
falls off
frequencies falls
low frequencies
at low
80 at
current gain of 80
has
frequency itit has
certain frequency
at aa certain
frequency increases, and at
approxior approxi0.707 or
80 xX 0.707
80jy2 or 80
3dB to 80/or
dropped by 3dB
and itit isis
/i3, and
called /p,
is called
frequency is
mately 57. This frequency
fa.
thanfa.
rather than
required rather
is required
which is
usually this which
/13—=
by /a
related by
are related
transistor are
fa of aa transistor
h and fa
The /a
and itit isis
6.3kc/s and
= 6.3kc/s
500/80kc/s =
= 500/80kc/s
if3 —
fa! {3. In our case fp,
fjft
suitable
as suitable
regards itit as
manufacturer regards
obvious why the manufacturer
important
this important
Later this
frequencies. Later
for only audio frequencies.
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shown
be shown
merely be
will merely
relation will be proved:
here itit will
proved: here
to be reasonable. As
commonthe common{3, the
earlier, ft
said earlier,
we said
As we
emitter current gain, and
a.
-IX.
IX/ 1—
= a/1
by j8f3 =
related by
are related
and aIX are
to
down to
0.99 down
from 0.99
varies from
as aIX varies
in jSf3 as
The variation in
below:
shown below:
0.95 are shown
a 0.99
0.98
0.97
0.96
0.95
0.95
0.96
0.97
0.98
IX
99
49
32
24
19
19
24
32
49
f3jB
large
cause aa large
to cause
seen to
be seen
A small change in
will be
in aIX will
change in ft
to
fallen to
has fallen
gain has
current gain
the current
At ffa.a the
{3. At
to
0.98 to
about 0.98
of about
value of
frequency value
low frequency
0.707 of its low
gain
current gain
give aa current
will give
this frequency will
0.99, and at this
the
0.70, the
to 0.70,
fallen to
has fallen
When aIX has
0.70. When
very close to 0.70.
0.7/
to 0.7/
fallen to
has fallen
gain /3f3 has
current gain
common-emitter current
2t.
= 2\.
0.7/0.3 =
= 0.7/0.3
- 0.7 =
11 —0.7
fallen
has fallen
gain has
current gain
At /
common-emitter current
faa the common-emitter
frethe freso the
and so
2, and
about 2,
to about
from about 80 down to
to
down to
fallen down
have fallen
would have
it would
which it
f~ at which
quency fp
than ff()(
lower than
much lower
be much
will be
57 will
= 57
X 0.707 =
80 x
a. .
which
in which
frequencies in
of frequencies
range of
the range
Conversely, over the
0.988
from 0.988
changes from
the aIX changes
57, the
to 57,
f3j8 has fallen from 80 to
less
much less
very much
be very
must be
f~ must
again fp
to 0.983, and so again
0.7.
about 0.7.
to about
drop to
than/a, over which range
would drop
range aIX would
thanf()(,
commonthe commonf~, the
above fp,
considerably above
At frequencies considerably
Since
octave. Since
per octave.
6dB per
at 6dB
off at
falls off
gain falls
emitter current gain
has
current has
or current
voltage or
the voltage
that the
a fall of 6dB means that
the
that the
means that
octave means
halved, and an interval
an octave
of an
interval of
octave
per octave
6dB per
of 6dB
fall of
doubled, aa fall
frequency has been doubled,
inversely
gain isis inversely
current gain
the current
that the
merely states that
proportional to frequency.

1'01-----....

0

/.
Fig. I.

ffa
FREQUENCY
a FREQUENCY

frequency" .
cut-offfrequency".
"alpha cut-off
term "alpha
of the term
Derivation of

but
ifJ, but
and fp,
considered ff aa and
have considered
fft.—
1 . - So far we have
of
neither of
is neither
frequency is
quoted frequency
the most frequently quoted
the
which the
at which
frequency at
the frequency
is the
This is
/ 1 • This
these: it is /p
unity.
to unity.
fallen to
has fallen
gain has
current gain
common-emitter current
transistor
the transistor
circuit the
short circuit
to short
is to
/ 1 is
One way of finding A
of
piece of
short piece
by aa short
amplifier by
common-emitter amplifier
of a common-emitter
of
piece of
this piece
If this
collector. If
and collector.
base and
wire between its base
the
then the
transistor, then
the transistor,
than the
output than
wire gives more output
at
frequency at
The frequency
/ 1 • The
above fy
is above
frequency applied is
nor
gain nor
current gain
neither current
gives neither
transistor gives
which the transistor
be
will be
output will
same output
the same
then the
and then
loss is found, and
of
piece
the
or
transistor
the
either
when
obtained
either the transistor or the piece of
prac(In
•
/
is
frequency
this
and
connected,
wire is
this frequency is /p1 (In praccircuitshort circuitthe short
to the
transistor to
tice changing from the transistor
preimpedance prethe impedance
in the
change in
ing link may cause a change
the
vary the
may vary
which may
generator, which
sented to the signal generator,
result. AA
the result.
invalidate the
thus invalidate
input current and thus
connected
lOOkn connected
about 100kft
of about
resistor of
"swamping" resistor
453

in series with the signal generator
generato r should reduce this
th~s
error to negligible
negligible proportions.)
proportio ns. )
fT.-The
re should
should be little difficulty in measuring
fx.—There
measurin g
.fa.,
ff3 or
or /)
f 1 up
up to a few megacycles
megacycles per second, but
fa, fp
above 50Mc/s the difficulties
above
difficulties and errors increase
rapidly. It is
1s therefore usual to plot the curve
curve of
of
current gain in dB, against frequency
frequenc y on a logarithmic
logarithm ic
scale for frequencies
frequenc ies well above jp,
f f3, and then to
to extraextrapolate it as a straight line falling at 6dB per octave.
polate
octave.
The frequency
frequenc y at which this line, shown dotted in
in
Fig. 2(a) cuts the /?f3 =
= 11 or OdB axis is sometimes
sometim es called
called
f r.
f-rThe frequencies/!
frequenc ies j 1 and/,
and f 1 should be the same for
for aa
fall of 6dB per octave, but in practice some transistors
transisto rs
show the "tail" at extreme high frequencies
frequenc ies shown
shown
in Fig. 2(b). Here ^
j 1 is considerably
consider ably higher
r,
higher than
than /
In
but it would be unfair to quote this
value
this high
high value
just because the transistor
transisto r still gives aa trace
trace of
of gain
gain
at these frequencies.
frequenc ies. Apart
Apart" from ease of
of measuremeasurement this is an additional
additiona l advantage
advantag e which
which f
f TT
possesses over f
f 1x..
Going back to /«,
}r:x, we see that when aa. =
= 0.7,
0.7, /3f3 is
is aa
little over 2. At A,
fp 0f3 has fallen to 1.
1. There is
is not
not aa
very great difference
difference in frequency
frequenc y between /<
frx and
and /,,
j,
and as a rough guide we may take fD /,
fr and
and /frxa as
as
all being the same, and here this frequency
frequenc y will
will be
be
called
! 1•
•
called /j.
·
·
For the common-base
common·- base connection
connecti on we
we have
have aa lowlowfrequenc
y current gain of about 1, and a bandwidth
frequency
bandwid th
of /j.
j 1 • The same transistor
transisto r as a common-emitter
common -emitter
amplifier has a low-frequency
low-freq uency current gain of
of &
(3, and
and aa
bandwid
th of fp
bandwidth
fe =
= ///l.
! 1/ (3. So f! 1x is really
really aa gain
gain xx
bandwid
th product. If f
bandwidth
j 1x is 500 kc/s
kc/s and a current
current
gain of 5 is required,
required , then a bandwidth
bandwid th of
of .lOOkc/s
100kc/s is
is
increasin g the current gain to
possible: increasing
to 100
100 will
will
decrease the bandwidth
bandwid th to 5kc/s.
5kcfs. Change from
from
common emitter to common base—apply
base-ap ply negative
negative
feedbac
k. do what you will, the product of
feedback-—do
of the
the
current gain and the bandwidth
will
be
approxibandwid th
be approximately /j.
f 1•
It is not always realized that the
the commoncommon -
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Fig. 2.
2. Although fj
f 1 can be higher than ffT,T, for
for practical
practical
purposes, ffrT is considered as gain cut-off frequency.
frequency.
EMITTER

Fig. 3.
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BASE

COLLECTOR
A

Paths
aths of holes through base region.

Fig . 4. Different
Fig.
Differen t
transit times of holes
exponential rise
give exponential
and fall times.
(b)

collector amplifier or emitter follower has aa bandbandwidth similar to that of the common-emitter
common -emitter amplifier,
amplifier ,
since both connections
connecti ons give a current gain of
of approxiapproximately (3. Because of its similarity
mately
similarit y to the cathod:
cathod. ~
follower, many expect it to function satisfactorily
satisfacto rily
up to about /a,
f'Y., instead of fp.
ff3·
(osc.-Th
ere
is yet . one more frequency
fosc.—There is
symbol,
frequenc y .symbol,
fo"c' t0
to be
be considered:
consider ed: this
this is
is the highest frequency
frequenc y
foso
at which oscillation
oscillatio n may be obtained.
obtained . At
At /j
j 1 the
the curcurrent gain is unity, but there may still be
a
power
be a power gain
gain
since the output impedance
impedan ce is probably higher
higher than
than
the input impedance.
impedan ce. And if there is
is aa power
power gain
gain
then oscillation
oscillatio n is possible. A skilled experimenter
experime nter
with plenty of time on his hands may
may sometimes
sometim e8
manage to make a transistor
oscillate
at remarkably
transisto r
remarkab ly
high frequencies.
frequenc ies . Since ffosc
osc is
is to
to some
some extent
extent aa
measure of the ability and patience of the
the tester,
tester,
the use of /
or
f
are
foosc
gc is declining and ^
j 1 or f T are now
now the
th::
most popular frequencies
frequenc ies to be specified.
specified.
So far we have defined .fr:x, j 1 and
and said
and f
f Trand
said that
t:l}.at
they are roughly the same; we have
defined
have defined fp
!r3 and
and
stated that/3
that ff3 =
= /x//;
fr.xl (3; we have defined/
defined foosc
sc and
and then
then
immedia tely dismissed
immediately
dismisse d it.
Transit Time.—We
Time.- We will now attempt to
to demondemonstrate the truth of these relationships,
relations hips, but
but firstly
firstly
the reason for the deterioration
deteriora tion of
of transistor
transisto r perperformance at high frequencies
frequenc ies must be considered.
consider ed.
Suppose that the current into the emitter is
is sudsuddenly switched on. For a p-n-p transistor
this
transisto r this means
means
that a large number of holes is
is injected
injected from
from the
the
emitter into the base. These holes diffuse
in
a
diffuse in a random
random
and purposeless
purposel ess fashion through the
the narrow
narrow base
base and
and
into the collector,
the
paths
collector, and Fig. 3 shows
shows the paths of
of three.
three.
Hole B wanders about considerably
consider ably before
before finally
finally
arriving at the base-collector
base-coll ector junction
junction where
where the
the
negative
ly-biased collector captures it.
negatively-biased
Hole C
is even less direct, but A follows
Cis
follows aa moderatemoderate ly direct path. If the input current were
were represented
represen ted
in Fig. 4(a), then the output current
current would
would be
be as
as
shown in Fig. 4(b).
4(b ).
The start of the output current
current rise
rise is
is almost
almost
coincide nt with the input rise, since holes
coincident
holes such
such as
as A
A
take a fairly direct path, and their
meir transit
transit time
time is
is
quite negligible.
negligible. Most holes, however,
however , are
are somesomewhat like B, but the full output current will
will be
be attained
attained
only when the slow coaches like
like C
C have
have arrived.
arrived. When
When
the input current suddenly ceases, the
the output
output current
current
does not fall to zero until all the errant
errant holes
holes have
have
ceased their wanderings
wanderin gs and finally
finally reached
reached the
the
base-coll
ector junction.
base-collector
The shape of the output pulse therefore
therefore depends
depends
on the transit time of holes through
through the
the base
base region:
region:
if all the holes had the same transit time
time then
then the
the
output current waveform would be
be merely
merely the
the input
input
current waveform delayed by the transit
transit time,
time, · but
but
it is the differing transit times
times which
which account
account for
for the
the
output current shape. Now this shape
shape is
is very
very reminisreminiscent of the "exponential"
"expone ntial" waveform
waveform which
which would
would
be obtained for the current
flowing
current flowing through
through the
the
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Therefore,

IY.o

iL

1
+ i;
i +

{3 = _

c
Fig. 5.

__:·cf(f.
__:_
CY.o

l__^L
1
./
1 + Jt~
·

C
C represents diffusion capacitance.

resistor when a step of current is made to flow into
the parallel combination of resistor and capacitor.
The resemblance is more than a superficial likeness
—the
-the equations governing the diffusion of the holes
through the base are very similar to the rise and fall
of the resistor current in Fig. 5. (Had a lossy R and
C transmission line been taken instead of the simple
R-C combination, the similarity to hole diffusion
would have been much more exact. But I, for one,
cannot easily solve problems connected with such a
line, and so no useful purpose is served in transforming one difficult problem into another.)
This representation of hole diffusion is very useful,
and the high-frequency
high.:..frequency behaviour of transistors is
often simulated by including such a capacitance in the
equivalent circuit, called the "diffusion capacitance."

Derivations: In this article we are primarily
concerned with the response of transistors to sine
waves, and for these we can use the j notation.
The impedance of R and C in parallel .is

(de)

R

1
R+-;--c

R+

jic
JW
multiplying above and below by j ojC
wC gives

+

Multiplying above and below by 1
1 + jf/f
jflfaa we obtain

f3

t
w
. tu

or

1+
)-,
1+J—
w

.f
1
+ '7'
J f'
1 +

This would enable us to find the current flowing
fin
through R at a frequency /
in terms of the frequency
f' at which the " current gain "" iiR;i
/'
R/i has fallen to
1/'\/'2
of
its
low-frequency
value.
The corres1/V2
ponding expression for the transistor is a
tX =
=
a
tXo/(l
j(1
if!!'
a)
where
tX
is
the
low-frequency
current
+ j/Z/'a) where a00 is the low-frequency current
0
At frequencies much greater than /
gain.
fa,a, ///
!!faa
is much
much greater than 1, and so numerically
is

tXo

!

Cl.ofa

~-

f

fa
which shows that the current gain will be inversely
proportional to frequency, and so will fall at 6dB per
octave.
= a/(l
tX/(1 —
- a)
tX)
In the common-emitter connection pf3 =
= a
tX00 /(l
/(1 +
+ j/Z/a)*
and at high frequencies aCJ. =
jflia.).
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o) +

CY.o

----~--

~

1 +
77.
r
1
+ jj /a(l
fa.(1
(1.0)
— a
0)
tX0
/(1 —
- atX00 )) =
= j8
{300 ,, the low-frequency
l_o w-frequency value of j8f3
Now a
0 /(l

therefore
therefore

= _
ftf3 =

___:_—
f3. :o~~:____: .

11 +
+ jj fail
ja.(1 f_
tXo)
- ao)
T his will be 3dB down when the denominator is
This
11 +
+ j, and this will
will be when /! —
=/
!aCl
- atX00).) . By
a(l —
/f3,
definition this frequency is fp,
ff3 =/
= faC1
- atX00).
).
therefore fp
a(l —
Since P{300 =
= a
tX0
/(1 —
-'- atX00 ),
), therefore 1
1—
- atX00 =
= (x
tX00 /p
/f300 =
=
0 /(l
1/{3 0 (approximately,
(approximately, for
for atX00 is
is between
between 0.95
0.95 and
and 1.00).
1.00).
l/Po
if3 =
= f
fa.a/P
I f300 ,, and a convenient expression
Therefore, fp
f3 =
= P
{J00/(l
/(1 +
+ jf/fp).
jf!fFJ). A few lines above we had ·
is P
=

r:t.o

+ ./

(1
- «„)
C1. 0 ) + if
j{
(i -

J. aa.
find}" the frequency at which P,
{3,
This can be used to findthe
or more accurately the modulus of j8,
{3, is unity.
l then
If |j3|
!f31=
= 1
tX 0 =
=

J(l -

2

+ (~:

tX 0 ~

therefore a
tX0022 =
= 11 +
+ a022— 2a
2tXon+
+

(faf)2 = 2tX . 1,and}

therefore -

1

Y

tXo)! + (f )a
Ja -«»)

(~~y
\/a /

— 2a00—
l,andfl1 =
/a'\/2a0— 1
1
=!aV2tXo-

tX00 is very nearly unity,/!
unity,/1 is approximately
Now since a
equal to /
fa·
a.
Finally it should be noted that since
{3-

+

(X= - =

— a

1 -

-

·

At low frequencies co
w=
= 0 and then iiR
= i.
R =
When wCR =
is
i/-\/l
-I- 1 =
= 1, the modulus of ziRis
i/
v l +l
=
R
if
\/2 or 0.707
if \/2.
'\1'2. Therefore fiRE =
= z'/
i/ '\1'2
0. 707 of its lowfrequency value when a»
w =
= 1/CR.
If we call this
w' then CR =
= l/o/
1/ w' and we could write:
value a/

-

!Xo

1 -f-j wCR
1+jwCR

+

-

+ iL
fa

(1

fJ

+

_ __
r:t..:::_
O_-

1

R

R
.
R
d. =—
V=
1r
„
V
i1
therefore,
i
and
•
th
erefore, V = t 1
jwCR
an
tR
=
R
=
jwCR
1 + j a>CR
R
1 + j a>CR
1

=

__!!_'!_

•/ '
- l+iL'

ffJ
5"
/r3 the
rhe modulus (or
then at frequencies well above fp
f3 is inversely proportional to frequency
magnitude) of P
and so the 6dB per octave rule is justified in obtaining
/ 1 by extrapolation.
extrapolation:
/]
So it has been shown that 1
/aa.:', /,
are all
} 1 and f
f TTare
virtually the same frequency, but the commonj(3, where
emitter current gain will be 3dB down at fp,
1+,

Ia.:
fa
T

,

/tJ =fi.

/# =

4~5
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MANUFACTUR RS' PRODUCTS
DTD

NEW
ONIC EQUIPM
NEW ELECTR
ELECTRONIC
EQUIPMENT
ACCESSORIES
ENT AND ACCESS
ORIES

Teleprin
ter Drive
Teleprinter
Drive Unit ·
UP TO five teleprinters can be driven from
from a low-level
input
nput signal by
jy the
the Westrex teleprinter distribution unit
TRDU MODEL 2411-A. Each of the five outputs is
individua!Iy
individually adjustable and the essential characterist
characteristicss
of each may be
01
oe monitored by a meter on the front
front panel
equipment.
of the equipments
The relay used was designed
designed

or 0-60\
1/
When used in parallel operation
operation the
the
0-60V at 1A.
When
output current is read
-"ead on the right-hand meter. Floating outputs provide negative and 1 positive supplies. The
The
overload protection system has visual indicators and
the: load current
tl
en "rent can be limited to any one of six
six prepreselected values. Other features include a stability factor
factor
greaterr thru
gret.
1 000:
a ripple figure of lm
1m V,r, p-p,
p-p,
than a 1,000:1,
regulation better than
thai 0.1% at maximum output and
and an
an
output impedance
outpui
mpedance of less than 0.350 up to lOOkc/
lOOkc/s.
The
s. The
instrument weighs
:ighs 251b
c rnensions are approxi25lb and its dimensions
mately 11
llX7Xl4in.
a dress of the manufactur
manufacturers
X 7 X 14in. "he
The address
ers
is Victoria Road, Farnborough,
Farnboroug h, Hants.
For further information
on Service
Service Sheet.
Sheet.
informatio n circle 302 on

I nstrurnent
Instrument
III

Westrex teleprinter distribution unit TRDV
TRDU Model 2411-A.
241 l-A.
specifically for the
■he unit, the radio interferenc
interference
e suppression
si
m being
being such that the complete equipment can be
be
installed adjacent
ad.ccem to radio
rat io reception apparatus. Keying
Keying
speeds of up to 400 bauds ar·
aree possible. The equipment
will operate from a 110/230 V, 50/60 c/s mains supply.
supply.
It iss supplied
supp'ied to be mounted in a 19-in rack
rack but
but aa
cabinet for bench
bend use can be supplied. The address of
the
1 Westrex Co. Ltd., a division of Litton Industries, is
Coles Green Road, London, N.W.2.
N.W 2
For further informati
information
Service Sheet.
Sheet.
on circle 301 on Service

Power Supply
Power
Supply
THE FIRST of a range of new-style Solartron instruinstruments is a twin power supply Type AS1164.2.
AS 1164.2. Each
Each
of the outputs iss independen
independently
from 0-30V d.v.
d.v.
tly variable from
Output voltage contr..
control1 settings are made by decade
switches used in conjunction with the range
range switches;
the setting error is quoted as ±
±2%.
outputs
2%. The outputs
are arranged to give 2-x
2X0-30V
0-30V at 2A
0-30V at 1A, 0-30V

Cases
Cases

EIGHT' SIZES of instrument
EIGj
instrument case are being manufacmanufactured by Olsen 1Electronic
turec
iectronic Ltd., 54 Myddleton Street,
Street,
London,, E.C.I.
Londo
Th smallest of the range is 6t
6ix4iX
E.C.l. The
X 4tx
4-0 ti, the largest being 14
14xl0ix8iin.
The cases
cases are
are
4tin,
X lOt X 8tin. The
manufactur
ed from
manufactured
rom 20 s.w.g. mild steel, with
wirb a silvers'lvergreyy hammer finish. The steel front pand
gj
panel is made from
from
16
If or 18 s.w.g. (dependent on size),
Oze), and has
hat a light grey,
grey,
high-gloss enamel finish. Rubber feet are fitted
fitt 1 to
io all
cases and vent panels arc available at extra cost.
on Service
Service Sheet.
Sheet.
For further information
informatio n circle 303 on
Digh
Frequency
Standard
Iligh Stability
Stability Frequen
cy Standa~
d

THE USE of solid-state
soud-state techniques by Frequency ElecElectronics Inc.
Int,. of 22/60 46th Street, Astoria, N.Y.,
N." ., has
e labled them to manufactur
manufacture
portable
enabled
e a lightweight portable
frequency standard weighing less than 18lb.
181b. The
The
equipment, rmodular
odular in construction,
the rereconstructio n, meets all the
quirements of the i7iIL-E-16400
MIL-E-164 00 specificatio
specification.
n. Three
ou
mts, 5SMc/s,
:/s, 1Mc/s
IMc/s and
a-^d lOOkc/s are available;
available; the
the
outputs,
cdriftt rate is 2 parts in 10 1 "" per day while the
the short-term
short-term
drift,
ift, less tkan
in 10
10111'.•
than one second, is better than 5 parts in
The output levels
evels are quoted as IV r.m.s. minimum into
into
5012. The ins'-ument
built-in circuit
circuit checking
checking
50£2.
instrument has
has aa built-in
system; it also has an automatic cross-over network
network so
so
/

./

/

/

///

Solartron twin transistor power supply, Type A.S.I
So/orfmn
164.2.
A.S.I/64.2.
456

Frequency Electronics highstability frequency standard.
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of aa mains
mains power
power failure
failure or
or the
the equipequipthat in the event of
ment being removed from aa mains
mains supply,
supply, itit can
can be
be
driven for 20 hours
hours from
from its
its battery
battery pack
pack without
without interinterruption
st~bility or
or phase.
phase.
rupt
m of stability
For further information
information circle
circle 304
304 on
on Service
Service Sheet.
Sheet.

JY[icrowave
Wavemeter
Microwave Wavemeter
OF PARTICULAR value
value for
for testing
testing in
in microwave
microwave
new wavemeter
wavemeter manufactured
manufactured by
by Sivers
Sivers
laboratories, a new
Laboratoriess and distributed
distributed by
by Research
Research and
and Control
Control
Laboratory
Instruments Ltd., Kings
Kings Cross
Cross Road,
Road, London,
London, W.C.I,
W .C.l,
ex.
b s a rangt
exhibits
range of
of 550
550 to
to 12,000
12,000 Mc/s.
Mc/s. This
This wide
wide
range is especially
especially useful
useful when
when the
the frequency
frequency of
of the
the
signal is not known. High-orde
signal
High-order .spurious
spurious oscillations
oscillations
may also be detected. The
The instrument.
instrument, Type
Type number
number
SL7591, consists of
of aa coaxial
coaxial resonator
resonator with
with aa crystal
crystal
detector, the output being
being displayed
displayed on
on either
either aa built-in
built-in

0.

10

Comark d.v.
d;v. millivoltmeter.
millivoltmeter,
Type 120.

"Press-Lite" illuminated
switch.
i'"-1".

_

Sivers wide-band search
search wavemeter
wavemeter.

meter or an external
external indicator.
indicator. The
The tur-ng
tuning error
error lies
lies
within 0.2
0.2%
lower end
end of
of the
the range
range to
to 55%
at the
the
% at the lower
% at
highest frequencies.
For further information
information circle
circle 305
305 on
on Service
Service Sheet.
Sheet.

Laser JYiirror
Laser
Mirror
AN ELLIPTICAL cylindrical
cylindrical mirror
mirror together
together with
with aa
linear flash-tube mounted
mounted along
along one
one axis
axis prot
provide
highle aa highefficiency pumping source
source in
in lasers.
lasers. A
A reflecting
reflecting cylinder
cylinder
recently by
by L.
L. Light
Light &
& Co.
Co. Ltd.,
Ltd.,
of this type introduced recently
Colnebrook, Bucks is
is constructed
constructed from
from heat-resistant
heat-resistant
Duran " glass. The
The construction
construction isis such
such that
that the
the
" Duran"
of the
the lamp
lamp can
can pass
pass through
through multimultiundesired radiation of
layer coatings without
without reflection
reflection but
but the
the pumping
pumping
reflected on
on to
to the
the laser
laser rod
rod with
with an
an
frequency is reflected
efficiency of about 90%.
90%. The
The lateral
lateral cover
cover plates
plates of
of the
the
cylinder can be
be constructed
constructed in
in aa similar
similar fashion
fashion to
to
obtain maximum output
output of
of the
the exciting
exciting light
light source.
source.
claim that
that the
the reflector,
reflector, because
because itit
The manufacturers claim
enables laser emission
emission at
at minimum
minimum thresholds
thresholds of
of the
the
prolongs the
the life
life of
of the
the lamp
lamp and
and that
that
exciting energy, prolongs
the temperature of the
the laser
laser rod
rod isis kept
kept as
as low
low as
as
possible.
For further information
information circle
circle 306
306 on
on Service
Service Sheet.
Sheet.

M"illivoltmeter
Millivoltmeter
DESIGNED for low-level,
low-level, high-impedance
high-impedance working,
working, the
the
Comark Type 120
120 d.v,
d.v. millivoltmeter
millivoltmeter has
has aa maximum
maximum
sensitivity of 11 mV
m V full
full scale
scale and
and aa 11Mw/V
M(•> /V input
input
resistanceo
instrument, wh
which
uses transistors,
transistors, isis
resistance. The instrument,
h uses
of th^
the chopper amplifier
amplifier type
type with
with linearizing
linearizing negative
negative
Transistor noise
noise is
is of
of aa sufficiently
sufficiently low
low level
level
feedback. Transistor
to allow an input of
of 10
10 ,aV
pV to
to be
be detected.
detected. A
A centrecentrezero facility is pro\
provided
and the
the meter
meter movement
movement isis of
of
led and
suspension type.
type. Maximum
Maximum voltage
voltage
the taut-wire suspension
measurement is 100
100 V
V full
full scale
scale with
with an
an accuracy
accuracy of
of
2% of f.s.d. at 20
20 0oC,
C, zero
zero drift
drift being
being less
less than
than 0.2%
0.2%
Centigrade.
per degree Centigrade.
Resistance
measurements can
can be
be carried
carried out
out on
on aa
Re; stance measurements
up to aa maximum
maximum of
of -10
.10 Moj
Mw at
at an
an accuracy
accuracy
linear scale up
5 % of f.s.d,
f.s.d. The
The instrument
is powered
powered
better than 5%
nstrument is
mercury cells.
cells. The
The price
price isis £36
£36 and
and
by three internal mercury
the address of the manufacturers
manufacturers isis Comark
Comark Electronics
Electronic~
Littlehampton, Sussex.
Sussex.
Ltd., Gloucester Road, Littlehampton,
information circle
circle 308
308 on
on Service
Service Sheet.
Sheet.
For further information
imerjCounter
Timer/
Counter

purpose counter
counter from
from Advance
Advance
A SIMPLE, general purpose
Components Ltd., Hamault,
Hainault, Essex,
Essex, Model
Model TC2
TC2 uses
uses
transistors
measures frequency
frequency up
up to
to 11Mc/s,
Mc/s, at
at aa
tran stors and measures
mV. Single
Single and
and multiple
muliiple periodicperiodicsensitivity
sensitiv y of 200 mV.
time measurements may
may be
be carried
carried out
out together
together with
with
single- or
or two-hne
two-line gate
gate control.
control. The
The clock
clock pulse
pulse
6
generator is accurate
accurate to
to 11 part
part in
in 10
10".
The gate
gate isis
. The

Indicator Switch
Switch
Indicator
A FEATURE of the ""Press-Lite"
push-button switch
switch
Press-I ;te " push-button
introduced by
by Diamond
Diamond H
H Controls
Controls Ltd.,
Ltd., GunnersGunnersW.4, is
is that
that the
the bulb
bulb circuit
circuit isis
bury Avenue, London, W.4,
independent of the
the controlled
controlled circuit.
circuit. Single-pole
Single-pole
changeover models are
are available
available to
to switch
switch 22 A,
A, 125
125VV
125 V
V a.c.
a.c. or
or 7f
7t A,
A, 250V
250V a.c.
a.c. Cap
Cap
a.c. and 15 A, 125
assemblies, wh„h
which can
can be
be provided
provided with
with aa legend,
legend, are
are
available in
or coloured
coloured plastic.
plastic. Low-voltage
Low-voltage
n white or
and neons
neons for
for maj-s
mains voltages
voltages will
will be
be
bulbs are available and
introduced shortly. The
The switch
switch mechanisms
mechanisms are
are comcom9
the :diameters
are yg-in
for the
the 22 amp
amp
pletely enclosed, and the
ameters are
1 6 in for
tin for the
the 15
15 amp
amp switch.
switch.
and fin
For further information circle
circle 307
307 on
on Service
Service Sheet.
Sheet.
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timerjcounter Type TC2.
TC2.
Advance timer/counter

45?
457

automa tically reset after a continuously-adjustable
automatically
discontinu ously-'a djustab le display time. The price of the instrum
instrument
ent is
is £180.
£180.
furthe r information
inform ation circle 309 on ·Servic
For further
Servicee Sheet.
Sheet.

Pre-set
Preset

Torqu
orque
e Tools

TO ELIMINAT.
ELIMI NATE the possibility
possibi lity of stripped
strippe d threads,
threads ,
Solstra nd Industries
Industr ies of High Wycombe,
Solstrand
Wycom be, Bucks,
Bucks, have
have
introdu ced a range of "Solto
introduced
" Soltork"
torque
rk" pre-set
pre-set torque

Calibra tion is achieved
achieve d by an internally-generated
Calibration
interna lly-gen erated
square wave with an amplitude
+11 %
% and
amplitu de of 20 mV ±
and aa
frequen cy of 1Ikc/s
frequency
externall leads
are
kc/s ±1%,
± 1 %. .· No externa
leads are
require d s.
since
depress ion of ;tMI
required
ice depression
" Calibrator"
,the "Calib
rator" pushpushconnec ts the calibrating
'button
utt( i connects
The 5-in
5-in
calibra ting waveform.
wavefo rm. The
cathode -ray tube .is
helical p.d.a.
d.a. cathode-ray
is operated
at
3
kV.
The
operate d at 3 kV. The
price of: the oscilloscop
price
dimensions
oscilloscope is £85 and its
its dimens
ions are
are
8 X 10 X 1Sin.; The manufa
8xl0xl5in
lanufacturer's
Dartronic
cturer's address is
is Dartron
ic
Ltd., 3-7 Winomill
Ltd.j
Windm ill Lane, London,
London , E.15.
E.15.
furthe r- information
For further
on Service
Service Sheet.
Sheet.
inform ation circle 312 on

Aeria l Coup
Aerial
Coupler
ler

"Soltor
"So/forkk" pre-set torque spanner.
spanner.
spanne rs and screwdrivers.
spanners
spanners
screwd rivers. Box spanne
rs are
are available
availab le
in the even sizes iron
ill
from 2 to 8 B.A. and
and both
both Phillips
Phillips and
and
cconven
i\ nitional
■ ial screwd
screwd river
iver heads
supplied.
heads can
can be
be supplie
d.
Mould ed handles c(
Moulded
itain the
he sealed torque mechanism
contain
mechan ism
1
and
a id are ce
ur-icoded
)ded tc
ndicatee size
size and
torque loading
loading..
colourto indicat
and torque
"Speci
als " can be made to indi\
'pecials
individlual
ual requirements,
require ments.
For further information
Sheet.
inform ation circle
circle 310
310 on
on Service
Service Sheet.

THE "''OLY
OLYMP
Z ":· Z-match
MPIC
Z-matc h aerial coupler
ccupler can
can be
be
used
ased over the range 160 to 10 metres.
80 to
metres. · From
From 80
to
10 metres the equipmen
used to
equipm ent may be -used
to match
match into
into
low-im pedanc e feeders (50-1000
low-impedance
(50-1000 0).
D). Its main
main function
functio n
is to lot
load any
m length of wife
aerial
wire used as
as an
an end-fed
end-fed aerial
on the 160-4
o:
the gh 33
33 feet
feet or
multiples
160-40 metre bands, -though
or multipl
es
of tl
ength are recommended.
is
thiss length
recomm ended. An
An r.f.
r.f. meter
meter is
include d, this monitors
included,
monito rs true aerial current.
current . The
The coupler
coupler

0

i

Cond
uctive Paint
Conductive
Paint
AN ELECT RICAL
-ALILY
Y conductive
conduc tive paint, containing
contam mg
metalli c silver,
metallic
i '& introduced
L,
introdu ced by Detel
Detel Products
Produc ts Ltd.,
Ruislip
ishp, Middlesex,
te used
ised to
to repair
Middle sex, can be
repair printed
printed boards
boards
which ht
nechanically
The paint
air
hayee bee:
been mechan
ically damaged.
damage d. The
can also be brushed
rushed to form aa conductive
strip, patch
conduc tive strip,
patch
or area. Adhesion
ihe substrate
Adhesi on tc
to the
substra te can
can be
be m
maintalined
ined
up to about 200 'oc.
U]
L. 1
le rresistan
sistance
brush-applied
The
ce of
of aa brush-a
pplied
strip fin
gin wide and 3in long is
0, when
when
is not
not more
more than
than 22 D
dry.
·
For further information
Service Sheet.
Sheet.
inform ation circle
circle 311
311 on
on Service

]}1 easur ing Oscill
Measuring
Oscilloscope
oscope
A NEW oscilloscope,
the
E
rtrr at
Model 510,
oscilloscope,
Dartron
ic Model
510, has
has aa
bandwi
, ^ndwidth
lOMc/s.
he
basic
sensith
dth of z.f. to 10
Mc/s. The basic sensitiv.;y
ity is
is
10
mV /em with an input impedance
lOmV/cm
impeda nce of
of 11MO
MD (40
(40 pF).
pF).
A frequency-compensated,
frequen cy-com pensate d, 9-position
A
attenuator
9-posit ion attenua
tor permits
adjustm ent of sensitivity.
adjustment
in the
the
sensitiv ity. For convenience
conven ience in
measur ement of larger amplitude
measurement
amplitu de waveforms,
wavefo rms, the
the
sensitiv ity can
sensitmty
:an be reduced by a factor of
of 10
10 by
by aa panel
panel
control
con
ol.. The rise-time
amplifier
rise-tim e of
of the
the :y amplifi
er is
is 35nsec.
35 nsec.
Sweep speeds from 11,~.sec
//.sec/cm
covered
/cm to
to 0.5
0.5 sec/cm
sec/em are
are covered
m
in 18 ranges. The timebase
timebas e may
may be
be triggered
triggere d internally
interna lly
or externally
modes, namely,
externa lly m
in aa number
numbe r of
of modes,
namely , line
line fre
frequency, a.c. slow (up to 11 kc/s), a...
quency,
fast (above
(abov 1
1'kc/s))
a.c. fast
and auto. A trigger level control is
^d
is provided.
provide d.
Tne
z.f. to
The x amplifier
amplifi er bandwidth
bandwi dth extends
extends from
from z.f.
to
150 kc/s and has ar
of
500
O
(100
an input impedance
impeda nce of 500 n (100 pF^.
pF).
The
ae expansion
expans ion can be continuously
continu ously varied
varied up
up to
to xio!
xlO.
Z-mod ulation facilities
facilities are available
Z-modulation
available.
Dartronic measurDartronic
ing oscilloscope
oscillo scope
Model 510.

jackson Brothers
Jackson
"Adup"
"Adup " terminal
terminal
strip.
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Radiocraft "Olympic
"Olymp ic"" aerial coupler.
Southern Rediocraft
is manufactured
manufa ctured by Southern
Southe rn Radiocraft
Radioc raft (Tx)
(Tx) Ltd.,
Ltd.,
Bourne mouth. The 250 W version costs £10 lOs,
Bournemouth.
Os, 150
ISO W
W
lOs and the 75 W £8 10s.
£9 10s
lOs.
furthe r information
For further
Sheet.
inform ation circle 313 on
on Service
service Sheet.

Silver Preparation
Prepa ration
Silver
AN AIR-DRYING,
AIR-D RYING , silver m^allizing
AN
metalli zing preparation,
prepara tion, desigdesig- ·
nated
ned IFSP51
'51 and |produc
oo iced
by Johnson,
and "
ed by
Johnso n, Matthey
Matthe y and
Co., 78-f
78-83 Hatton Gai
en,, London,
C.l, produces
Garden
London , 1KC.1,
produc es aa
electriC
strong, electri
.ally-conductive
can be
be applied
ally-conductive film that can
applied
withou t :heat
treatme nt tc
without
;a treatment
to plastics,
plastics , ceramics,,
ceramic s, . graphites
graphit es
and metals. The preparation
sprayed
prepara tion can be
be brushed
brushed or
or sprayed
on to the substrate
24
hours
in
di at
at
substra te and vwill[1 dry in
in 24 hours in air
temper atures. - When in use the maximum
room temperatures.
conmaxim um continuous service temperature
120"C.
temper ature should not exceed
exceed l20°C.
The use of a si
7Tie
ver nlated
advised
when
silver-p
lated spring clip is
is advised when
it is necessary
necessa ry to make connection
connec tion to
to the
the film,
film.
For further information
Service Sheet.
Sheet.
inform ation circle 314
314 on
on Service

Terrn inal Strip
Strip
Terminal
RE of the "Adup
A FEATU
FEATURE
idup"
" terminal
termina l sti
strip> mgnufacm~nufac
tured by Jackson Brot
turec
iers
ngsway,
Croydon,
Brothe
rs Ltd., I<Kingsw
ay, Croydo
n, is
is
that two or more ^
ps may be locked
lock
tog.
ne:r by
iy
strips
togethe
nuts
special n
:s an
Tie strips are
available
with
and bolts. The
are available with
groups of 3 to 8 terminals
groups
.nounted
at |-in
the
termina ls mounte
d at
-!-in centres,
centres , the
width being -tin.
n, The
.erminals
ceramic
The termina
ls are mounted
mounte d by
by ceramic
pillars tto steel channelling,
channe lling, which in turn can
can be
be bolted
bolted
to the chassis.
furthe r information
For further
on Service
Service Sheet.
Sheet.
inform ation circle 315 on
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INITIAL CHARGE of £2 MAZDA
MAZDA DESIGN
DESIGN DATA
DATA SERVICE
SERVICE
completely
volumes
provides new subscribers
subscribers with
with both
both volumes completely
up-to-date and includes
includes packing
packing and
andpostage.
postage.It
Italso
alsoentitles
entitles
following
June
30th
to
subscribers to "follow-up"
"follow-up" data
data to 30th June followingthe
the
date of joining.
An ANNUAL RENEWAL CHARGE of
of £1
£1
covers subsequent amendments
amendments and
and new
new
issues and is made every
every 12
12 months
months

J
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To: PUBLICITY DEPARTMENT,
j THORN-AEI RADIO VALVES
VALVES && TUBES
TUBES LTD.,
LTD.,
r
155 Charing Cross Road,
Road, London
London W.C.2
W.C.2
1
' Please send me .... ......... .. sets
sets of
of the
the new
new handbooks;
handbooks;
| I enclose £2 in
in payment
payment for
for each
each set.
set.
- - - - - -. - - -

I

I

I
I

□ MAZDA ha~dbooks
handbooks 0□ EDiSWAN
EDISWAN handbooks
handbooks I
I■| D
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I
I
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I
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.............................:.........·............................. .......... I
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. ·.·.·.··.· .· .·.·.:: :.: : :.: :: .- .-.··. ·. ·. ·..·..·.·..·:·.::: :::: : : :

NAME,

on 1st July.

SPECIAL OVERSEAS EDITION
components under
under the
the EDISWAN
ediswanbrand
brand
covering components
which
in
Division
by our Export
in which precedence
precedence
is given to European type
type numbers
numbers is
is available.
available.
The price is the same as
as for
for U.K.
U.K. publications.
publications.

\
\
\
\

J

BLOCK LETTERS PLEASE

______ ______ __ _j
•

MAZ DA
Thorn-AEI
Thorn-AE I

Radio Valves
Valves &
& Tubes
Tubes Ltdg
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Is there any other single equipment
equipment..••
.. that
that
... is being used as
as aa man-pack
man-pack set
set during
during
drops by paratroops for
for ground-to-air
ground-to-air comcommunications and as aa homing
homing beacon
beacon for
for
follow-up support, and .. .. .. by
by marine
marine
commandos during beach assaults
assaults for
for beachbeachto-air and beach-to-ship communications.
communications,
. . is fitted
and ....
fitted in vehicles,
vehicles, tanks,
tanks, fixed
fixed and
and
mobile guns for fire-control
and air-support
air-support
fire-control and
communications, and ...
... is
is fitted
fitted in
in naval
naval
launches, landing craft and
and mine-sweepers
mine-sweepers
for short-range ship-to-ship,
ship-to-ship, ship-to-shore
ship-to-shore
working? From the arctic to
to the
the tropics,
tropics,
Land, Sea and Air Forces have
have proved
proved that
that
this is the most versatile,
versatile, smallest,
smallest, lightest,
lightest,
toughest, self-contained U.H.F.
U.H.F. pack-set
pack-set in
in
existence.

i

i

After exhaustive trials,
trials, this
this equipment
equipment is
is in
in
quantity production for
for the
the War
War Office,
Office,
Admiralty, Air Ministry,
Ministry, NATO,
NATO, CommonCommonwealth and other armed Forces.
Forces. Full
Full details
details
are available.

I/etl ifon

Ucdifon

WAR OFFICE : TYPE A43R
ADMIRALTY: TYPE
ADMIRALTY:
TYPE 634
634
NATO:
NATO: REF.
REF. NO.
NO. 5820-99-949-135
5820-99-949-1359
9
WAR OFFICE: TYPE A43R

REDIF,ON
REDIFON LIMITED Communications
Communications Division
Division Broomhill
Broomhill Road,
Road, London,
London,S.W.18
S.W.18 Tel:
Tel:VANdyke
VANdyke7281:
7281:Cables:
Cables:Redifon.
Redifon.Londoa
London

Silicon Controlled Rectifiers

Silicon

Controlled

Rectifiers

AN
ACTION
AN EXPLANATION IN TERMS OF TRANSISTOR ACTION

By THOMAS
THOMAS RODDAM

I

I FIND this article curiously difficult to
to begin.
begin.
You may wonder why this is not something
something II hush
hush
up, or why, indeed, I do not just shut up.
up. II suspect
suspect
that the real difficulty is associated
associated with
with my
my relucreluctance to use silicon controlled rectifiers
rectifiers and
and II hope
hope
that by exploring the reasons for
for this
this reluctance
reluctance II
may help some readers to break through
through aa similar
similar
barrier.
The properties of s.c.rs. are in · many
many respects
respects
similar to those of point-contact transistors
transistors except
except
that in place of milliamps we now have
have amps.
amps.
In the conditioning years the cost of the
the s.c.r.
s.c.r. was
was
high. There will not be very many
many readers
readers who
who
remember the days when half-a-dozen A1698
A1698 trantran. sistors, fresh from North America, were
were the
the total
total
company stock, but in those days some of us
us learned
learned
just how fast a triggered solid-state device
device could
could be
be
destroyed. The same lesson had to be learned
learned again,
again,
when we began to drive power transistors
transistors up
up into
into
the negative resistance region. And
And again,
again, when
when we
we
found that silicon rectifiers could be destroyed
destroyed by
by
transients on the incoming mains.
For many applications the advantages of the
the s.c.r.
s.c.r.
appear to be marginal. Mr. Butler, in
in the February
February
i.>sue
issue of Wireless World,
World, described some power
power unit
unit
circuits based on s.c.rs., but the end results
results can
can be
be
obtained by using variable toroidal
toroidal transformers,
transformers,
regulating transformers
transformer3 and other iron-cored
iron-cored techtechniques.
These on balance, have been
been cheaper,
cheaper,
although the end product is much bulkier
bulkier and
and very
very
much heavier than the circuits using
s.c.rs.
We
using s.c.rs.
We
can now consider the destruction barrier.
Before
barrier. Before
we achieve a satisfactory design using
using s.c.rs.,
s.c.rs., or
or
any new device of this kind, we expect
expect to
to destroy
destroy
n devices each costing some price p.
p. This
This is
is true
true
even if " destruction "" implies merely
merely returning
returning aa
transformer to have a change made in one
one winding.
winding.
I think that most of us have expected to
to obtain
obtain aa high
high
value of n.p in the development of our
our first
first unit
unit
using s.c.rs. We have studied the career
using
career of
of Icarus
Icarus
and sat back to wait for
for the Wright Brothers; and
and
you will remember that no one believed them.
them.
The years roll on. The cost of the
the devices,
devices, p,
p,
falls but
but our reflexes are conditioned and
and we
we cannot
cannot
that the
the destruction · barrier is
see that
is much
much lower
lower
than it was. We must see how we can reduce
reduce n,
n, to
to '
make the barrier even lower,
lower. In this
this article
article II want
want
to explore ways
ways of thinking about the
the silicon
silicon concontrolled rectifier which will help to
to destroy
destroy the
the irrairrational fears which I suspect are still
still limiting
limiting its
its use.
use.
The external behaviour of the s.c.r.
s.c.r. is
is usually
usually
described in something like the following
following manner.
manner.
The unit
unit has two main terminals, an
an anode
anode and
and aa ·
cathode. If an alternating voltage is
is applied
applied there
there
will be
be no current through the device,
device, unless
unless the
the
voltage reaches a level which is reg·
a rded as
regarded
as the
the
\YJIRELESS WORLD,
Wireless
World, SEPTEMBER
September 1963

failure. However
However
rating limit and which will cause failure.
if when the anode is positive a small current
current is
is fed
fed
into a third terminal, the device instantly,
instantly, that
that is
is
itself into
into aa
within a few microseconds, converts itself
conventional diode and remains a diode,
diode, passing
passing
current freely in the forward
forward direction,
direction, even
even though
though
reducing the
the anode
anode
the trigger current is stopped. By reducing
current to zero the diode is re-set
re-set to
to the
the non-connon-conducting state again. The third electrode
electrode is
is convenconventionally known as the gate electrode, although
although it
it
might show its action more clearly if it
it were
were called
called
the toggle, or the trigger.
Most descriptions of s.c.r. action
action point
point out
out that
that
this behaviour is very similar to the
the behaviour
behaviour of
of aa
hot-cathode gas triode. This comparison
comparison IS
is no
no

P

four-fayer deFig. II A four-layer
vice can be regarded as
two three-layer devices
devices
connected together.
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doubt very useful for the power engineer
engineer but
but ve:-:y
very
few light-current engineers have ever used
used thyratrons
thyratrons
at all and it seems to me that it
it does
does not
not really
really help
help
to tell the reader that the scenery in
in Siberia
Siberia is
is very
very
much like that in Alaska.
It is more to the point to consider
consider why
why the
the s.c.r.
s.c.r.
behaves as it does. An examination
examination of the
the literature
literature
reveals that the s.c.r. as we know it is only
only one
one of
of aa
large family of devices, most of which
which have
have not
not yet
yet
been brought into commercial production.
production. The
The
basic configuration is a four-layer
four-layer construction.
construction.
Instead of having the three regions,
regions, say
say p-n-p,
p-n-p, of
of aa
conventional transistor, we have
have four
four regions,
regions,
n-p-n-p. The theory of this kind
kind of arrangemt:nt,
arrangement,
the transistor with a hook collector, was
was discussed
discussed
by Shockley, Sparks and Teal in
in Physical
Physical Review,
Review,
Vol. 83, pp. 151-162, July 1, 1951,
1951, and
and they
they showed
showed
that a transistor of this kind could have
have an
an et.a which
which
was considerably greater than unity.
unity.
Instead of working towards this conclusion
conclusion by
by
discussing the energy levels we can work
work in
in terms
terms of
of
familiar devices. Suppose that we have
have aa p-n-p-n
p-n-p-n
structure, as shown in Fig. l(a),
1(a), and
and that
that we
we make
make aa
diagonal cut, pull the two parts away
away from
from each
each
other, and join them in the way shown in
in Fig.
Fig. l(b).
1(b).
The next point is one which seems to
to need
need rather
rather
459

gives us ar:x60 =r:x/(l - r:x). Our
Uur assumption or
of small
gate current requires that a
r:x00 =l,
= I, so that we must
r:x =
= 0.5. We may reasonably expect that this
have a
this
condition will be satisfied only if either the current
is very small or the voltage across the transistors
is so low that they are bottomed. Although it is
unlikely that the two values, oq
P[ ti 2 p2
r:x 1 and ar:x22,, will approach
these regions in step the general argument is
is still
still
valid.
The current can only flow from anode to
to
cathode
without
if
it
is
either
very
small
or
escaping
small or
Fig. 2. Energy
y////////////,
its producers bottoming.
diagram
for
a
a
/ CONDUCTION
.The next logical step is to use a reasonably comhook-colfect
hook-collector
or
system.
system.
plete equivalent circuit for the composite unit or for
for
the two transistors and to determine the input
input
resistance at either cathode or anode when a resistive
ELECTRON
load is provided at the other electrode. It we treat
ENERGY
the device as a transistor which can have r:x
a00 > 1
1
we find that the input resistance will be negative.
negative.
Indeed, if we add a few resistors we find that the
the
circuit becomes Yanagisawa's current-inver
current-inversion
\VALENCE BAND
sion type
negative impedance converter shown in Fig. 4. I do
not propose to carry through the analysis of the
the
circuit but it is not difficult, although it is tedious,
thought. In Fig.
careful thought.
Fig. 2 we have the diagram for a to show that the characteristics
characteristic s will be of the
the form
shown in Fig. 5. This is, of course, the form
p-n-p transistor with an n-p hook at the collector.
form we
we
The energy diagram shows the downward hook at the associate with an open-circuit-stable
open-circuit- stable negative resiscollector, c', which gives the system its name. If you tance system and it must be noted that although no
cover up the left-hand part of the diagram you will scales are given the current region shown would
see the diagram for . an ordinary p-n-p transistor normally cover only a few milliamps .for a device
with the emitter junction
junGtion between n22 and p22.• Now meant to handle as many amps, while the voltage
scale may cover anything from 25 volts to several
cover up the p22 region and you see the energy
diagram for an n-p-n transistor. The p,
p 1 layer floats hundred volts. It is more usual to draw the curves
at a potential which makes the net current into it . in the coarse form of Fig. 6.
equal zero. The diagram is that of an n-p-n tranA
sistor but the emitter junction is undoubtedly
the junction between ni
n 1 and p^
p 1•
This is the tricky point of the two transistor
analysis. It is very tempting to forget about the
aoO-oq)
d.c. requirements and to assume that a collector is
is
a collector. In fact the collector is an emitter. Of
Of
course, once you see this at all you look back to
to
Fig. 1
1 and say it is obvious, because the junction
OCq OC2
which does the blocking must be the control n-p
n-p
G
junction, the only one common to the two transistors.
collector is
is
In the conventional s.c.r. the hook collector
1- cx 0
called an anode, and the n-region emitter is called a
cathode. I do not know whether this is because the
god-parents were thyratron men or because they
wanted to avoid calling an emitter a collector. We
can, however, proceed now to analyse the circuit
circuit in
in
the simplest possible form.
Fig. 3. Currents in the twin three-layer devices.
We begin by drawing Fig. 3, and it is noteworthy
that my automatic reaction was to draw the p-n-p
p-n-p
8
D
transistor the wrong way up. Let us put in first
the p-n-p emitter current of unity, giving us a hook
hook
collector current of ar:x00 and a current into the composite transistor base, G, of 11 — r:x
an0 .• Notice that this
this
is not the arrangement shown in Fig. 2. Now if the
p-n-p transistor has a current gain of r:x
a22 we
we shall
get a collector current in this transistor of a
r:x00 ar:x22,, for
this transistor has an emitter current of r:xa00 .• The
base current of the p-n-p transistor will be r:xa00 (1(1 -a
-x22).
).
This base current must be the collector current of
the n-p-n
n-:p-n transistor, which is oq,
r:x.D and so
rx1 = rxo (I
rx2)
+-----'~---oC
(1 -— a
)
a
from which r:x
x00 =
a11/(l
— a2~))
=r:x
/(l-r:x
Provided that the gate current is small we may
expect the two transistors to take about the same
s'o-----~--------------~~----._----oo'
current and to have about the same value of r:x.
a.
This is an extremely crude approximation
it
approximatio n but
but it
Fig. 4. Negative impedance converter due to Yanagisawa.
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have aa
can have
liven
wlth. no gate current the device can
Even with
values
low values
the low
for the
characteristic, for
negative resistance characteristic,
avalance
by avalance
increased by
be increased
(X at low current will be
of a
be
will be
load-line will
multiplication. Normally the load-line
Initially
6. Initially
in Fig. 6.
shown in
somewhere in the region shown
which
branch which
low-current branch
the system is stable on the low-current
increased
is increased
current is
gate current
the gate
starts at the origin, but as the
circuit
the circuit
until the
the S of the active device contracts until
The
intersection. The
is unlatched, leaving only one intersection.
pickup
the
as
pickup
current just before unlatch is described
of
trajectory of
the trajectory
current. It seems probable that the
characterthe
on
entirely
the transistion will depend
the characterlong
very long
is aa very
istics of the load, because the load line is
line.
resistance
way from the negative
the
through the
To switch off we reduce the current through
this
do this
probably do
shall probably
circuit. In a power unit we shall
local
the local
letting the
by reducing the voltage, or rather by letting
10
every 10
do every
they do
us, as they
Electricity Board do this for us,
the
and the
constant and
milliseconds. The load will remain constant
unlatches
it unlatches
until it
itself until
load line will move parallel to itself
before
just before
current just
The current
the circuit at the top bend. The
the
Once the
current. Once
unlatch is called the holding current.
upper
the upper
to the
access to
no access
circuit has unlatched it has no
branch.
introload introUnlatching in systems with a reactive load
line
load line
rotating load
using a rotating
duces the possibility of using
unthe unproduce the
to produce
to swing the load line round to
found
be found
will be
this will
latching effect. Usually, I think, this
load
the load
of the
shift of
in combination with a sideways shift
which
s.c.r. which
second s.c.r.
line, produced by the firing of a second
is
This is
swing. This
and a swing.
push and
quenches the first by a push
when
considered when
be considered
the kind of action which must be
d.c.
control d.c.
the s.c.r. is to be used to control

Fig. 5.

system.
Negative resistance characteristic system.

process,
switch-off process,
I shall come back to the actual switch-off
expanded.
be expanded.
sentence must be
but I think the last sentence
an
provides an
circuits provides
The use of the s.c.r. in d.c. circuits
to aa
solution to
safe solution
extremely efficient and, probably, safe
has
which has
circuit which
number of problems. One class of circuit
the
where the
Just where
inverter. Just
a d.c. input is, of course, the inverter.
there
but there
estimate, but
changeover will be is difficult to estimate,
will
inverter will
s.c.r. inverter
the s.c.r.
is little reason to doubt that the
power
high power
at high
inverter at
take over from the transistor inverter
will
than will
higher than
much higher
levels. The level may well be much
of
ratings of
power ratings
the power
concern most of us, now that the
1963
SEPTEMBER 1963
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this.
like this.
shown like
usually shown
are usually
Fig. 6. Characteristics of an s.c.r. are
of
bottom of
the bottom
at the
the thin layer at
This region shown in Fig. 5. is the
diagram .
this diagram.

tranthat aa trantransistors are rising ·so high. The fact that
S.c.r.
value.
great
of
value. S.c.r.
sistor is easily turned off is
the
offer the
circuits in which the d.c. is interrupted offer
pulse
a
·by
currents
·high
controlling
of
possibility
high
by a pulse
pass
to pass
allowed to
modulation process. The current is allowed
signal
·
control
the
and
duration,
pulse
·variable
for a variable
the control signal
like
much like
very much
This is very
alters the actual modulation. This
the
that the
the Ettinger-Cooper d.c. amplifier except that
circuit arrangements can be simpler.
the
and the
transistor and
The distinction between the transistor
interesting.
rather interesting.
is rather
s.c.r. in this kind of circuit is
transistor
the transistor
We have a fairly simple control for the
simvery simThe very
base. The
current, the current into the base.
are
powers are
high powers
plicity leads to a disadvantage when high
on.
half-way on.
left half-way
be left
to be handled. The transistor can be
taken
drive taken
base drive
the base
In the simplest circuits, with the
load
some load
that under some
from the output, we may find that
proper
for proper
sufficient for
conditions the drive is not sufficient
surbe surcan be
difficulty can
switching. I know that this difficulty
this
that this
state that
mounted by proper design: I merely state
s.c.r.
the s.c.r.
consider the
problem, . When we consider
is the design problem.
an
of an
possibility of
no possibility
circuits we find that there is no
real
very real
is aa very
there is
but there
s.c.r. sticking half-way on, but
Turn-off
all. Turn-off
at all.
off at
danger that the s.c.r. will not turn off
circuits.
s.c.r. circuits.
in s.c.r.
is the great problem in
process.
turn-on process.
the turn-on
We must record the details of the
base,
the base,
into the
carriers into
Obviously we have to get the carriers
and
functioning, and
get the lower transistor structure functioning,
level
potential level
then finish up with the rearranged potential
about 11:
be about
will be
it will
of the second base. Typically it
to
begins to
voltage begins
microsecond before the anode voltage
which
signal which
with aa signal
move when the gate is triggered with
resisthrough aa resisapplied through
volts applied
is usually some 4-10 volts
is
s.c.r. is
the s.c.r.
Once the
tance of the order of 25 ohms. Once
wavedecay waveunlatched, the anode voltage falls in a decay
cannot
we cannot
but we
exponential, but
form (it looks like an exponential,
The
statement). The
commit ourselves to this formal statement).
presumably
limit, presumably
current limit,
the current
on the
rate of fall depends on
the
drive the
which drive
(XS which
the as
rises the
because as the current rises
of
times
and
smaller, and times of
switching process becomes smaller,
be
must
Details must be
several microseconds are typical. Details
types.
taken from the data sheets for particular types.
two
compliCated.
more
little
a
Turn-off is
complicated. The two
carriers,
charge
with
saturated
are
central regions
carriers,
must
time must
interrupted, time
and if the current is merely interrupted,
voltage
the
before
away
diffuse
to
these
for
allowed
be
away before the voltage
be
will be
charge will
store:! charge
reapplied. Otherwise the stored
is reapplied.
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enou
gh to initiate
enough
initia te conduction.
cond uctio n. Rather
Rath er roughly
roug hly we
we
expe ct to require
may expect
that
we
should
allow
requ ire that we shou ld allow 20
20 micromicro..:
secon
ds for this. The operation
seconds
opera tion can
can be
be speeded
speed ed up
up
apply ing a reversed
by applying
voltage
to
the
s.c.r.
rever sed voltage to the s.c.r. In
In aa
typic
al situation
situa tion a reversed
typical
current
rever sed curre
nt of
of some
some 5-20A
5-20 A
will flow for a few microseconds
and
will
micr oseco nds and will decay
decay to
to
zero as the carriers
carri ers are swept
swep t away.
away. Once
Once the
the bulk
bulk
of the carriers
carri ers have been
been moved
move d the
the voltage
voltage may
may be
be
reapp
lied in the normal
reapplied
but
it
may
norm al direction^
direc tion, but it may not
not be
be
appli ed too soon,
applied
soon, too quickly.
quickly. Typically^
Typi cally , if
if you
you
reapp ly forward
reapply
12 microseconds
forw ard voltage
voltage .12
micr oseco nds after
after
initia
ting turn-off
turn- off you shou
initiating
should
ld not
not allow
allow the
the forward
forw ard
vo
e to
0 r
se a
volta
ge
rise
at
faste
r
than
™^ f^
t faster
20 volts/microsecond.
volts /micr oseco nd.
This detail
detai l may look rather
rathe r pernickety
perni ckety but
but is
is very
very
impo rtant in inverter
important
chopper
circuits.
inver ter and chop
per circuits. Since
Since
cann ot turn off at the
we cannot
the base
base we
we must
must provide
prov ide aa
rever sed pulse,
pulse , the push and swing
reversed
swin g referred
refer red to
to above,
above,
at the anode.
a
capacitor
anode. We can get
get this
this by
by means
mean s of
of a capa citor
conn
ected to the anode
connected
anod e of
of another
anoth er s.c.r.,
s.c.r. , the
the one
one
whic h is being turned
which
turne d on.
on. This
This capacitor
capac itor must
must be
be
capab
le of delivering
capable
deliv ering a sufficiently
sufficiently large,
large, sufficientlv
sufficiently
long, pulse.
pulse .
It is tempting
temp ting to wonder
wond er whether
whet her we
we cannot
cann ot cut
cut
the
me s.c.r. off by means
mean s of
of aa reversed
rever sed gate
gate current.
curre nt.
Expe
rime ntal devices
Experimental
devices in which
whic h this
this can
can be
be done
done do
do not
not
seem to have proved
prov ed commercially
comm ercia lly possible.
possible. It
It is
is
conc
eivable that if the characteristics
conceivable
chara cteris tics for
for negative
nega tive
gate currents
be encouraged
curre nts were shown
show n we
we might
migh t be
enco urage d
to try to do this, but
the
information
but the infor matio n available
available is
is
prett y discouraging.
disco uragi ng. The
pretty
The region
regio n shown
show n in
in Fig
Fig. 55 is
is
ten-m illiam p region.
the ten-milliamp
To shift
region. ,To
shift the
the negative
nega tive
resis
tance line up into the 10
resistance
10 amp
amp region
regio n we
we can
can
expe
ct to need some amps of
expect
turn-off
gate
of turn- off gate drive.
drive.
Turn
ing back to Fig. 3 we
Turning
we see
see that
that we
we should
shou ld need
need
extra ct almost
to extract
collector
current
of
the p-n-p
almo st all the
the collector curre nt of the
p-n-p
secti
on in competition
section
comp etitio n with
with the
the emitter-base
emitt er-ba se diode
diode of
of
the n-p-n
normal
construction
n-p- n section.
section. With
With norm al cons truct ion the
the
ohr
ohmi
c resistance
nic
resis tance of the
the gate
gate current
curre nt path
path would
woul d
prob ably make this either
probably
impossible,
or
eithe r impo ssibl e, or so
so dissidissi

pativ e that the device
pative
device would
woul d be
be burnt
burn t out.
out. In
In fact
fact
we may almost
for
almo st say that
that the
the current
curre nt needed
need ed for turnturnoff at the gate is equal
equa l to
to the
the anode-cathode
anod e-cat hode current
curre nt
and
and that it can only be
be injected
injec ted at
at one
one or
or other
other of
of
these major
majo r electrodes.
elect rodes .
The expression
expr essio n which
whic h was
was derived
deriv ed near
near the
the beginbegin ning of this article
— a:2),
is
not
the
articl e ao:00 =
= oq/Q
o:1 /(l-o
),
is
not
the only
only
2
form which
whic h can be used.
used. An
An alternative
altern ative treatment
treat ment
takes ao:00 =
1 as its beginning.
= 1
begin ning. We
We may
may then
then write
write
the current
the
central
junction
curre nt through
throu gh the centr al junct ion as
as loq
Io: 1 -f
lo: 22 + Ileo'
wher e I is the external
exter nal terminal
Co} where
term inal current
curre nt
and Ileo
leakage current.
co the leakage
curre nt. Since
Since this
this must
must be
be II,3
we get
II = fco/(l
leo/( 1- ao:li ^2)
o:2)
for the current
curre nt with an
an open-circuited
open -circ uited gate.
gate. When
Whe n
a
(o:i
o:
)
beco
mes
( i + <*2)
equall to unity the junction
2 becomes equa
junct ion current
curre nt
will apparently
appa rentl y go off
off to
to infinity,
infin ity, aa condition
cond ition we
we always
always
assoc
iate with the infinite
associate
gain
of
a
trigger
infinite gain of a trigg er system.
syste
m.
It m
migh
ightt seem that we have two
two answers
answ ers which
whic h are
are in
in
confl
ict, for earli
conflict,
earlier
were concerned
er we were
conc erned with
with aj
o: 1 /
((11—a
o:22)) and now we are
are concerned
conc erned with
with something
some thing
we can write as ^-(1-^).
o: 1 - (1- o: 2). There
Ther e is
is not,
not, in
in fact,
fact,
any difference
two
forms,
for
if
difference between
betw een these
these two form s, for if we
we set
set
o: 0 =
= 11 we have oq/Cl-oc^
Oo.
0.
o:1 /(1- o: 2) =
= 1,
1, or
or (l-oq-a,)
(1- o: 1 - o: 2) =
=
0.
The
1 he only reason
at
different
forms
reaso n why we
we arrive
arriv e at diffe rent form s is
is
that in our first treatment
value
treat ment we
we looked
looked for
for the
the actual
actua
l
value
of ao:o5
and associated
associated potential
poten tial instability
of
and
0,
insta bility with
with
o:
a00 > 1, a gross over-simplification,
over- simp lifica tion, while
while in
in the
the second
secon d
case we have made ao:00 =
= 11 and
and then
then looked
looke d for
for the
the
insta
bility , though
instability,
simplified
the
thou gh now we
we have
have simplified the gate
gate
GUrrent out of the analysis.
current
analysis. This
This is
is just
just as
as dangerous
dang erous
as assuming
assum ing that ao:00 >l1 is
need
to
is all
all we
we need to know.
know.
The main purpose
purp ose of
of this
this article
articl e has
has been
been to
to
descr
ibe the s.c.r. in transistor
describe
so
that
trans istor language
langu age so that when
when
you get to work with s.c.rs.
s.c.rs. you
you will
will feel
feel that
that you
you
just have another
Although
anoth er transistor
trans istor bi-stable
bi-st able switch.
switch. Altho ugh
this way of looking
looking at the
the device
device does
does not
not provide
prov ide all
all
the answers,
answ ers, it does at
at least
least give
give you
you the
the chance
chan ce of
of
starti ng from familiar
startmg
famil iar foundations.
found ation s.
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hover ing around
After hovering
aroun d 20
20 for
for some
some months
mont hs the
the sunsunspot number
numb er for May leapt to
to 52
52 and
and subsided
subsi ded to
to 37
37 in
in
June. Although
this
Altho ugh month-to-month
mont h!to- mont h variations
varia tions of
of
this
magn etitud e are not uncommon
magnetitude
unco mmo n the
the figure
figure for
for Mav
May
emph
asize s that solar activity
emphasizes
activity has now
now declined
declin ed verv
very
little over a peKod
slow decline
per.i.od of 2 years.
years. A
A slow
decline may
may be
be
expec
ted in coming
expected
be
comi ng months
mont hs but
but the
the effect
effect of
of this
this will
will
be
mask
ed by the more significant
masked
significant seasonal
seasonal changes.
changes.
The predi
ction
>r
ic>n curve s show the medi an stand ard
\attu
^
?
cu^cs
show
the
median
standard
MUF
optim um traffic frequency
frequ ency and the lowest
MUF,, opnmum
lowest usable
usabl e
high frequency
frequ ency (LUF)
(LUF ) for
for reception
recep tion in
m this
this country.
count ry.
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Unlik
Unlikee the MUF,
MUF , the LUF
LUF is
is closely
closely dependent
depe nden t upon
upon
-such factors asS tra
transsmi
mitte
e r powe r, aerial s, local noise
wJl
T
?
?
"
r
Power,
aerials,
local
noise
level
ieve! and the type of modulation:
modu lation : it
it should
shoul d generally
generally be
be
regarded
regar ded with more diffidence
diffidence than
than the
the MUF.
MUF . The
The
LUF
curve s shown
show n are those drawn
LUF curves
draw n by
by Cable
Cable and'
and WireWire less, Ltd., for comm ercial telegr aphy and they serve
to
'
5
commercial
telegraphy
and
they
serve
to
give some idea of the
of the
which
the period
perio d of
the day
day for
for
which
comm unica tion can be expected.
communication
expected.
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·DIFFRACTION

DIFFRACTION

By "CATHODE
"CATHODE RAY"

br~ng

WHEN
w.
ff HEN 625-line television
television comes
comes it
it will
will bring
with it an accentuation
of
those
accentuation of those . interesting
interesting
ghosts " that
effects such as ""ghosts"
that haunt
haunt the
the screen
screen
in many areas. This will
will not,
not, of
of course,
course, be
be due
due
directly to the increased number
number of
of lines,
lines, but
but to
to the
the
higher frequencies (u.h.f.)
(u.ii.f.) on
on which
which the
the programmes
programmes
are to be radiated, the
the v.h.f.
v,h.f. channels
channels being
being already
already
occupied by 405-line transmissions.
transmissions. We
We are
are often
often
reminded that the higher
higher the
the frequency
frequency the
the closer
closer
the resem'blance
resemblance to
to · light
ght waves,
waves, so
so that
that we
we must
must
expect the shadows cast by
by intervening
ntervening hills
hills and
and
buildings to be more
more noticeable.
noticeable. If
If the
the receiver
receiver is
is
in such a shadow, · reflections
reflections from
from other
other hills
hills or
or
buildings or from
from aircraft may
may well
well be
be comparable
comparable
in strength with
with the
the primary
primary signal,
signal, weakened
weakened as
as itit
is by the obstruction. The
The reflected
reflected signals,
signals, having
having
travelled
tra relied farther,
farther, arrive
am /e aa little
little later
later and
and produce
produce
images displaced to the
the right,
tight, as
as for
for example
example in
in
.
Fig. 1.
1
I don't know whether
whether most
most people
people are
are more
more sursurprised by
by the fact
prised
fact that
that light
light dOesn't
doesn't go
go round
round corners
corners
or that sound and the longer
longer radio
radio waves
waves do.
do.. Those
Those
who haven't thought about
about it
it much
much may
may assume
assume
that their ability to hear what
what is
is going
going on
on around
around
the corner and to receive
receive fairly
fairly well
well on
on aa portable
portable
set even when there is
is aa substantial
substantial obstruction
obstruction
between it and the sending
sending aerial
ae: il may
may be
be due
due to
to
the same reason that it
it is
is still
still fairly
fx_rly light
light· for
for some
some
time after sunset and that
that aa whole
whole room
room is
is more
more or
or
less illuminated by even
even aa small
small window.
window. If
If so,
so,
they clearly need
need to think
think about
about it; more
more carefully.
carefully.
The following is intended
intended to
to assist
assist that
that process.
process.
There is nothing to
to be ash~med
ashapied of
of in
in having
having to
to
give thought to this matter;
matter; even
even the
the great
great Newton
Newton
went wrong over it. In
went
In spite
spite of
of some
some of
of his
his own
own
experiments (e.g., "Newton's
" Newton's rings")
rings ") which
which strongly
strongly
suggested a wavelike nature,
nature, he
he concluded
concluded that
that light
light
it
consisted
of
tiny
was corpuscular-that
corpuscular—that
consisted of tiny particles
particles
shot out from the source
source at
at enormous
enormous speed.
speed. In
In
this he now appears to
have
been
at
least
to have been at least partly
partly
right-but
right—but for
for the wrong
wrong reasons.
reasons.
The best starting point is:s to
to consider
consider what
what waves
waves
are. We all realize,
rea. ze, II suppose,
suppose, that
that although
although they
they
may necessitate movement
movement of
of some
some kind
kind of
of subsub
stance, that movement
movement is
is quite
quite local-not
local—not to
to be
be
confused with the movement
movement of
of the
the waves
waves themthemselves. For instance, the
the water
water of
of which
which sea
sea waves
waves
are made does not flow
flow towards
towards the
the shore
shore at
at the
the
speed ofthe
of the waves; itt performs
performs aa circular
circular movement
movement
in one place,
place, combined
ombined with
with aa slow
slow tidal
tidal flow
flow that
that
is just
just as likely
is
1 seh to be
be ini the
the opposite
opposite direction
direci an to
to
the waves as in the
the same direction.
direction. No;
No; what
what moves
moves
as waves
waves is: a state or condition,
condition, usually
usually an
an alternaalternating departure from the
ting
the normal
normal state
state of
of what
what is
is
called the
the medium. The medium
called
med im for
for sea
sea waves
waves is
is
water, and the waves consist
consist of
of local
local departures
departures or
or
displacements from
from the normal
normal height
height of
of its
its surface.
surface.
Because these take place
place at
at right
right angles
angles to
to the
the
direction in which
wl ch the
the waves
waves travel,
travel, sea.
sea, waves
waves are
are
classified as transverse.
transverse. And
And because
because the
the displacedisplaceWIRELESS WORLD,
Wireless
World, SEPTEMBER
September 1963
1963

ments of the surface.
surface, are
are up
up and
and down
down and
and not
not from
from
side to side the
the waves
waves are
are said
said to
to be
be vertically
vertically
polarized.
polarized,
different. The
The medium
medium can
can be
be
Sound waves are different.
almost any substance,
substance, but
but we
we are
are most
most concerned
concerned
movement is
is to
to and
and fro
fro in
in the
the same
same
with air. Its movement
in which the
the waves
waves are
are moving,
moving, so
so
direction as that in
longitudinal. The
The air-let
air—let us
us
the waves are called longitudinal.
medium—moving to
to and
and fro
fro must
must
assume that is the medium-moving
alternating velocity.
velocity. And
And
have a corresponding alternating
because its displacement increases
increases the
the density
density of
of the
the
air
a : on one side and
and reduces
reduces it
it on
on the
the other,
other, it
it causes
causes
variations in
in pressure.
pressure. The
The same
same sort
sort of
of
alternating variations
thing happens in water
water waves;
waves; obviously
obviously the
the water
water is
is
deeper at the crest of the
the wave
wave and
and aa greater
greater pressure
pressure
results.
Now if you exert pressure
pressure on
on something
something it
it tends
tends
to give way, and in so doing
doing it
it exerts
exerts pressure
pressure on
on

pjr

i

I. "" Ghosts "" are
Fig. i
are usually
usually due
due to
to differences
differences between
between
arrival times of diffracted
diffracted and
and reflected
reflected waves.
waves.
;
whatever is
i beyond it,
it, and
and so
so on.
on. A
A wave
wave of
of pressure
pressure
direction.
All
this
is propagated in that
that direction. All this can
can be
be
worked out mathematically for
the
particular
for the particular
medium and kind of wave.
wave. The
The wave's
wave's velocity
velocity
(which is continuous, not
not alternating
alternating like
like the
the local
local
to-and-fro velocity of the
the medium)
medium) depends
depends on
on the
the
density and elasticity of
of the
the medium.
medium.
If the medium extends in
: i all
all directions,
directions, any
any disdisturbance . or displacement
displacement caused
caused anywhere
anywhere is
is
propagated as a wave in all
all directions.
c. rec ons. Water
Water waves
waves
are confined to a single plane,
plane, of
of course;
course; within
within that
that
limitation the much-quoted
much-quoted experiment
exper aent of
of dropping
dropping
a stone in a quiet pond
pond demonstrates
demonstrates the
the truth
truth of
of
what IT have just said.
said. Air
Air is
is in
in three
three dimensions,
dimensions,
so instead of spreading out
out merely
merely in
. i circles
c . cles the
the
waves caused by a shot~the
shot—the atmospheric
atmospheric equivalent
equivalent
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s

in all directions, as is
is any point
point in
in the
the track
track of
of the
the
waves. This can be demonstrated
demonstrated with
with aa tank
tank or
or
even in the bath by dividing itit in
in two
two by
by aa barrier
barrier
having a narrow channel cut
cut in
in it
it as
as shown
shown in
in Fig.
Fig. 3.
3.
You start a train of waves on
on one
one side
side of
of the
the barrier
barrier
by dropping something into
into the
the water.
water. When
When the
the
waves emerge from the channel
on
the
far
side
they
channel
on
the
far
side
they
Fig. 2. Is this what happens
happens
don't continue like a ray of
of light,
light, restricted
restricted to
to the
the
when an opaque object stops
stops
width
of
the
channel;
they
spread
out
through
a
full
channel;
they
spread
out
through
a
full
B waves and casts aa shadow?
shadow?
180
180°o as shown, just
just as if
if the
the mouth
mouth of
of the
the channel
channel
~
were an original source. Here is
a
Huygens
is a Huygens wavelet
wavelet
for all to see.
Point X in Fig. 22 is also aa disturbing
disturbing source,
source, as
as we
we
have seen, and by itself would
waves
throughwould radiate
radiate waves throughout the region screened off
off from
from the
the original
original source
source
S. But every point along AC
AC is
is another
another such
such source,
source,
and to discover what is happening
happening at
at any
any point
point in
in
the shadow their separate effects
effects at
at that
that point
point have
have
to be added together in
in appropriate
appropriate phase
phase to
to give
give
the resultant.
Instead of wofking like
like this
this from
from the
the edge
edge AC
AC
Fig. 3. Bath experithe
wavefront
where
it is simpler to reckon from
from
the
wavefront
where
ment to demonstrate
it passes the screen, especially
especially if
if that
that front
front isis far
far
nearly complete
enough
from
the
source
for
it
to
be
taken
as
aa
.
source
for
it
to
be
taken
as
diffraction.
straight-line continuation
continuation of
of BA.
BA. We
We are
are then
then
getting to something
something rather
rather like
like our
our bath
bath demondemonstration, Fig. 3, the
the only
only difference
difference being
being that
that there
there
is an indefinitely large gap instead
instead of
of aa narrow
narrow one.
one.
And here you may ask how
how narrow
narrow is
is "narrow"?
" narrow"?
There must be some
some standard
standard of
of comparison.
comparison.
of the stone in the pond—take
pond-take the
the form
form of
of expandexpandNarrow compared with the thickness
thickness of
ing spheres.
of the
the barrier?
barrier?
Not
necessarily.
The
standard
is
the
wavelength,
standard
is
the
wavelength,
The important point—associated
with
point-associ ated historically
historically with
or rather half a wavelength,
wavelength, and
and the
the width
the Dutch scientist Huygens, who
width of
of the
the
who although
although he
pe died
died
channel
should
be
small
compared
with
that.
small
32 years earlier
compared
earlier than Newton,
with
of
him
on
that.
Newton, was
was ahead
ahead of him on
The reason is that if the
the gap
gap width,
width, DE
the wave nature of light—is
DE in
light-is that
in.Fig.
Fig. 4,
4,
that since
since the
the waves
waves
is (say) half a wavelength,
wavelength, then
then there
there is
moving outward from any disturbance
is half
half aa wavedisturbance of
waveof the
the medium
medium
length difference in phase
(stone, shot, etc.) are themselves
phase between
between the
themselves disturbances
the wavelets
disturbances of
wavelets
of the
the
reaching a point such as P
medium they must everywhere
P from
everywhere be
from D
medium
D and
and E
be centres
E and
centres of
and so
s<:>
of secondsecondthey will cancel out there.
ary waves. These are often called
there. If
If DE
DE is
called wavelets.
is small
small compared
wavelets.
compared
In an unobstructed
unobstructed medium
In
medium this
then the
the wavelets
this principle,
wavelets reaching
principle, with half a wavelength, then
reaching
any point in the shadow will
although it is hard to
to refute,
refute, is
will be
be approximately
is not
approximate ly in
not at
at all
all obvious.
obvious.
in
One sees only the original
phase and will add up
original expanding
up to
expanding circular
to a wave
wave there.
circular ripples
there. One
ripples
One can
can
easily see that if the hole
on the surface of the pond
pond (until
hole is
is to
(until they
to let
let anything
they reach
anything through
reach the
through
the
shore, where they are reflected).
at all it must have some width,
reflected). It
width, and
It can
can be
and that
be shown
shown
that the
the effect
effect
mathematica lly that the infinite
of the resulting phase differences
mathematically
infinite number
number of
differences tends
of wavelets
wavelets
tends to
to be
be greater
greater
cancel one another out everywhere
(and the bent waves therefore
everywhere except
except in
therefore weaker)
in direcdirecweaker) the
the greater
greater
tions away from the original
the angle compared with the direction
original source;
source; in
in those
direction of
those
of the
the original
original
directions they combine
waves. This is evident in
combine to
directions
to form
form the
the expanding
expanding
in the
the bath
bath experiment;
experiment; the
the
wave-front that one sees.
emergingwa
emerging waves
ves are noticeably
noticeably weaker
weaker at
at points
points such
such
So far Huygens' principle seems
as P, close to the back
seems to
to be
be no
back of
no more
of the
more
the barrier.
barrier.
than a complicated way of explaining
By widening the channel
explaining something
something that
channel you
that
you can
can easily
easily show
show that
that
previously looked quite
quite" simple.
simple. Its
the wider it is the greater
Its value
value appears
appears
greater the
the tendency
tendency for
for the
the
when we consider
consider what
what we set
emerging waves to continue
set out
out to
to consider—the
consider-th e
continue in
in their
their original
original direcdireceffect of an obstruction. Let
tion, and the less the water
Let us
us draw
draw aa diagram
diagram
water in
in the
the ."shadow"
"shadow" isis
(Fig. 2) of what we suppose happens
happens when
disturbed. But this absence
when waves
waves
absence of
of disturbance
disturbance is
is not
not
encounter an impenetrable
impenetrable (and,
due to the inabihty
(and, to
to simplify
simplify the
inability of the
the
the waves
waves to
to turn
turn corners.
corners.
diagram, totally absorbing and
As we have seen, they tend
and therefore
therefore nonnontend to
to go
go equally
equally in
in all
all
reflecting) screen AB,
the
original
AB, assuming that
that the original
directions and have no
no difficulty
difficulty in
in turning
turning through
through
waves are all. Successive
Successive crests
crests of
90°, but unless the primary
of them
them are
are shown
shown
primary wave
wave disturbance
disturbance is
is
as concentric circles around the
S.
Since
the
the source
source S. Since the
confined to a front that
that is
is small
small compared
compared with
with
screen absorbs those hitting
hitting it,
it, everything
everything behind
behind itit half a wavelength this tendency
tendency is
is largely
largely nullified
nullified
is in shadow, as shown. This
This necessitates
necessitates wave
by
mutual
cancellations.
The
residual
wave
cancellations. The residual bending
bending
crests coming to sudden
sudden ends
ends along the
the edge
edge of
of the
the round corners is called
called diffraction,
diffraction, not
not to
to be
be confused
confused
shadow, AC. But
But that
that is impossible!
impossible! Consider
Consider aa
fixed point on this edge, say
say X.
X. At
At this
this moment
moment aa
•
D
D
EE
£p
wave crest is sweeping
sweeping past
past it. During
During the
the next
next few
few
moments that crest will fall, reverse
reverse in
in sign
sign to
to become
become Fig. 4. Although opposite sides,
sides, DD and
and E,
E, of
of this
this wider
wider opening
opening
a trough, build up to another
another crest,
crest, and
and so
so on.
on.
of
waves,
their
are in phase as regards
regards the original
original source
source
of
waves,
their
Such periodic disturbance of
of the
the medium
medium at
at that
that wavelets reach PP out of phase,
phase, tending
tending to
to cancel
cancel one
one another
another
point is itself inevitably aa source
source of
of waves
waves radiating
radiating and reduce diffraction.
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the
intervals, the
close intervals,
at close
wavelets at
Huygens wavelets
Fig. 5. By drawing Huygens
revealed.
effect isis revealed.
shadow effect
with shadow
pattern with
resultant wave pattern

round
go round
waves go
makes waves
also makes
which also
with refraction, which
in
reason-variation s in
different reason—variations
corners but for aa different
medium.
the medium.
of the
characteristics of
the
in the
width in
channel width
the channel
varying the
I suggested varying
do
to do
easier to
probably easier
is probably
because itit is
bath experiment because
we
what we
which isis what
the wavelength,
vary the
than. vary
that than
wavelength, which
channel
the channel
widened the
having widened
But having
study. But
are trying to study.
the
of the
scale of
the scale
reduce the
can reduce
we can
ratio we
in a certain ratio
the
in the
wavelength) in
the wavelength)
(including the
resulting pattern (including
shortenthat shortenconclusion that
the conclusion
at the
arrive at
same ratio and arrive
effect.
shadow effect.
the shadow
increases the
wavelength increases
ing the wavelength
Huygens
the Huygens
how the
of how
picture of
rough picture
On paper a rough
semidrawing semiby drawing
made by
be made
can be
wavelets combine can
gap,
the gap,
of the
width of
the width
along the
intervals along
close intervals
circles at close
to
phase to
in phase
combine in
they combine
that they
see that
We see
5. We
Fig. 5.
as in Fig.
fall
but
through, but fall
straight through,
travel straight
form waves that travel
cancellations,
mutual cancellations,
with mutual
step, with
of step,
out of
increasingly out
at the sides.
intemathematical inteis mathematical
me~od is
complete method
The only complete
I'm
and
wavelets, and I'm
of wavelets,
number of
infinite number
gration of the infinite
routine
standard
because itit isis aa standard routine
that because
not going to do that
Fig. 66 isis
But Fig.
optics. But
on optics.
textbooks on
to be found in textbooks
beyond
distance
some
intensity some distance beyond aa
a graph of wave intensity
interesting
.The interesting
wide. The
wavelengths wide.
several wavelengths
hole several
shadow
the
into
waves
of
diffraction of waves into the shadow
the diffraction
features are the
transuneven
the
case-and
this case—and the uneven transslight in this
-fairly
—fairly slight
result
the
like
remarkably
hole,
the hole, remarkably like the result
mission through the
lowa
through
signal
square-wave signal through a lowof transmitting aa square-wave
pass filter.
diffracwith diffracacquainted with
fully acquainted
Now Newton was fully
light
with
experiments
his
but
tion of waves, but his experiments with light
lines
straight
in
travelled
it
that
show
appeared to
that it travelled in straight lines
the
of the
rejection of
his rejection
Hence his
and was not diffracted. Hence
have
to
seem
doesn't
It
light.
of
theory
wave
light.
It doesn't seem to have
thousands
be thousands
could be
waves could
light waves
that light
occurred to him that
their
that their
so
knew,
he
those
than
shorter
of times
than those he knew, so that
seen
clearly
be
to
slight
too
just
was
just too slight to be clearly seen
diffraction
to
difficult to
quite difficult
fact quite
in fact
is in
It is
in his experiments. It
unmistakably,
light unmistakably,
of light
diffraction of
demonstrate diffraction
concenvery concenis very
light is
of light
source of
because unless the source
penumbra,
the penumbra,
by the
confused by
is confused
diffraction is
trated the diffraction
light
from light
transition from
gradual transition
is aa gradual
(Fig. 7) where there is
noticed
Delisle noticed
1715 Delisle
as 1715
early as
as early
to dark. However, as
had aa
object had
circular object
small circular
of aa small
that the shadow of
by
received by
was received
report was
the report
but the
centre, but
bright centre,
had
phenomenon had
the phenomenon
and the
incredulity and
scientists with incredulity
accepted.
be accepted.
to be
years to
100 years
about 100
to wait about
wave
the wave
rejecting the
for rejecting
reason for
Newton's other reason
which
polarization, which
was polarization,
incidentally, was
theory of light, incidentally,
longitudinal
the longitudinal
'with the
place .with
take place
cannot take
course cannot
of course
One
familiar. One
was familiar.
he was
which he
with which
waves of sound with
of
nature of
transverse nature
the transverse
that the
thought that
would have thought
of
possibility of
the possibility
suggested the
have suggested
would have
water waves would
with
play with
to play
children to
no children
had no
(he had
polarization (he
wave polarization
way),
that way),
him that
to him
show itit to
and show
ropes and
waves along ropes
after
centuries after
three centuries
wise three
be wise
to be
us to
for us
but it is easy for
the event.
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see
now see
should now
we should
subject, we
our subject,
Getting back to our
wavethe waveon the
depends on
diffraction depends
of diffraction
that the extent of
obstruction
the obstruction
of the
size of
the size
with the
length compared with
large,
relatively large,
wavelength isis relatively
the wavelength
if the
channel.; if
or the channel;
small,
complete; ifif small,
nearly complete;
be nearly
will be
then diffraction will
pronounced
and aa pronounced
diffraction and
little diffraction
there will be little
shadow.
at
said at
we said
as we
evident, as
is evident,
this is
One way in which
which this
radio
as radio
effects as
shadow effects
increasing shadow
the increasing
the start, is the
penetrate
waves penetrate
Long waves
reduced. Long
are reduced.
wavelengths are
are
waves
short waves are
very short
but very
valleys but
fairly well into valleys
severely cut off.
somebody
when somebody
noticeable when
is noticeable
Another example is
as aa
acts as
he
loudspeaker;
and aa loudspeaker; he acts
you and
gets between you
frehighest
the
attenuating the highest frecontrol, attenuating
top-cut tone control,
the
affecting
hardly
but
waves) but hardly affecting the
(shortest waves)
quencies (shortest
low.
coastline,
explore aa coastline,
to explore
waves to
radio waves
We can use radio
reflecthe
recording
and
it
at
waves at it and recording the reflecby aiming the waves
We
radar.
by
done
is
what
is
fact
in
That in
tions. That
is what is done by radar. We
metrewith
But
aircraft.
detect
to
it
can also use
to detect aircraft. But with metreescape
aircraft escape
the aircraft
of the
details of
the details
wavelength radar the
of
order
same
the
of
are
waves
the
because
the waves are of the same order of
us,
sufficient
there isis sufficient
so there
details, so
those details,
magnitude as those
give
waves give
Centimetre waves
them. Centimetre
diffraction to obscure
obscure them.
detailed
as detailed
like as
nothing like
still nothing
but still
picture, but
a clear picture,
which
sight which
of sight
sense of
own sense
our own
using our
get using
as we can get
When
light. When
of light.
waves of
shorter waves
far shorter
the far
of the
makes use of
magnificathe magnificathat the
find that
we find
detail, we
we seek still finer detail,
ultilimited ultiis limited
miscroscopes is
with miscroscopes
tion obtainable
obtainable with
comof comDetails of
light. Details
of light.
wavelength of
the wavelength
mately by the
diffraction.
by diffraction.
obscured by
are obscured
size are
smaller size
parable or smaller
diffraction
calculating diffraction
in calculating
difficulty in
The main difficulty
wavelets
of wavelets
number of
infinite number
the infinite
is the
precisely is
effects precisely
that
fact that
the fact
and the
resultant, and
the resultant,
find the
to find
to be summed to
The
distance . . The
and distance.
angle and
with angle
varies with
this resultant varies
wavelets
the wavelets
when the
simpler when
much simpler
problem is very
very much
be
can be
they can
that they
small that
so small
groups so
are restricted to groups
This
wavelets. This
single wavelets.
to single
approximations to
regarded as approximations
when
experiment, when
bath experiment,
first bath
the first
in the
is what we did .in
with
compared with
narrow compared
channel, narrow
single channel,
we made a single
3).
(Fig. 3).
half a wavelength (Fig.
two
to two
experiment to
this experiment
extend this
to extend
It is quite easy to
WIDTH OF HOLE

1

WAVE
WAVE
INTENSITY
.

distance
some distance
at some
received at
intensity received
of wave intensity
Fig. 6. Graph .of
wide.
wavelengths wide.
several wavelengths
from aa hole several

LIGHT
SOURCE
OF LIGHT
cm:

►PENUMBRA
}PENUMBRA

DARK

shadow
between shadow
region between
transition region
the transition
penumbra isis the
Fig. 7. The penumbra
tends toto
hidden. ItIt tends
source isis hidden.
the source
of the
part of
where part
full light, where
and full
obscure diffraction.
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Fig. 8. The wave pattern produced by interference
interference between
between
'Cwo
sources-i n this example, one wavelength apart
two in-phase sources—in
apart
-is
—is here plotted, and shows maximum build-up along OA, OB
08
and OC and zeros along 00
OD and 0E.
OE.

or mor~
more such channels and thereby observe
observe the
the
interfere
nce effects (as they are called) between
interference
wavelets. It is perhaps even less trouble to
wavelets.
to plot
plot
them
on paper, as for example in Fig. 8, where
them on
two holes are shown one wavelength
waveleng th apart, and
and
besides the wave crests drawn as full semicircles
semicircles the
the
troughs are interpolated
interpola ted as ·dotted
troughs
dotted ones. Straight
ahead (along OA) crests add to crests and troughs
troughs
to troughs to yield a resultant wave, and the
the same
same
happens along OB and OC. But intermediately,
happens
intermed iately,
along OD and OE, there is complete mutual cancelcancellation. The result—if
result-i f we use the language of
of shortshortwave aerial technology—is
technolo gy-is one forward lobe and
and two
two
side half-lobes.
half-lobe s. It is easy to see that as the wavelength
waveleng th
is reduced the number of lobes is increased.
increased . The
The
number is, in fact, twice the ratio of hole separaseparawaveleng th, when two half-lobes
tion to wavelength,
half-lobe s are
are counted
counted
as one lobe.
When we want to concentrate
concentr ate radio waves in one
one
particula
direction , radiation to each side (whether
particularr direction,
(whether
in separate lobes or as a spreading
spreadin g of the main
main lobe)
lobe)
is undesirable.
undesira ble. The solution to this problem is
is to
to
add more aerial units (e.g., dipoles) at half-wavehalf-wav elength (A/2)
(11./2) intervals.
These all build
intervals .
build up
up the
the
main lobe in the forward direction—at
directio n-at right
right angles
angles
to the array of aerial units. Admittedly
Admitte dly increasing
increasin g
the number of units (N) increases the
the number
number of
of
lobes, which is 2(N-1),
2(N...;I), but the side lobes become
become
compara
tively weak, so the object of concentrating
comparatively
concentr ating
radiation into one direction is achieved.
achieved . Fig.
Fig. 9,
9, for
for
example, compares
compare s six dipoles with two. In
In pracpractice the equal backward
backwar d radiation,
radiation , omitted
omitted here,
here, is
is
usually reversed and made to augment the
the forward
forward
radiation by means of a reflector behind the
the aerial
aerial
array.
The radiation pattern of an aerial system
system holds
holds
good for reception too, and so far as broadcasting
broadcas ting is
is
concerne
d it is receivers rather than senders that
concerned
that are
are
preferab
ly directional.
direction al. It happens that these broadpreferably
broadside arrays are seldom used for domestic reception,
reception ,
because the Yagi type of "end-fire"
"end-fir e " array is
is more
more
convenie
nt mechanically,
mechani cally, and these are rather off
convenient
off our
our
present subject of diffraction.
diffraction.
The principle of the broadside
broadsid e aerial array
array is
is of
of
immense importance
importan ce at the very much shorter elecelec466

tromagn
etic wavelengths
waveleng ths of light—and
tromagnetic
light-an d infra-red,
infra-red ,
ultra-vio let, X-rays, etc., too. It is obviously
ultra-violet,
obviousl y impracticable to mount lights at half-wavelength
half-wav elength intervals
intervals
-or
—or even several-w
several-wavelength
avelengt h intervals—but
interval s-but the
the
same effect can be obtained on the principle of
of the
the
experim ent illustrated
bath experiment
illustrate d in Fig. 8, by
by shining
shining aa
light through extremely
extremel y narrow . closely-spaced
light
closely-s paced slits
slits
cut in an opaque strip.
strip.. At light wavelengths
waveleng ths the
the
spacing has to be of the order of 1/20,000th
l/20,000 th of
of an
an
inch, so the production
producti on of diffraction
diffractio n gratings,
gratings, as
as
·they
they are called, necessitates
necessita tes some pretty
pretty precise
precise
mechani
cal engineering.
engineer ing. In an alternative
mechanical
alternativ e form
form the
the
light is reflected from lines ruled in
in aa strip
strip of
of suitsuitable metal. The exceedingly
exceedin gly small scale
scale of
of such
such
arrays enables vastly more . elements
ele111ents to
to be
be used
used
than in radio practice—many
practice -many thousands,
thousand s, in
in fact.
fact.
The object is not so much to concentrate
concentr ate light
light into
into
one direction as to separate radiations
radiation s of
of different
different
waveleng
ths. Violet light, for example, has only
wavelengths.
only half
half
waveleng th of red, so the lobe patterns
the wavelength
patterns are
are very
very
greatly different.
different. Wavelengths
Wave~engths that are
ar~ nearly
nearly equal
equal
can be separated
separate d by a diffraction
diffractio n grating,
grating, which
which is
is
why it is the essential component
compone nt of
of most
most good
good
.• spectrog
spectrographs
raphs and a considerable
consider able improvement
improve ment on
on
the
the glass prisms with which Newton carried
carried out
out his
his
pioneer investigations.
investiga tions. To use our own
own term,
term, the
the
selectivit
y of a diffraction
selectivity
diffractio n grating can be
be made
made very
very
high.
This separating
separatin g effect must have been noticed
noticed by
by
everyone when handling gramophone
gramoph one records.
records.
Although the spacing of the grooves is
is comparatively
compara tively
coarse:,
coarse, the effect of much closer spacing can
can be
be obobtained by holding the disk so that light
light is
is reflected
reflected
at a very small angle with its surface, when
when one
one can
can
see colour spectrum effects quite plainly.
Average X-ray wavelengths
waveleng ths are about 1,000
1,000 times
times
smaller still, which puts the manufacture
manufac ture of
of diffracdiffraction gratings for them beyond even
even the
the most
most skilled
skilled
instrume nt maker. But suitable gratings abound
instrument
abound in
in
nature in the form of crystals, the atoms
atoms of
of which
which

(a)

(b)

Fig. 9. Compariso
Comparison
n of horizontal polar
polar diagrams
diagrams of
of (a)
(a)
single vertical half-wave dipole with (b) array of
of six
six such
such
dipoles spaced half a wavelength apart. Only half
half of
of each
eacf:
diagram is shown; the whole of (a) is aa circle.
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the right
are arrayed in regular formation at about the
right
X-rays
analysing
for
They· _can be used for
intervals. They
determined) for
have been
the spacings
(once the
and (once
spacings have
been determined)
for
reverse prothe
but
measuring X-ray wavelengths;
to science,
science,
cesses have proved of even greater value .to
knowledge
present
our
of
and very much
knowledge of
of crystal
crystal
by the
structure and much besides was obtained by
the
interactions between them and X-rays. This is
another example of the general principle that if you
you

want to look at anything clearly you have to use
waves of smaller size than the details to be
examined.
One of the most significant discoveries of modern
science was that diffraction patterns formed by Xrays . striking crystals can be duplicated by beams
that elecelecof electrons striking crystals. It implied that
trons are by nature similar to electromagnetic radiations. But that is another story.
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The International "At a Glance" Radio Valve and
Television Tube Equivalents Manual, by B. B. Babani,
is intended to be a quick reference when an equivalent
of a valve is required. Only valves having octal, !octal,
loctal,
B7G and B9A bases are included. Beginning with an
index of valves, the book is divided into s~ctions
sections headed,
R.A.F. valves with commercial equivalents, commercial
equivalents, C.V. types with commercial equivavalve equivalents~
equivalents.
lents, British Army valves with commercial equivalents,
British Navy valves with commercial equivalents, wartime civilian valves with commercial equivalents,
equivalent^, and
U.S.A. service types with commercial equivalents. The
index lists some 1,560 types. Pp. 24. Bernards (Publishers) Ltd., The Grampians, Western Gate,
Ushers)
Gate, London,
London,
W
6 Price 3s 6d.
6d
W.6.
American Miniature and Microminiature Electronic
Assemblies Data
Data Annual 1963-64, edited by G. W. A.
M.Brit.I.RE., and . J.
Dummer, M.B.E., M.I.E.E., M.Brit.LR.E.,
J.
Mackenzie Robertson, consists of a data-sheet presentation of small size electronic assemblies at present
In . selecting the material
available in the U.S.A.
included in the book, the editors have taken as
as paraparameters-" campactness (as allied to unit types and funcmeters—"campactness
function), quality, usefulness and anticipated design interest."
interest."
Pp. 359. Pergamon Press Ltd., 455 Fitzroy Square,
Square,
London 5 W.l. Price £5 Ss.
5s.
London,

.

Single Sideband for the Radio Amateur (3rd edition)
edition)
is a digest of articles published in QST, the journal of
of
the American Radio Relay League. The contents
contents range
range
from the history of s.s.b. through detailed descriptions
descriptions
test gear.
of systems to accessories and test
gear. Pp
Pp.. .224.
224.
American Radio Relay League, West Hartford, 7, Connecticut, U.S.A. Price $2.00.
Penguin Science Survey 1963, Volume A, edited by
Arthur Garratt, presents the general trend in selected
selected
fields of research in the physical sciences. The
The subjects
subjects
of interest include a treatise by Sir Harrie Massey
Massey on
on
progress review
the upper atmosphere and
and aa progress
review of
of comcomputers by K. L. Smith. Pp. 224. Penguin Books
Books Ltd.,
Ltd.,
Harmondsworth, Middlesex. Price 7s 6d.
Trouble-Shooting High Fidelity Amplifiers, by M.
Horowitz. This book deals quite thoroughly with fault
finding and repair of audio amplifiers. Preceded
Preceded by
by aa
section on workshop layout and test instruments, each
each
stage of an amplifier is considered in separate
separate sections.
sections.
Chapters include the subjects of distortion measuremeasurement, hum loops and servicing problems specifically
specifically
connected with stereo sound reproductions. Pp.
Pp. 127.
127.
Elgin Press, Inc. New York. Price $2.95.
Pulse Circuits, by B. Chatterjee, Ph.D. Written
primarily to cover the course on pulse circuits offered
Technology (Kharagpur),
at the Indian Institute of Technology
(Kharagpur), it
it
includes chapters on pulse shaping circuits, delay lines,
trigger and counter circuits and a final chapter devoted
to pulse measurements and waveform synthesis.
synthesis. Pp.
Pp.
159. Asia Publishing House, 447 Strand,
Strand, London,
London,
W.C.2. Price 25s.
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Methods of
of Testing
Testing Permittivity
Permittivity and
and Loss
Loss Tangent
Tangent
S9 is
Report
of Dielectric Materials. E.R.A.
E.R.A. Report Ref.
Ref. L/
L/S9
is
divided into
into three
three parts
parts on
on aa frequency
frequency basis.
basis. TechTechniques discussed
discussed include
include bridge
bridge methods
methods (up
(up to
to 11 Mc/s),
Mc/s),
Mc/s) and
100
to
kc/s
(10
method
Ward
Hartshorn and
and Ward method (lOkc/s to lOOMc/s)
and
Mc/s
cavity resonator
resonator and
and standing
standing wave
wave methods
methods (100
(lOOMc/s
Gc/s). Pp.
to 36
36Gc/s).
Pp. 54.
54. Electrical
Electrical Research
Research Association,
Association,
Road,
Dorking
Manor,
Thorncroft
Thorncroft Manor, Dorking Road, Leatherhead,
Leatherhead, Surrey.
Surrey,
Price
Price 24s.
24s.
, edition
.. .
of,
Radio TV Handbook.-The 17th
Worl
. 118
.World
<? ,■***<> Tv Handbcok.-The
17th
editioni
of
guide for
this
J;*
for broadcast
broadcast listeners
listeners has
has all
all the
the usual
usual
"
"language
regular
including the times of
features,
features, including the umes
regular
languageon
information
general
In addition to of
transmissions.
transmissions. and
In addition to general
information
on
organizabroadcasting
the
the national
national and international
international broadcastingpower
orgamzaand
(frequency,
tions, it gives operating details
call sign)
sign) of
of the
the long,
long, medium
medium and
and short-wave
short-wave stations
stations
in
in each
each country.
country. A
A separate
separate section
section is
is devoted
devoted to
to the
the
world's
world's television
television stations.
stations. Pp.
Pp. 246.
246. Published
Published in
in DenDenmark
mark by
by 0.
O. Lund
Lund Johansen,
Johansen, the
the English
English version
version is
is availavailCo.,
&
Dawson
Surridge
from
country
this
in
able
able in this country from Surridge Dawson & Co., 136136142
142 New
New Kent
Kent Road,
Road, London,
London, S.E.l,
S.E.I, price
price 22s.
22s.
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The
The Technique
Technique of
of the
the Sound
Sound Studio,
Studio, by
by Alec
Alec Nisbett,
Nisbett,
should
should be
be of
of value
value both
both to
to the
the embryo
embryo professional
professional
sound
sound engineer
engineer and
and to
to the
the amateur
amateur sound
sound recordist.
recordist. The
The
studio
a
as
both
experience
had
has
author
author has had experience both as a studio manager
manager and
and
producer in the B.B.C.'s sound service,
service, and
and in
in this
this
volume he describes the main principles underlying the
the
production of a good programme and the minor details
details
which can make or mar it. Although the technical
technical
coverage is wide, and includes recording, sound effects,
etc.,
the author
author sucsucetc., this is only part of the story, and the
as well as
ceeds in imparting an appreciation of the art as
the science of what the French call succinctly prise
prise de
de
son. Pp. 288. Focal Press Ltd., 31 Fitzroy Square:
Square,
London, W.l. Price 42s.

N SERVICE FOR
INFORMATION
INFORMATIO
AL READERS
PROFESSIONAL
PROFESSION
Judging by the number ·of
of reply-paid forms returned to us each month, this Wireless World
information service is proving to be very helpful
to our professional readers and is therefore being
continued.
The form is on the last page of the issue, inside
the back cover, and is designed so that information about advertised products can be readily
obtained merely by ringing the appropriate code
provid~d for
numbers. Code numbers are also provided
requesting more particulars about products men·
tioned editorially.
By the use of this form professional readers
can obtain the additional information they require
quickly and easily.
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UNJBJ[ASED
By
By

Hi-fi and
Hi-fi
and Hi-n
Hi~7T

"FREE
"FRE E

GRID"
GRID "

netic waves or by some means out-side the world of physical
physic al science.
science.
Profes sor Mundle,
Mund ie, of the UniverProfessor
Unive r-■
sity of Bangor,
Bango r, writing
writin g in The
The'
Sunda y Times thinks that there is
Sunday
is no
no;
telepa thy being a matter of
case for telepathy
of
physics as the received
physics
receiv ed signal
streng
th is the same at a distance
strength
distanc e of
of
severa l hundred
hundr ed miles as it is at
several
at aa
few feet; it does not decrease
decrea se with
distanc e as wireless
wireless signals do. Howdistance
ever, the learned
learne d professor
profes sor does not
not
wheth er signal strength
say whether
streng th is
is the
the
same at all points between
betwe en the
the
distanc es he mentions.
distances
mentio ns. If not, surely
we may have the same skip-distance
skip-d istance
effect we get with radio transmissions?
missions?

WE often read that science
sc1ence is
is
measu remen t, and I, for one,
measurement,
would n't think of disputing
wouldn't
disput ing it. In
In
fact, I always try to express
express things
in the appropriate
approp riate units of measuremeasu repossibly can. II was aa
ment if I possibly
surpris ed, however,
little surprised,
howev er, to read in
in
Wirele
ss &
& Electrical
Electrical Trader a few
Wireless
weeks ago that Rex Hassan,
Hassa n, the
well known director
directo r of the London
Londo n
Audio Festival
Festiv al and Fair,
Fair, had said
that the quality of visitors
visitor s to this
year's show was far superior
superi or to that
of other years.
This has set me wondering
wonde ring about
metho ds employed
the methods
emplo yed to gauge the
quality of us visitors
visitors and the units
units
measu remen t used. One thing the
of measurement
the Copenhagen
nhagen Calling
Calling
statem
ent might have meant was that Cope
statement
we were all a bit better dressed
dresse d than
than MANY of us received
receiv ed our first imimusual. This could easily have been
been pressions
pressio ns of Denmark
Denm ark at a very
measu red-bu t not very scientifically
measured—but
scientifically tender age from the tales of Hans
-by
—by having experts
expert s from Dior and
and Andersen;
Ander sen; very pleasant
pleasa nt and fairylike
fairylike
Savile Row concealed
concea led near the en- impressions
impres sions they were too.
trance , the unit of measurement
trance,
measu remen t
In my own case these fairylike
fairylike
natura
lly being the micro-brummel
naturally
micro- brumm el impressions
impres sions were amply confirmed
confir
med
for men. If so, II rather fear II let
let the
the when I first went there, and II was
was
side down, as II have never been one
one not surprised
surpri sed when an ancient
ancien t buildto pay much attention
attenti on to sartorial
sartori al ing in Copenhagen
Copen hagen with a quaintly
quaint ly
matter s.
matters.
twiste d spire and an Andersen-like
twisted
Ander sen-lik e
II cannot think, however,
howev er, that sar- history was pointed
pointe d out to me. II was
was
elegance was what Mr. Rex
torial elegance
Rex told that the architect
archite ct of the building
buildin
g
Hassa n had in mind. It was much more
Hassan
more had killed himself
himsel f because
becaus e the
likely to have been the quality of our
our builder—obviously
builde r-obvi ously one of Andersen's
Ander sen's
musica l or technical
musical
techni cal knowledge;
knowl edge; maymay- wicked fairies in disguise—had
disgu ise-ha d given
because hi-fi and hi-7r
be both, because
hi-71" is
is the spire a left-handed
left-ha nded twist instead
really what the Audio Festival
Festiv al is
is all
all of the right-handed
right-h anded one on the
the archiarchiHi-71" is intended
about. Hi-7r
intend ed to represent
repres ent tect's drawing
drawin g board.
a high degree of technical
techni cal knowledge,
knowl edge,
Howev er, that is by the way.
However,
as I cannot
canno t think of any more sucsuc- There is another
anothe r building
buildi ng in CopenCopen expres sion; can you?
cint expression;
hagen in which a museum
museu m of sound
The measurement,
measu remen t, or at any rate
rate radio, television,
television, gramophones
gramo phone s and
and
estima te, of these qualities
estimate,
qualiti es must have tape recorders,
record ers, etc., was opened
not
opene
d
not
been based on a comparison
compa rison of the
the so long ago. I can only hope that
that
degree
of
degree
fi and n7T knowledge
knowl edge ex- the museum
museu m remains
remain s free from all
all
hibited by this year's visitors
visitors as com- Andersen-inspired
Ander sen-in spired torts (legal jargon
pared with those of previous
previo us years, · for twists and faults) as at present
presen t
revealed presumably
presum ably by the questions
revealed
questio ns becaus
e, judging
judgin g by a handbook
because,
handb
ook
we asked the technical
techni cal representatives
repres entativ es which the Editor has shown me,
II
me,
on the stands.
stands .
have seldom seen a better arranged
arrang
ed
Howev
er, II may be quite wrong or more carefully
However,
carefuLly catalogued
catalo gued exhibiexhibi...:
in my deductions,
deduct ions, and, if ·so,
so, II shall
shall tion. The things on show are from
from
be very interested
interes ted to know how our
our many countries
countr ies but naturally
the
natura
lly
the
" superior
superi or " quality was assessed
assessed this
this Danes have not neglected
neglec ted the works
year.
of their own Poulsen,
Poulse n, of
of arcarcgenera ted-c.w . fame, nor the pioneergenerated-c.w.
pionee rwork of Oersted.
Oerste d.
Telep
athic Skip
Telepathic
- Distance
Skip -Dis
tanc e?? ingThe
museu m authorities
museum
author ities are
are
A GREAT
GREA T deal of correspondence
corres ponde nce anxious
anxiou s to increase
increa se the range and
and
has been going on recently
recent ly in some
some nuntbe
numberr of their exhibits,
exhibi ts, including
includ ing
newsp apers about telepathy.
newspapers
telepa thy. If we those which are typical
typica l of British
allow that telepathy
telepa thy does in fact
fact developments.
develo pment s. Unfortunately
Unfor tunate ly I canproble m to be decided
exist, the . problem
decide d is
is not help personally
person ally as I disposed
dispos ed of
of
wheth er it belongs
whether
belong s to the world of
of. all my old gear to our own
own Science
Science
physic
s
or
physics
to that of what II will call
call Museum
Museu m last December
Decem ber as I rerepsychi cs; in other words is it trans- counted
psychics;
counte d -then
then in W.W. If
If any of you
mitted by what we call electromagelectro mag- have any old apparatus
appara tus of museum
museu m
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interes t which you can let the Copeninterest
Copen museu m have, please write in
hagen museum
in
instan ce to Mr. Tage Schouthe first instance
Schou boe, TS Museum,
Museu m, Struenseegade
Struen seegad e
Copen hagen N.
15A, Copenhagen
Danis h authorities
The Danish
author ities even offer
to pay carriage,
carriag e, and, in certain cases,
cases,
reason
able prices for apparatus
reasonable
appara tus which
accept ed for inclusion.
is accepted
inclusi on. It
It would,
would ,
howev er, be a far better thing to
however,
to
presen t it, and put away all unworthy
present
unwor thy
though ts of trying to get back aa bit
thoughts
bit
of Danegeld
Daneg eld which your ancestors
ancest ors
may have had to pay nearly
nearly aa
thousa nd years ago in the time of
thousand
of
Ethelr ed the Unready.
Ethelred
Unrea dy.

Bina rized Brides
Binarized
Brides
THOS
E readers
THOSE
reader s who have passed,
passed, as
as
II once did, through
throug h the part-physiopart-p hysiological and part-psychological
part-ps ycholo gical proprocess known as " falling in love "" will
will
know how mentally
mental ly disturbing
disturb ing it
it can
can
be, distracting
distrac ting the mind from mathemathe matics, electronics,
matics,
electronics, acoustics
acoustics and
and all
all
the other serious things of
of life.
life.
Personally speaking,
Personally
speaking, I tried 40
40
years or so ago to knock the painful
painfu l
process into scientific
process
scientific shape by
by
makin g " amatics"
making
amatics " follow the
the same
same
logical processes
processes as mathematics
mathe matics and
and
all the other
other· " ics"
ics " which
which II have
have
mentio ned above. I can only say that
mentioned
that
my efforts resulted
resulte d in what
what ShakesShakes peare so aptly describes
describes as "Love's
" Love's
Labou rs Lost," as II · failed to take
Labours
into consideration
consid eration the illogicality
illogicality of
of
the female mind.
Nowad ays similar efforts are being ·
Nowadays
made by others with more advanced
advanc ed
scienti
fic methods
scientific
metho ds than I had availavailable. Several
Several journals
journa ls have reported
report ed
that electronic
electronic computers
compu ters are
are being
being
used in the U.S.A.
U.S.A . · by marriage
marria ge
broker s to match up clients on their
brokers
their
books. The Times mentions
mentio ns one ininstance of a retired Methodist
Metho dist minister,
minist er,
widow er, who answered
a widower,
answe red no
no fewer
fewer
than 700 questions
questio ns about his
his likes
likes
dislikes in order to provide
and dislikes
provid e data
data
for feeding
feedin g into a computer.
compu ter. Time
Time
alone will tell if the resultant
resulta nt elecelectronically assisted
tronically
assisted marriage
marria ge proves to
to
have been made in heaven,
heaven , as
as the
the
old saying has it.
One objection
object ion which II see is
is the
the
necessity of answering
necessity
answe ring such an
an
enmm ous number
numbe r of questions;
enormous
questio ns; II can
truthfu lly say II should not like to
truthfully
to
have to go through
throug h such an ordeal.
ordeal .
Fortun ately it is not necessary
Fortunately
necessary in this
countr y as we are far more advanced
country
advanc ed
than they are in the U.S.A.
U.S.A . Nearly
Nearly
eight years ago (Nov. 1955) II mentioned in these columns,
colum ns, under the
the
1heading
headin g of "Walter,
"Walt er, lead me to the
the
£altar," how Dr. Grey Walter
Walte r had
had
(devised
devised a system whereby
where by the suitaWIREL ESS World,
WORLD , September
Wireless
SEPTEM BER 1963

bility of budding benedicks for each r
other was decided by comparing an
NEW
encephalogram of each would-be
partner.
These encephalograms were put in
front of an expert, who picked out 1
MOULDED
BODY
the v
al data from each. Such data,
vital
when ' compared, enabled him to
MINIATURE
MINIATURE
make a decision about the compatibility of the two persons concerned.
Despite
Desp :e these great scientific aids ·
SWITCHES
to choosing a marriage partner, II fear
that the young people of today will
* TESTED TO 2,000 VOLTS
in for
the old,
still
go in
still go
for the
old, illogical
illogical and
and it FULL MAINS RATING
discredited method of "falling
" falling in + 25,000 OPERATIONS
* HIGH QUALITY INSULATION
love."
love."
it CREAPAGE CLEARANCE 4mm
4mm.. .v
t
and Testing
Following extensive Research and
Exhibitiana
Exhibitiana
we are pleased to announce a new range of
over 50 varieties of Moulded Insulation
IT seems odd that at this time of
Switches that may be relied on for at least
Nsk
the
the year we are not all preparing to.
to,
25,000 operations.
pay ai visit to the National Radio
Radio,|
Show at Earls Court. I am
im only
onl too
These switches conform to very high
■j^w
glad that the idea of a biennial show
tow
standards of mechanical and electrical
Ipk \
has been abandoned, and that Earls
Earl i
operation and are provided with brilliant
Court has been booked for several
Nickel-Chrome plated Dollies, Rings, etc.,
J)
Single
Role
^^0
etc.,
(I)
Pole
^$£0
years ahead, commencing with
Single Pole
\.'th 1964.
196
Toggle
toggle
Switches
with
Standard
Bush.
Metal
moulded
Phenolic
Insulation
and
Meta!
all
There
are,
I
think,
one
or
two
adToggle
with
Standard
Bush.
There are, I think, one or two adClad cases.
vantages in not having a show this
year. One is that by August of next
next; j!
Terminal
Term
lal models are fitted ' with cup:..
cupyear the B.B.C.'s 625-line service
serv'ce | |L
washers to prevent wire straying and
and tag
tag
should be in full swing,
swing and, theremodels are hooked for easy wiring and quick
is
fore, those of us who wish to buy a
soldering.
new set can do so without wondering
Proof Test =
VJyProof
== 2,000V. at 50 - cycles per
whether we ought to buy a consec.,
sec.. Insulation resistance {: 100 MO. dry
vertible one. Those with 405-line
sets will,
will, of course, be able if they
or recovered at 500V.
Conforming to
Single Pole
wish to use them for some years
Pore Push Switches with
years to (2)
<
international
4
mm.
creepage
requirements.
6 PUSh Sw,tches w,th
! tandard^Bu^
Bush.
international 4 mm. creepage requirements.
come
in order
order to
to receive
Standard
Bush.
come in
receive the
the same
same Standard
LIST NOS. AND SWITCHING
which
programmes wh
h they do
do now.
They will, of course, miss the alter- |
ARRAN
GEM E N.TS AVAILABLE
ARRANGEMENTS
native B.B.C. service, but nobody , 11 lllwillii
AGAINST TYPES ILLUSTRATED.
can say at present
that
will !
pr. esent whether th
. at will
(I)
be any disadvantage. It is,
K howhov
List No. S.M.265 (S.P.C.O.)
ever, my opinion that people will
will
List No. S.M.259
S.M.2S9 (S.P.M.B.)_
(S.P.M.B.)
think they are missing something.
sometl e.g. I
List No. S.M.273 (S.P.C.O. Biased)
That will naturally result in
n aa big l
List No. S.M.JIS
B. Biased OFF)
S.M.3I5 (S.P.M.
(S.P.M.B.
demand for new sets.
1
List No. S.M.314
S.M.3I4 (S.P.M.B. Biased ON)
great. advantag
advan~age- iJ:?- n?t
.
Another great
not 1
(2)
this year is
hat 1t
it v.
ill ' (3) Single
having a show
show. th1s
lS. that
~lll
Single Pole
Pole Toggle
Toggle
List No. S.M.357 (S.P.C.O. Push for C.O.J
C.O.]
give the organizers
mo:
dme to giVe
give / Switches
,
orgamzers m
. oref tlme
with Extra Long
Long Bush.
Bush.
List
S.M.365
(S.P.M.B.
for
ON)
No.
Push
the show a ""new
new look."
·
·
look."'
List No. S.M.366
S.M~366 (S.P.M.B. Push for OFF)
OF )
II once suggested that
apart from ,
·
thai apait
(3)
each manufacturer having
lavhr his own ! |
(J)
List No. S.M.482 (S.P.C.O.)
stand as at present, there should
should also
so '
List No. S.M.480
S.M.48a (S.P.M.B.)
be
other stands
stands in
be other
in one
one section
section of
of the
the ,*
List No. S.M.492 (S.P.C.O.
(S.P.C.O, Biased)
Biased)
hall to which all manufacturers made \ .
List
No
•.
S.M.490
(S.P.M.B.
Biased
OFF)
No.
contribution so
that
those
of
us
,
·
aa contribution
so that those c us
List No. S.M.491
S.M.49I (S.P.M.B. Biased ON)
ONI
who wanted,
wanted~ for instance, a midget
transistor receiver,
receiver:, would see all
(4)
makes of them on one stand, with
/ith
List No. S.R.M.265 (S.P.C.O.)
all
makes of
of extension
all makes
extension loudspeakers
loudspeakers
List No. S.R.M.259 (S.P.M.B.)
on
another stand,
st~nd, and
so on.
.
.
Single Pole
on another
and so
o. This
This (4)
(
(5)
would
save us
us being
being compelled
Switches with Long Bush.
would save
compiled to
to Push-Push
i
List No. S.M.445 (S.P.C.O.)
(S.P.CO.)
elbow our way from one end of the .
.
.
List No. S.M.443 (S.P.M.B.
(S.P.M.B, Pull
Pull for OFF)
hall to another to compare the ! |.
List No. S.M.444 (S.P.M.B.
( .P.M.B. Pull for ON)'
ON)
different makes on show but, it may i
All List Nos. above are for switches with
be argued by some that "compariSolder Tags.
If required with Screw
sons are odious."
add
JTERM
to List No.
Terminals
/TERM
As
for
the
extra
space
required,
As for the extra space reqi red,
there always seems to me to be
FOR DETAILS OF THE FULL RANGE
plenty of wide open spaces on the
SEND
ISHJC
FOR LEAFLET No. I5I7/C
gallery floor of Earls Court, crying
gallerv
to be filled.
out tc
However, II am
am
quite sure the organizers will
not
w
A. F. BULGIN &
& CO. LTD.
agree with my idea but will.
vfill. have
BYEPASS
ESSEX, ENGLAND
BYE-PASS
ROAD,
BARKING,
something far better up their sleeves !(S)
Singl.e Pole
Pote Push(5)
Single
r
i
Telephone:
5588.
RIPpleway
5S8S
(12 lines)
to
provide
the
"new
look"
for
1964.
iPuU
Standard·
Pull
Switches
with
Standard
Bush.
to provide the " new look " for 1964
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17 RADAR
KELVIN HUGHES
TYPE 17
RADAR
HUGHES TYPE

KELVIN

DESIGNED for small vessels the latest Kelvin
Kelvin Hughes
Hughes
and compact. The
marine radar is light am
The transmitter/
transmitter I
receiver unit with a nominal
nominal peak
peak power of
of 3kW
3kW
2lin X 12inX6in
12in X 6in and weighs
weighs 31
measures only 21inX
31 It,
lb; the
the
display unit is 20inX 14inX 12in and weighs 48
48 lb; the
the
motor alternator which is 12inX9inX7in
12in X 9in X 7in also
also weighs
48 . lb; and the heaviest item, the aerial
aerial unit,
unit, weighs
weighs
103
1C3 lb for the standard 6ft end-fed slotted array or
or 95
95 lb
lh
for the alternative 4ft unit.
foi
· Wide use has been made of transistors in the display

fibre-glass and incorporating the turning
Scanner unit encased in fibre-glass
mechanism has been proved in wind speeds up
up to 120
120 knots.
knots.

The display unit, which uses silicon transistors, isis designed
designed for
for
bulkhead, deckhead or table mounting. ·

receiver
these are
and rect
/er units and these
are of the
the silicon
silicon type
type
,:
throughout to gi
give
safety under
under
e an increased factor of safety
high
1: ih ambient temperature operating conditions.
The Type 17 has
h~s been designed to meet the
the M.o.T.
M.o.T .
Type Approval Specification and with the
the 6ft
6ft aerial
aerial
l.ZO beam width. Three pulse lengths (0.06,
gives a 1.2°
(0.06, 0.2
0.2

O.S,usec) are available and are automa
and 0.5/Usec)
cally selected
automatically
selected
according to the range scale in use
use. Altogether there
there are
are
eight ranges from Jt to 24 miles.
The price of the Type 17, at the works
works of the
the Kelvin
Kelvin
Sons (England)
(England) Ltd.,
IHughes
lughes Division, S. Smith & Sons
Ltd.,
New North Road, Hainault, Ilford, Essex, is
is £895.
£895.

Commercial
Commercial
Literature
Literature
The Marconi vidicon colour camera channel Type V3310
V3310
is described in a leaflet available
avai,l able from the
Is
the closed
closed circuit
circuit
television division .of
of Marconi's W/T
W /T Company, Basildon,
Basildon,
Essex. Technical details and performance
performance data are
are inincluded in the description of thi.
the camera, associated monitor
monitor
and power supply unit.
A block schematic, showing
showing the
the
integral1 parts of the camen
integn.
camera, control unit
unit and
and monitor,
monitor, and
and
how they are interconnected, is included.
included.
(316)
(316)
ancl Semiconductor Group of Associated ElecThe Valve and
Electrical Industries Ltd., of
of Carholme Roaa,
Road, Lincoln,
Lincoln, have
have
booklet on the
issued a 25-page booklet
their semiconductor devices.
devices.
Brief technical details with dimensional data
data and,
and, where
where
applicable, service-type numbers have been included.
applicabH,
included. Two
Two
pages of this pubiicatio*
publication list some 200
200 semiconductor
semiconductor
A.E.I. near equivalents.
devices with A.E.I,
(317)
(317)
from Muirhead and
An abridged catalogue fron
and Co. Ltd.,
Ltd.,
Beckenham, Kent, describes briefly their
their precision electrical
electrical
instruments, resistance networks and inductors,
inductors, facsimile
facsimi,l e
equipment
eauinment and servo components.
(318)
(318)

Plastic lacquer capacitors manufactured by
by Siemens and
and
.Halske
Halske oof west Germany are described in
in aa leaflet
leaflet now
now
available from their U.K.
U.K., agents, R. H.
H. Cole
Cole (Overseas)
(Overseas)
1Ltd.,
d., 26-32 Caxton Street, Westminster, London, S.W.I.
S;W.l.
The leaflet contains technical and dimensional data
data of
of
their MKL range of lacquered foil capacitors.
(321)
(321)

Servo Consultants Ltd.
Ltd . .have
. have recently
recentlv released
released aa leaflet
leaflet
describing theii
their new high-speed, linear,
linear, electro-hydraulic
electro-hydraulic :·
actuator. The 'leaflet
taflet includes a technical
technical descriptio-'
description and
and
specification, and is available from 162-166
162-166 Kensal Road,
Road,
London, W.10.
, (322)
(322)
Insulating Sleeves and Tapes
Tapes Ltd. have
have recently
recently issued
issued
some
soi
.ii new dr^a
data sheets on their electrical insulating
insulating materials .
which include resin-impregnated unidirectional banding
banding
tapes, «epoxy
03. resinonded glass fabric
resin-bonded
fabric laminates,
laminates, and
and silisilicone resin-bf
ided glass -abric
resin-bonded
tabric laminates.
laminates. These
These aata
data sheets
sheets
are available from their head office in Brook Street, Preston,
Preston,
Lanes.
(323)
(323)

S.T.C. Components.
Components.--A
-A catalogue listing
listing physical dimendimensions arid
and operating characteristics of
of the products
products of
of the
the
Components Group oof Standard Telephones and
and Cables
Oclbles
Ltd. is now available from Footscray, Sidcup,
Sidcup, Kent.
Kent. It
It is
is
sub-divided to cover the quartz crystal, magnetic
magnetic materials,
materials,
capacitor, rectifier, transistor and valve
(319)
valve divisions.
(319)

The Universal Instrument Corporation of New
New York
York have
have
rrecently
cently issued a leaflet on their ""Uniac"
Uniac" universal inseiinsertion
ion and clinching machines for assembling printed
printed circuit
circuit
boards. Leaflets are obtainable
obtainable in this
this country
country from
from the
the
representative,
U.K. repr
atative, A. Dunkley, 14 Wellington
Wellington Road,
Road,
Ashford, Middx.
(324)
(324)

Resistors.-A
leaflet describing aa new
Microwave Resistors
—A leaflet
new range
range
of thin-film carbon resistors is available from the
the film comcomponents div
division
sion of E.I. Doucette Assoc.
Assoc. Inc.,
Inc., 246
246 Main
Main
Street,
Stre^., Chatham, New Jersey, U.S.A. Technical
Technical and dimensional
ional details are given of the various types
types they
they manumanufacture. The resistors described have
have a frequency range
range
oof d.c. to 10,000 M/cs; a resistance range
of
range
of 0.00lO
0.0010o to
to
0
15000; and a temperature range
C to
C.
range of —55
-ssoc
to -|-150
+ 150°C.
A tolerance of H± 1%
' % is quoted as standard, with
with +0.5%
± 0.5% .end
and
±0.1%
+
0.1% as specials.
(320)
(320)

A condensed catalogue co.ering
covering SGS Fairchild's
Fairchild's range
range
of semiconductors is now available from 23
23 Stonefield
Stonefield Wi
Way,,
It includes
Ruislip, Middx. It
ncludcs tabulated technical
technical information
information
on their diodes am'
and transistors. Other products
products dealt
dealt with
with
in
r this catalogue include
iclude micrologic units
units and
and semiconsemiconductor test equipment.
(325)
(325)

470

' r the convenience of readers
For
rea(jers a number
number has been
been appended
appended
to each of the above items so that when applying
applying for
for literature
literature
all that "s
is necessary is to circle the
the appropriate
appropriate number
number on
on the
the
Information Service form at the back of this issue.
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